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Abstract

Balancing control of a constrained biped during standing is extremely challenging in

that (1) the constraints between the feet and the ground impose bounds on the control

torque, which makes balance controller design challenging, and (2) the lack of a single

quantitative criterion and an efÊective tool for stability analysis prohibits the stability

analysis of such highly nonlinear systems. There are two objectives of this thesis. The

first objective is to systematicalty study balancing control of a simplified biped using the

modeling approach, which includes (i) investigating the effects of the constraints between

the feet and the ground during standing, (ii) designing a balancing controller satisffing

the constraints, and (äi) analyzing the stability of the constrained bipedal control system

using the concept of Lyapunov exponents, where the exponents are calculated from the

mathematical model. The results show that the constraints between the feet and the

ground have significant effects on balancing control design and thus they must be

satisfied. The stabitity analysis reveals that the stability region determined using the

concept of Lyapunov exponents is reasonably close to the one from previous work where

the stability was defined based on clinical observations.

This thesis deals with a stability analysis of a constrained biped during standing. The

problem is inherently difficult because the corresponding system is highly nonlinear.

There is no simple methodology to determine the stability of the system. Lyapunov's

stability theory has very limited applicability. Although Lyapunov exponents calculated

from either the mathematical model or a time series can be used to chatactenze the type

of stability of the potentially-stabie system under consideration, the existing analytical
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and numerical techniques have been developed for chaotic systems for which at least one

exponent is positive. Since in potentially stable systems the largest exponent is either

negative or zero, the existing techniques to compute the exponents are inaccurate. The

second objective of this thesis is to develop a method for calculating negative Lyapunov

exponents using a time series so that the stability of potential stable engineering systems

can be studied using the concept of Lyapunov exponents. The balancing control system of

the biped is used as an example to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed method. The

time series is generated by computer simulations from the mathematical model. The

results show that: (i) The Lyapunov exponents calculated are more accurate. For

nonlinear mapping, the minimum average relative error is 6.74%. For linear mapping, the

minimum average relative error is 6.84%; (2) The calculated exponents' spectrum is not

sensitive to the values of time lag, T,o* and evolving time, T"uo,, wh7le, using linear

mapping, the calculated exponents' spectrum is extremely sensitive to above key

parameters; (3) No spurious Lyapunov exponents are generated. Some ground work has

been laid on applying the concept of Lyapunov exponents to the analysis of stable

systems.

The proposed method for calculating Lyapunov exponents based on time series is both

systematic and constructive. It has a great potential for obtainjng negative Lyapunov

exponents and has significant practical applications in engineering systems. Furthermore,

the method is not restricted to bipedal robotic systems. It can be used to general nonlinear

potentially stable systems, especially for practical engineering systems.
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Glossary

Glossary

accuracy (a) A numerical measure of how close an approximation is to the truth;(b)
Correcûress, in the sence of lack of bias.

anatomical position For the purpose of universal comparison, there is a standard position -
the anatomical position- that the patient or cadaver theoretically has assumed. This allows
consistent description of body parts in relation to each other.

atlractor The phase space point or set of points representing the various possible
steady-state conditions of a system; in other words, an equilibrium state or group of states to
which a dynamical system converges.

autonomous Independent of time

basin of attraction The group of all possible phase space points that can evolve onto a
given atlractor

bilateral symmetry A figure that has bilateral symmetry can be cut exactly into two
identical miror halves. The line along which a shape is cut is called the line of symmeqry.
The plane along which a solid is cut is called the plane of symmetry.

The unit of infonnation when logs are taken to the base 2

chaos (a) Sustained and random-like long-term evolution that satisfies certain
special mathematical criteria and that happens in detenninistic, nonlinear, dynamical systems;
(b) largely unpredictable long-term evolution occurring in a deterministic, nonlinear
dynamical system because of sensitivify to initial conditions.

constant A quantity that does not vary under specified conditions.

decomposition The numerical expression of a quatity in terms 6¡i15 5imFler components

delay-coordinate method Same as time-delay method

delay method Same as time-delay method

dynamical Changing with time

dynamical system (a) Anything that moves or that evolves in time; (b) any process or
model in which each successive state is a function of the preceding state.

embedding The preparation of a pseudo phase space graph to reconstruct a system's
dlmamics (atkactor), using successively lagged values of a single variable

embedding dimension The tot¿l number of separate tirne series (consisting of the
original series and subgroups obøined by lagging that series) used in a phase space plot or in
a more rigorous mathematical analysis.

vlil
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Glossary IX

equation of motion An equation in which time is the independent variable.

equilibrium point Same as fixed point

ergodic (a) The property whereby statistical measures of an ensemble don't change
with time and, in addition, all statistics a¡e invariant from one time series to another within
the ensemble; (b) said of a system for which spatial or ensemble averages are equal to time
averages (meaning that time averages are independent of starting time and that most points
visit every region of phase space with about equal probability); (c) said of a hajectory if it
comes back arbinarily close to itself after some time; (d) the property whereby avemges
computed from a date sample converge over time to ensemble average (i.e. statistics of all
initial states ultimately lead to the same set of statistics).

ergodic theory The mathematical study of the long-term average behavior of dynamical
systems

exponential divergence Temporal separation of fwo adjacent trajectories according to
an exponential law, that is, by a straight-line relation between the log of separation distance
(as the dependent variable) and time.

false nearest neighbor A point in lagged space that is close to another point only
because the embedding dimension is too low

fiducial Referring to something used as a standard of reference for measurement or
calculation. Examples : fiducial point, fiducial traj ectory

fiducial trajectory A trajectory used as a reference trajectory from which to compute
ordital gaps and the Laypunov exponent

Gram-Schmidt ortho gonalization Same as orthogonali zation

hypercube The multidimensional analog of a cube

hy¡lerspace Space of more than three dimensions

hypersphere The multidimensional analog of a sphere

identity line (or identity map) A 450 shaight line on an arithmetic-scale two-
coordinate graph, representing the relation y = x

initial conditions Values of variables at the beginning of any specified time

invertible Having a unique successor or predecessor, or in other words, capable of
being solved uniquely either forwards or backwards in time.

lag The basic time interval or amount of ofßet between any fwo values being compared,
within a time series.
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lag space A special but very cornmon type of pseudo phase space in which the axes or
dimensions represent successive values of the same feature (x) separated by a constant time
interval.

lagged phase space See lag space

local Lyapunov exponent The exponential rate oftrajectory convergence or divergence in
a local region ofan atffactor

Lyapunov characteristic exponent Lyapunov exponent

Lyapunov characteristÍc number Lyapunov number

Lyapunov exponent The average ofmany local exponential rates ofconvergence or
divergence of adjacent trajectories expressed in logarithms and measured over the enti¡e
attractor. As such, it reflects the average rate of expansion or contraction of neighboring
trajectories with time

Lyapunov number
Lyapnov exponent

The number whose logarithm, to a given base, equals the

map
evolves

mapping

model

A function, mathematical model, or rule specifying how a dynamical system

A functíon, correspondence, or transformation

A simpliñed representation of a real phenomenon, in other words, a
stripped-down or uncomplicated description or version of a real-world process. Models can
be classified into physical (scale), mathematical, analog, and conceptual models.

nearest neighbor A pseudo phase space datum point that plots close to another point, for
a particular embedding dimension

nonautonomous Time-dependent

nonlinear Not having a straight-line relationship, that is, referring to a response that is
not directly (or inversely) proportional to a given variable

nonlinear dynamics The study of motion that does not follow a straight-line relation,
that is, the study of nonlinear movement or evolution. As such, nonlinear dynamics is a broad
field that includes chaos theory and many mathematical tools used in analyzing complex
temporal phenomena.

nonlinear system A system in which the observations of a given variable do not plot as a
straighrline (on arithmetic scales) against observations of a second (or lagged) variable.

normalization The process of adjusting or converting one or more values to some
standard scale. The standard scale for a group of values usually is from zero to one. The
conversion then consists of dividing each value of the original dataset by some maximum



Glossary XI

reference quantity, such as the greatest value in the dataset or a theoretical maximum value.
A vector is normalized by dividing it by its magnifude, yielding a so-called unit vector.

observable A physical quantity that an be measured.

orbit The path through space taken by a moving body or point. Examples: (a) a
trajectory as represented in phase space

origin A reference point in ordinary space or phase space. Most often, it is the
point at which all variables have a value of zero

orthogonal (a) Perpendicular or normal (having to do with right angles); (b) urnelated
or independent; (c) said of elements having the property that product of any pair of them is
2e10.

orthogonalization A procedure for realigning two or more nonorthogonal vectors into a
set of an equal number of mutually orthogonal vectors, all of which have the same origin.

orthonormal Set of axes or vectors that are mutually perpendicular and of normalized
(unit) length

orthonormalizatton The process of reducing mutually orthogonal vectors to unit length.

phase space An abstract mathematical space in which coordinates represent the variables
needed to specify the phase (or state) of a dynamical system at any time

phase space reconstruction See reconstruction of phase space.

projection The image of a geometric object or vector superimposed on some other
vector. As such, the projection is a new vector and is called the projection of the first vector
onto the second.

pseudo phase space An imaginary graphical space in which the first coordinate represents a
physical feafure and the other coordinates represent lagged values ofthe feature.

reconstruction dimension The embedding dimension which an attractor is reconstructed.

reconstruction of phase space A pseudo (lagged) phase space plot in two or three
dimensions, made with the hope of seeing an attractor (if there is one). Also known as pghase
space reconsruction, state space ¡econstruction, phase portraint reconsfiuction, hajectory
reconstruction, and samiliar expressions.

renormalization A mathematical scaling technique consisting of rescaling a physical
variable and transforming a control parameter such that the properties of an equation a one
scale can be related to those at another scale, and the properties at the limiting scale (infrnity)
can be determined.

reorthonormalization A procedure for again realigning all vectors to be mutually
perpendicular and then making each vector of unit tength.
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robust Resistant to, or steady under, perhubation.

sagittal plane The sagittal plane in the anatomical position is any vertical anterior to
posterior plane that passes through the body parallel to the median plane. It divides the body
into unequal right and left halves.

scalar A number representing a magnitude only, as might be indicated on a simple scale.

scalar time series An ordinary time series, in which each successive measurement is
recorded along with its time or order of measurement (and, hence, synonymous with the
general meaning of time series.)

sensitive dependence on initial conditions (a) The quality whereby two slightly
different values of an input variable evolve to two vastly different trajectories; (b) the quality
whereby two initially nearby trajectories diverge exponentially with time.

sensitivity to initiat conditions Sensitive dependence on initial conditions.

singular rystem analysÍs A phase space reconstruction technique in which orthonormal
reconstruction axes near each point x, are a maximal set of linearly independent vectors that

are derived from the local distribution of points near x, by singular value decomposition

smooth

stable

úr mathematical terms, is differentiable at everypoint.

Tending to dampen perturbations or initial differences, over time.

stationary Time-invariant, that is, (a) lacking a trend; or (b) (more rigidly), keeping a
constant mean and variance with time; or (c) (more formally still), said of a randomlike
process whose statistical properties are independent of time.

steady state (a) A condition that does not change with time; (b) the state toward which the
system's behavior becomes asymptotic as time goes to infinity. The associated equation gives
a constant solution.

stretching A topologist's interpretation of either (1) the amplification of a cerüain range
of input to a large range of ouþut values during iteration or (2) the phase space exponential
divergence of two nearby trajectories.

theoretic (a) Restricted to theory; (b) lacking verification.

time-delay method A lagtime analytical technique that uses data of just one measured
physical feahre (.r) (regardless of any other features that may have been measured), whereby

x, is compared to one or more lagged subseries, often with the aim of reconstructing an

athactor.

time domain The representation of time series data in their raw or unaltered form.

trajectory (a) A path taken by a moving body or point ( and hence an orbit); (b) a
sequence of measured values or list of successive states of a dynamical system; (c) a solution
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to a differential equation; (d) graphically, a line on a phase space plot, connecting points in
chronological order.

truncate (a) To shorten a number by keeping only the frst few (signifrcant) digits and
discarding all others; (b) to approximate an infinite series by a finite tru*b". of tãrms; (c) to
exclude sample values that are greater (or less) than a specified constant value.

unit vector A vector having a magnitude of one. It is usually obrained by dividing a vector
by its lengfh (magnitude).

unstable Tendíng to amplify perhrrbations or initial differences, over time.

unstable orbit (unstable trajectory) A trajectory for which,, arbitrarily close to any
input value, there is another possible input which gives rise to a vastly differenttrajectory.

variable A characteristic or properly that can have different numerical values.
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a , The horizontal distance between the ankle and the heel

a,, b,, c,, Coefficients need to be determined in elements of Jacobian matrices

b , The ankle heíght

c , Horizontal distance between the mass center of foot and the ankle

d , The number of Lyapunov exponents,

The dimension of the state space model of the system

dE, The embedding dimension

g , The gravity acceleration (9.80ms-2)

g,(*), The transition functions, defined based on the physical behaviour of the

system, describe the ftansition conditions at each instant of discontinuity

h, Time step-size used in nonstandard finite difference scheme

h,(*), The indicator functions, defined based on the physical behaviour of the

system, aÍe at least one time continuously differentiable function and

determine the i¡stant of the discontinuity

m , The mass of the inverted pendulum

ass of the both feetffir, The mass of the both feet

r , The distance between the mass center of inverted pendulum and the ankle

x-p, The distance between the center ofpressure and the toe

* =4, First derivative with respect to time
dt' r

COP The center of pressure

Fo, The horizontal ground reaction force

Fo, The vertical ground reaction force

G,(*), The Jacobians of the transition functions

G,SR The Gram-Schmidt reorthonormalizadtion

H , The length of the whole body

H,(*), The Jacobians of the indicator f,rnctions

I , Moment of inertia of the inverted pendulum about mass center

J, Elements of Jacobian mahices
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L = H -b , The length of the inverted pendulum

L, The length of the feet

M = I +mr2, Moment of inertia of the inverted pendulum about the ankle

N, The number of data points

N r, The minimum number of nearest neighbors

Nror, The order of Taylor series

SVD The singular value decomposition

T"uol, The evolving time

Tlog, The time-delay

X r\t), The set of variables actually taking part in nonlinear differential equations

Xr(t), The time series data

ZMP The zero moment point

e, Angular displacement of inverted pendulum (clockwise as "+")

I
0o¡ = 0* = tan-'(L) , Critical angle

p

0rrz = -0* = -ton-t (!),p
Critical angle

e , Angular velocity of inverted pendulum (clockwise as "*")

0",,(0), Critical angglar velocity determined by friction constraint,

detailed in Equation (3.11c)

0",r(0), Critical angular velocity determined by COP constrainl

detailed in Equation (3.23b)

¿) , Angular acceleration of inverted pendulum (clockwise as "+")

4,, Thelyapunovexponents

p, The friction coefficient

r , Control torque applied at ankle

Tæp-neet tT"op-to", Control torque determined by COP eonstraint,

detailed in Equation (3.22b), and (3.22c), respectively

r,,i, ont¡ol torque determined by gravity conshaint,

detailed in Equation (3.7c)
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Chapter I

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The balance control of disturbed bipedal standing is important for preventing falls

of humans and bipedal robots. Stabilization of bipedal models has atfacted much

attention in the past two decades. In spite of much research effort, the progress has

been slow due to the complexity of the structure of the bipedal robots and the lack of

theoretical tools for stability analysis. Furthermore, bipedal standing is always

subjected to constraints, such as the ground reaction force being upward (gravity

constraint), füction between the foot and the ground being lower than the maximum

friction (friction constraint), no tipping over about the toe and heel (tip-over

constraint) and pressure center being within the foot/feet (pressure center constraint).

Much of previous research on the stabilify analysis and stability control of bipedal

locomotion has been carried out under the assumption that all the constraints are

always satisfied. This assumption, though it simplifies the problem, can be

misleading. Limited previous research on balance control of bipedal standing

considered the constraints between the feet and the ground in control design.

However, the effects of constraints on bipedal standing have not been investigated.

Thus, understanding the effects of the const¡aints between the feet and the ground on

balance conhol of bipedal standing still remains an open question.
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Another challenge for research on balance control of bipedal standing is the lack

of a single quantitative criterion and an effective tool for stability analysis. One

technique available for this purpose is Lyapunov's stability analysis. Lyapunov's

second method is widely used in stability analysis, but due to the lack of construction

methods, it is difficult to derive a Lyapunov function for highly nonlinear systems.

Alternatively, Lyapunou 
"*noo".rts, 

defined as the average exponential rates of

divergence or convergence of nearby orbits in the state space, can characterize the

system stabilify. Since it is extremely difficult to determine the Lyapunov exponents

analytically for complex engineering systems, they are often calculated numerically

based on a mathematical model or a time series. When mathematical models of the

systems are avallable, the method for computation of Lyapunov exponents developed

by Wolf et al. (1985) is one of the most commonly used for smooth systems. Smooth

systems are systems where every terrn in the ordinary differential equations is

continuous. Müller (1995) extended Wolfls method to non-smooth systems, systems

where at least one term in the ordinary differential equations is non-differentiable.

Straightforward calculation is the advantage of using model-based method. One

limitation of using mathematical models is that the calculation of Lyapunov

exponents may become unfeasible owing to the model complexity and uncertainty.

The most attractive advantage of using a time series is that the data for only one

state is required, which can be measured experimentally. However, the methods for

calculating Lyapunov exponents based on a time series have been developed for

chaotic systems in which the largest Lyapunov exponents is positive. They are

considered not reliable for calculating zero and negative exponents. Robotic systems

are of high, but known dimensions and, more than one state can often be measured.
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Thus, there is a pressing need to develop a method based on a time series to determine

the zero and negative Lyapunov exponents for potentially stable systems.

In summary, the motivation of this research is to (1) gain a better understanding of

mechanics of bipedal locomotion such as (a) the effects of constraints on bipedal

standing and (b) stability control mechanisms, and (2) develop an effective method

for stability analysis of nonlinear systems.

The outcome of this research can have significant impact on (1) developing

bipedal robots, (2) providing a solid basis for applications in diagnosing human gait

disorders and preventing falls of humans and bipedal robots, (3) broaden robotic

research and other engineering fields.

1.2 Literature Survey

Recent studies on biped robots focus on dynamic modeling, controller design and

stability analysis. The following sections give the detailed literature survey of these

topics.

1.2.1 Dynamic modeling of bipedal locomotion

Dynamic modeling is a complicated problem that requires knowledge of classic

mechanics, nonlinear dynamics and advanced mathematics. Modeling of physical

systems can be divided into ¡vo categories. Physical modeling is a process in which

one constructs tangible scaled models that appear like the çeal systems. However,

scaled models require a gleat deal of time and resources to develop, and there are

limits to what can be learned from them. A mathematical model is an abstract system

used for studying research problem that does not necessarily lend itself to physical

model. In the modem era, this means that researchers construct a set of equations and

solve them using a computer. In these models, the system is simplified by limiting the
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number of components so that they represent the net effect of many parts. Therefore,

the first task to study biped is to select a mechanical model with few degrees-of-

freedom to keep the equations of motion at a manageable level and yet reasonably

describe the motion of interest.

Multi-tink planar models are used to study bipedal locomotion and the related

properties. Miura and Shimoyama (198a) developed their th¡ee-link biped robots to

walk sideways, backward and forward and studied in both the sagiual and frontal

planes. The results served as a basis for choosing the appropriate feedback control

gains. Hemami (1977) and Hurmuzlu's (1987a) threelink biped models have upright

trunk and two lower limbs. Miura's model (1934) has two lower limbs and a link

located at the pitch axis. Hurrnuzlu's four-link biped model (1987b) put one link

above Miura's model. Iqbal et al. (1993) studied the stability and control of a biped

system. The model was based on a four-link planar biped that approximates gross

human locomotion in the frontal plane. A general five-link biped is modeled with a

torso and fwo legs, each leg consisting of a thigh and a shank. Study of this model can

be found in Hemami et al. (1977), Hurmuzlu (1993), wu and chan (2002), Ma and

v/u (2002), Mu and wu (2002, and 2004). Hemami et al. (2004) studied dynamics,

stability and control of stepping via a seven-link two-dimensional sagittal biped

model. Furusho and Sano (1990) developed a nine-link biped which included the foot

structure and was equipped with foot pressure and ankle torque sensors to provide

information about the conditions of contact with the floor. Their work contributed

toward the realization of smooth three-dimensional walking with the sole firmly

gnpping the floor. However, the constraints between the feet and the ground are

rarely considered in.multilink planar models. In the above mentioned work, bipedal
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feet were assumed to be fixed on the ground once they contacted the ground. The

constraints between the feet and the- ground are assumed to be satisfied automatically.

Inverted pendulum models have often been used to study bipedal posture. An

inverted pendulum is an inherently unstable system and the studies of control and

stabilization of such a system is one of the challenging problems in the field of

automatic control. Studies of control and stabilization of single pendulum can be

grouped into two classes. The first class deals with the benchmark problem of an

inverted pendulum in which the base point is rocked to maintain the upright position

of the pendulum. In the second class, the stabilization of an inverted pendulum is

achieved by applying control torques at the base point. The simplest model that can

present some bipedal locomotion activities is a single massive link modeled as an

inverted pendulum. Investigators have reported that standing human subjects, when

perturbed by translation of a moving support surface, typically respond by moving in

a segittal plane. For small disturbance, they tend to keep the knees, hips, and neck

fairly shaight, moving about the ankle (Kuo 1995). Hemami et al. (2006) has shown

that the effect of a horizontal disturbance at the ankle appears to be about 40 times

that of the effect of the disturbance at the knees and at least a few hund¡ed times

larger than the effect of a disturbance at the hip. This means that, under translational

disturbance, the ankle angle is subjected to the largest excursion. The knee and the hip

angle excursions are relatively minor. Consequently, the biped as a whole, appears to

move as a single inverted pendulum. Thus, it is reasonable to simplifu a biped as a

simple inverted pendulum moving in the sagittal plane. The single inverted pendulum

model is simple and suitable for solving problems of posture stability of a biped

system, especially when several conshainfs between the feet and the ground are

concerned @ai and Patton IggT). Hemami and his colleagues used. a massive inverted
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pendulum with the base joint fixed to the supporting ground to study the behavior of a

body in standing position when no muscle dynamics was involved (Hemami et al.

1973, Golliday and Hemami l976,Hemarti and Camana 1976, Hemami and Golliday

lg77). Torques applied at the base joint were equivalent to the ankle joint in human

body to maintain the upright posture. Chow and Jacobson (1972), on the other hand,

consider the posture stability of the upper body and the control of human locomotion

with the use of an inverted pendulum. The upper body was modeled as a single link

inverted pendulum with the prescribed base point moved only in the vertical direction.

It was an important step in the development of a mathematical model of the human

body. Wu (1996) and Wu et al. (1998) utilized the general single inverted pendulum

problem to model the human upper body during gait. Their mathematical model

developed with a base excited inverted pendulum can be used to predict major

features of the upper body dynamics and to synthesizs ths mssþanism of walking. Pai

and his colleagues studied disturbed standing stability using a single inverted

pendulum model (Pai and Patton 1997,Pai and Iqbal 1999, Iqbal and Pai 2000). The

work mentioned above show that inverted pendulum models are adequate for studying

various fundamental theoretic problems related to human locomotion.

1.2.2 Effects of constraints on bipedal balance control and motion

regulation

Control of balance is an essential component of bipedal movements. The balance

control of disturbed bipedal standing is important for preventing falls of humans and

bipedal robots. Stabilization of bipedal models has attracted much attention in the past

two decades. Various control strategies such as adaptive control (Chew and Pratt

2001), sliding mode control (Mu and Wu 2004),neural network control (Kuperstein

and Wang 1990, Narendra and Parthasarathy 1990, and Bersini and Gorrini 1997),
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and fuzzy control (Liu and Li 2003) have been developed. In much of the previous

work, bipedal feet were assumed to be fixed on the ground once they contacted the

gfound, i.e., all the constraints befween the feet and the ground were assumed to be

always satisfied automatically, and the controllers were designed only for motion

regulation. Such an assumption, though simplifies the problem, can mislead research

and make the outcome irrelevant to practical bipedal robots.

Bipedal locomotion (standing, walking and rururing) is always subjected to

constraints. The constraints between the feet and the ground include: the ground

reaction force being upward (gravity constraint), friction between the foot and the

ground being lower than the maximum friction (friction constraint), no tipping over

about the toe and heel (tip-over constraint) and pressure center being within the

foot/feet þressure center constraint).

However, research on the effects of constraints on bipedal locomotion is sparse.

One distinguished work is from Pai and Patton (1997), where gravity consftaint,

füction constraint and center of pressure constraint during bipedal standing have been

considered. In their work, they showed that the constraints impose bounds to control

lorqul and determined numerically the control bounds. Such bounds make the conhol

design challenging. However, they did not investigate the effects of conshaints on

balance control of bipedal standing.

1.2.3 Stability analysis

Stability is a basic requirement for the bipedal locomotion including standing,

walking and running. Two different stability concepts are widely used in bipedal

locomotion. One is understood as that the biped does not collapse during locomotion.

In this work, this kind of stability is named tip-over stabilify defined by Vukobratovió
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(Vukobratovié, 1970), and the other stabilify concept is defined based on Lyapunov's

stability theory.

1.2.3.1 Tip-over stability

To ensure the tip-over stability and to prevent the tipping over of a biped, several

measures for the evaluation and conhol of the system are raised. For example, center

of pressure (COP) (Marchese et al. 2001, Silva and Machado 2001), foot rotation

indicator (FRI) (Goswami 1999), force-angte stability measure (Paradopoulos and

Rey 1996), and zero moment point (ZMP) (vukobratovic et al. 1,970). The cop is a

point on the foolground surface where the net ground reaction force actually acts.

The FRI point is a point on the foot/ground surface, inside or outside the base of

support, where the net ground reaction force would have to act to keep the foot

stationary. The ZMP is defined as the point on the ground about which the sum of all

the moments of the active forces equals zero (Vukobratovic et al. 1970). ZMP is

popularly used in the study of biped dynamic walking. Methods have been proposed

for synthesizing walking patterns based on the concept of ZlvE.In the work of Shih

(1990) and Hirai (1998), the ZIvfF trajectory was first designed and the hip motion

and joint angle profiles are then derived. In Huang's (2001) work, however, the

constraints of parameters, which can produce different types of foot motion to adapt

to the ground situations, were fust formulated, and then methods were introduced to

generate biped trajectories with the largest ZMP stability margin. ZMP plays an

important role in the analysis and design 6f þiped dynamic locomotion, and it has also

been used in biped controller design and in gait synthesis. A comprehensive survey of

ZMP and its application to bipedal locomotion has been given in reference

(Vokobratovic and Borovac 2004).
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Pai and Patton (1997) defined the stability based on the clinical observations on

balance control of human subjects and they intended to develop a clinical tool to

assess a person's ability to maintain standing posture. Their stability regions are

determined using an optimal algorithm. They considered constraints as conditions

when they numerically calculate the ankle control torque. From a initial state, (with

initial angular displacement and initial angular velocity), if the center of mass of the

biped can be moved by the ankle torque determined using optimal algorithm into a

region befween the heel and the toe within a short time period (1s) and with a zero

angular velocity, this initial state is included in stability region they defined. The

whole stability region is formed by all initial states satisfying above conditions. The

limitation, from a viewpoint of stability, comes from their definition of the stabitity.

Such a definition only concerns the system performance within a short time period.

1.2.3.2 Summary of Lyapunov stability theory

The stability concept based on the Lyapunov's stability theory is about the system

performance with respect to the disturbance in the initial states. Lyapunov not only

introduced the basic def,rnition of stability for nonlinear systems, but also proved

many of the ñrndamental theorems. Since Lyapunov published his theory (Lyapunov

1892), a great deal of work has been done on stability of nonlinear systems based on

Lyapunov's stability theory.

The key requirement to prove the system stabilify using Lyapunov's stability

theory is to construct a Lyapunov frmction. Since no construcfive rules or suggestions

were given in his theory, the construction of a Lyapunov function for a nonlinear

system remains a great challenge, which restricts the applications of this theory. In the

past forly years, mrmerous techniques have been proposed to construct Lyapunov

functions for special nonlinear systems. Amongst these techniques are: the method of
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analogy with linear systems by Barbasin (1960), the method of integration by parts by

Porzo (1965), and Huaux (1967), the method of system energy by Marino and

Nicosia (1983), the integral methods, the scalar-Lyapunov-function method and the

intrinsic method by Chin (1986, 1987, 1988, and 1989), the extended integral method

by Wu (Wu 1996 and references cited in). It is important to point out that Lyapunov's

stability theory is based on conventional solution theory, i.e., ttre dynamical systems

must be smooth. For the stability analysis of non-smooth systems, Lyapunov's second

method needs to be extended. Paden and Sastry (1987) f,rrst generalized Lyapunov's

second method by imposing a non-zero upper bound of the derivative of the

Lyapunov function with respect to time. They proved that the states of the system

(solution in the sense of Filippov) converge to the equilibrium point in a ñnite time.

Another extension of Lyapunov's stabilify theory based on Filippov's solution theory

was done by Southwood et al. (1990) where the derivative of Lyapunov functions on

the discontinuity surfaces were replaced with Dini-derivate. Thé most recent and

systematic extension of Lyapunov's second method for non-smooth dynamical

systems was developed by sheviø and Paden (1994) in which a non-smooth

Lyapunov function is constructed. Their result is a theory applicable to systems with

switches, for which Lyapunov functions are only piecewise smooth. The above

extensions of Lyapunov's stability theory to non-smooth systems were based on the

belief that non-smooth Lyapunov functions are nahral for non-smooth dynamical

systems. Howeveç the main challenge in construction of non-smooth Lyapunov

frmctions is the evaluation of the derivatives of Lyapunov functions when the solution

hajectories approach the discontinuity surfaces. Wu (1996) proved that if the

existence and uniqueness of Filippov's solution are guaranteed, Lyapunov's second

method can be applied directly to non-smooth dynamical systems. Furthemrore, in

10
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reference (wu et al., 1998b, wu and sepehri, z}oL), a method is developed to

construct smooth Lyapunov functions for non-smooth systems and it is shown that the

construction of smooth Lyapunov functions is much easier for some engineering

systems as compared to its non-smooth counterpart. Wu's work provided a solid

framework in the study of posture stability and control of biped movement.

1.2.3.3 Biped posture stabilify analysis using Lyapunov stabitity

theory

Lyapunov stability theory has been used to arnlyze the biped posture stability.

Early work on stability of biped models was restricted to small deviations about

vertical stance (Vukobratovié et al. 1970, Gotliday and Hemami 1976, Hemami and

Golliday 1977,Hemami and cvetkovic L977). Hemami and wyman (L979) proposed

a modeling and control method to constrained dynamical systems with application to

a three-link biped based on Lyapunov's linearization method. Feedback linearization

and pole-assignment techniques were used for the control of such nonlinear systems.

Iqbal' et al. (1993) studied the human postural and movement stability for simple

voluntary movements by means of a frontal four-Iink mathematical biped model.

Hemami and Utkin (2002) studied Lyapunov stability of constrained and embedded

rigid bodies. They presented a systematic method of stabilizing the systems and a

procedure for constructing Lyapunov functions. Hemami et al. (2006) developed a

quantitative framework to study the biomechanics and neural basis of the ankle

strategy for maintaining posture stability. In their work, the stability of the biped was

determined near the vertical stance by computing the poles, while the biped equations

were linearized about the erect posture.

1l
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L.2.3.4 Stability analysis using the concept of Lyapunov exponents

Although Lyapunov's second method is a powerful method, due to the lack of

construction methods, it is difficult to derive a Lyapunov function for highty

nonlinear systems. The alterative method is to use the concept of Lyapunov

exponents. The concept of invariant exponents in the study of the stability of

nonlinea¡ differential equations was first introduced in 1889 by a Russian

mathematician, Sonya Kovalevskaya, who was a professor at the University of

Stockholm, and developed fully in 1892 by another Russian mathematician, Alexandr

Mikhailovich Lyapunov (Kinsner 2006). The Lyapunov exponents have many

important characteristics such as invariance to transformations, simple relationship to

a fractal dimension, and computability directly from data, without solving the

differential or difference equations describing the corresponding dynamical systems

(Kinsner 2003).

1.2.3,4a calculation of Lyapunov exponents from mathematical

models

A Lyapunov exponent is a number that reflects the rate of divergence or

convergence, averaged over the entire attractor, of two neighboring phase space

trajectories. The calculation of the Lyapunov exponents can be grouped into two

classes. One method for calculating Lyapunov exponents is based on mathematical

models. Oseledec (1968) gave the theory of Lyapunov exponents in a form adapted to

the needs of the theory of dynamical systems and of ergodic theory. Benettin et al.

(1980) presented the theoretical results, which are necessary for the numerical

computation of all Lyapunov exponents. Wright (1984) presented a new method for

calculating the leading Lyapunov exponent directly from experimental data for

T2
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systems having a strange attractor with dimensionality near two. The method was

exact for one-dimensional maps and gave good results for systems that have

approximate one-dimensional maps associated with them even in the presence of

some noise. Wolf and collaborators (Wolf et al. 1985) described algorithms for

calculating the spectrum of Lyapunov exponents for systems in which the equations

are known. This model based algorithm hu, b""r, successfully applied to many

smooth dynamical systems. Müller (1995) extended Wolfs method into non-smooth

dynamical systems, i.e., the ordinary differential equations contain non-differentiable

terms. He pointed out that the required linearized equations have to be supplemented

by certain hansition conditions at the instants of discontinuities. The challenges in

determining Lyapunov exponents are related to numerical stability and computational

efficiency. Since Lyapunov exponents are calculated numerically over a long period

of time, nonstandard finite difference techniques developed by Mickens (1994,2002),

and Mickens and Gumel (2002), can be combined to improve the numerical stability

and the computational efficiency (Sekhavat 2005). The advantage of using

mathematical model is that there is a very straightforward technique for computing a

complete Lyapunov spectrum. The limit¿tions of using mathematical models are that

the mathematical models are not always available. Even if they are available, due to

the model comptexity and uncerüainties, calculation of Lyapunov exponents can

become unfeasible.

1.2.3.4b Calculation of Lyapunov exponents from a time series

Another method for calculating Lyapunov exponents is based on a time series,

which can be measured. The theory of nonlinear dynamical systems provides new

ways and methods for the charactenzation of irregular time series data. The basis of

the new technique is based on the important Takens' Embedding Theorem (Takens

t3
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1981) which allows reconstruction of the attraction of the attractor in the time delayed

embedded space and preserving its topological characteristics. The reconstruction of

the attractor is done from a finite time series observation of a single variable. Most

observation al datareflect just a few of the many physical variables of a system and

measurements of all variables are rarely possible. However, this difficulty can be

overcome if the variables are nonlinet, 
"orrnr"d, 

in which case the time delay

embedding technique can be used to reconstruct the phase space from the time series

data. In this technique a multi-dimensional embedding space is constructed from the

time series data, and a point in this embedding space represents the states of the

system at a given time.

In calculation of Lyapunov exponents from a time series data directly, several

methods are developed. The basic idea behind these methods is to follow sets of

trajectories over short time-spans and compute their rates of separation, then average

those rates over the attractor. Wolf ¿r al. (1955) described a computational method for

approximating the largest Lyapunov exponents directly from the rate of separation of

neighboring points. Sano and Sawada (1985) proposed a method to determine the

spectrum of several Lyapunov exponents (including positive, zero, andeven negative

ones) from the observed time series of a single variable. Zeng et al. (1992) computed

Lyapunov exponents from limited experimental data and applied their algorithm to

the daily-averaged dat¿ of surface temperature observed at two locations in the United

States to quantitatively evaluate atrnospheric predictability. Brown et al. (1991)

examined the question of accurately detennining, from an observed time series, the

Lyapunov exponents for the dynamical system generating the data. They showed that

even with very large data sets, it is clearly advantageous to use local neighbo¡hood-to-

neighborhood mapping with higher-order Taylor series, rather than just local linear

l4
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maps as has been done previously. They demonstrated the procedure using several

chaotic systems. Abarbanel et al. (1993) reviewed research on the calculation of

Lyapunov exponents based on time series for chaotic systems. Huang et al. (1994)

presented an algorithm to obtain a reliable estimation of a fulI Lyapunov exponents'

spectrum from a time series signal of plasma chaos. Sauer and yorke (1999)

investigated the computational artifacts due to observational noise in the experimental

time series data, and gave the formulas for the expected values of the reconstructed

Jacobian in some simple c¿ìses. Carretero-Gotulez et al. (2000) described methods of

estimating the entire Lyapunov spectnrm of a spatially extended system from

multivariate time series observations. Porcher and Thomas (2001) used nonlinear

autoregressive stochastic modeling to estimate the dominant Lyapunov exponent in an

EEG (electro-encephalogram) series and computed confidence intervals from

surrogate data. Kinsner (2003) described how to measure uod, urruhy" chaos using

Lyapunov metrics. Sakai et al. (2003) analyzed effect of extra reconstructed

dimensions on Lyapunov spectrum, which includes spurious Lyapunov exponents of

unknown dynamical systems. However, all the work mentioned above is meant for

chaotic systems, and is considered to be not reliable for potentially stable engineering

systems.

The most athactive advantage of using a time series is that the data for only one

state is required, and these data can often be measured experimentally. However, the

methods mentioned above are much better at calculating positive exponents than

negative ones, as the methods for calculating Lyapunov exponents based on a time

series were developed primarily to analyze chaotic systems. The procedures are not

reliable for calculating zero and negative exponents (Wolf et al. 1985). Thus, there is

a pressing need to develop a method based on a time series to determine the zero and

15
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negative Lyapunov exponents. The difficulty in determining the negative exponents

from time series comes f¡om the fact that the distances become closer and closer at

.many locations in the directions associated with certain negative exponents. Even

when there is a reasonably large and accurate data set, this will often make curvature

effects within a given neighborhood become significant. A linear analysis becomes

totally inaccurate when the displacement due to local data-set curvature is comparable

to the thickness of the data set. Going to a higher-order approximation of the mapping

should corect this.

Overall, Lyapunov stability theories have provided solid background for stability

analysis of nonlinear systems. The methodologies are well-developed, but due to the

lack of construction methods, it remains diffrcult to derive Lyapunov functions for

highly nonlinear systems. The method of Lyapunov exponents is a powerful tool for

chaotic systems, yet has rarely been used in the analysis of potentially stable

engineering systems.

1.3 Objectives of this Research

There are two objectives in this research. The first objective is to shrdy balancing

control of a constrained biped during standing, which includes two parts. The fust

part is to investigate the effects of the constraints between the foot-link and the

ground on the bounds.of control torque of a bipedal system. The second part is to

develop a balancing control law, which satisff all the above constraints. The concept

of Lyapunov exponents is used to analyze the stability of a biped subjected to the

constraints during disturbed standing. Then the stabilify regions are determined based

on the sign of the largest Lyapunov exponent calculated from the mathematical

model. The stability region is then compared with previous work based on a different

stability criterion. It is believed this is one of the first researches on balancing and

t6
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stability analysis of bipedal system with the full consideration of the constraints

between the foot-link and the ground.

The second objective is to develop a method for calculating negative Lyapunov

exponents using a time series. Higher-order Taylor series are used instead of linear

expressions for generating local-neighbour to local-neighbour mapping in order to

construct the more accurate Jacobian matrix for calculating Lyapunov exponents from

time series. The constrained balancing bipedal system is used as an example to

demonstrate the efficacy of this method. The results show that this method is

constructive and effective, which allows the stability analysis of general robotic

control systems, which could not be carried out before.

1.4 Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 contains the

theoretical preliminaries which include the concept of Lyapunov exponents;

calculation of Lyapunov exponents based on mathematical models and a time series;

the non-standard finite difference scheme, and sampling theorem.

In Chapter 3, dynamical model of a biped standing subjected to th¡ee constraints

between the feet and the ground and the mathematical expression for three constraints

are derived. Effects of individual constraints and effects of gravity and füction

constraints on bipedal balance control are carried out analyfically. Effects of all three

constraints on bipedal balance control are discussed from a numerical perspective.

The regions on the phase plane with valid and invalid control bounds, named

controllable regions and uncontrollable regions, respectivel¡ are classified, and

specific constraints, which cause the non-controllability, are identified. Three sets of

parameters, namely the friction coefficient, length of the foot-link, and the location of
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the mass center, are anaLyzed systematically with two objectives. The fust one is to

identify the controllable regions and uncontrollable regions. ln the controllable

regions, it is possible to design a balance confol, while in the unco.ntrollable regions,

regardless of the control torque, constraints witl be violated, and balance control is

impossible. Secondly, the ranges of required control torque are determined. The larger

the control bounds, the more flexible is the balance control design.

In Chapter 4, a btalarrcing control of a biped during standing subject to the

constraints between the foot-link and the ground is investigated through controller

design and stability analysis. A PD-based switching state feedback controller, which

can stabilize the biped from certain initial states to the upright position while

satis$ring all constraints is designed for balance control. The control torque obtained

from switching contuoller is compared with conhol torque from a PD controller. The

purpose of this comparison is to demonstrate the importance in considering the

constraints between the foot-link and the ground when the balance control law is

designed. Stability of the above control system is analyzed via the concept of

Lyapunov exponents. Two Lyapunov exponents are calculated based on the

mathematical model subjected to three constraints. The results are used to obtain the

stability region in phase plane, which is compared with previous work based on a

different stability criterion (Pai and Patton 1997).

In chapter 5, a method for stability analysis based on Lyapunov exponents

calculated from a time series for potentially stable engineering systems is presented.

Instead of linear expressions, higher-order Taylor expansion for generating local

neighbour-to-neighbour mapping in order to construct the more accurate mapping

matrix for calculating Lyapunov exponents from a time series is used. The

conclusions and recommended future work are outlined in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Preliminaries

In this chapter, the concept of Lyapunov exponents, the calculation of Lyapunov

exponents based on mathematical models and a time series, the action of mapping

mahices on the calculation of Lyapunov exponents, nonstandard finite difference

scheme, and signal sampling theorem are reviewed.

2.1 The Concept of Lyapunov Exponents

Lyapunov exponents (or characteristic numbers) were fust introduced by Lyapunov

(Lyapunov 1892) in order to sfudy the stability of non-stationary solutions of ordinary

differential equations (ODEs) and have since been extensively shrdied in the literature

(Dieci et al. 1997). As described in the work of oseledec (1968), the concept of

Lyapunov exponents provides a meaningful way to charactenze the asyrnptotic

behavior of a nonlinear dynamical system. Wolf et al. (1955) defined the spectrum of

Lyapunov exponents in the manner most relevant to spectral calculations.

Given a smooth dynamical system in an n-dimensional phase space as shown below:

* = f(x,f), x(0) = r0, x e Rn (2.r)

where x={x1,,..,x,}tir ttr" state vector, and f(x,t) is a continuously differentiable

vector function, i.e.,f(x,t)ecl. when monitoring the long-term evolution of an

infinitestimal n-sphere of initial conditions, the sphere will become an n-ellipsoid due
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to the locally deforming

exponent is then defined

llø(')l'

nahrre of the flow. The

in terms of the length

i th one-dimensional Lyapunov

of the ellipsoidal principal axis

L=,r*l^ffi (i=\..,n) (2.2)

where ú" 4are ordered from largest to smalles, llA,(tll ana lla,(rr)l denote the

lengths of the i'h pnncipal axis of the infinitesimal n-dimensional hyper-ellipsoid at

final and initial times, t and ts,respectively.

The above definition of Lyapunov exponents indicates that Lyapunov exponents,

.li (i=1,...,n), are the average exponential rates of divergence or convergence of

nearby orbits in the state space where n is the number of Lyapunov exponents, which

is equal to the dimension of the state space model of the system. The Lyapunov

exponents are related to the expanding or contracting nafure of different directions in

phase space. Since the orientation of the ellipsoid changes continuously as it evolves,

the directions associated with a given exponent vary in a complicated way through the

atfractor. Therefore, one cannot speak of a well-defined direction associated with a

given exponent.

The concept of Lyapunov exponents provides a generalization of the linear stability

analysis for perturbations of steady state solutions to time-dependent solutions.

Lyapunov exponents are global properties and independent of the trajectory chosen to

measure them (the fiducial trajectory). This independence is a consequence of a

theorem of Oseledec (Oseledec 1968), which applies in the limit of infinite tirne.

However, in practical application, we are usually dealing with finite-time Lyapunov

exponents, which are defined as:
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(2.3)

In the limit as t t æ, the finite-time Lyapunov exponents converge to the true

Lyapunov .exp onents (Thiffeault and B oozer 200 I ).

The concept of Lyapunov exponents is an important tool in categonzing steady-

state behaviour of dynamical systems, detennining instability of the system,

classiffing invariant sets, and approximating the dimension of strange attracto¡s or

other nonhivial invariant sets (Wolf et al. 1985, Müller 1995, Williams 1997). A

negative Lyapunov exponent indicates an average convergence of trajectories; a

positive exponent indicates an average divergence. Convergence and hence negative

Lyapunov exponents t)?iry nonchaotic attractors. Divergence (and hence at least one

positive Lyapunov exponent) usually happens only on chaotic attractors.

A common approach in visualizing state space motion is to imagine how a small

length, area, volume or higher-dimensional element might evolve in time. Examples

of such elements are a square or circle (in two-dimensional state space) and a cube or

sphere (in three dimensions). The center of such an element is an observed datum

point. Originating at every measu¡ed datum point, and making up the associated

element's skeletal frameworþ is one or more equal-length orthogonal axes, called

principal axes. Each axis ends at another state space point. Because those axes start at

a cornmon center point (a datum point) and each axis ends at some other point in state

space, chaologists call each axis a vectoq axis vector, or perturbation vector. The

number of principal axes corresponds to the dimension of the state space. The two

end-points of each principal axis are considered to be neighboring points in state

space. We measure the growth or shrinkage of each principal axis over the entire

athactor, according to whether its endpoints get closer or farther apart. That means

+=|^ffi (i=l,..',n)
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that we get a Lyapunov exponent for each principal axis. The largest Lyapunov

exponent measures the rate of expansion of the f,rst principal axis - the one that shows

the largest amount of growth (or the slowest rate of shrinkage) over the attractor. The

second Lyapunov exponent measures the rate of change of the second principal axis,

and so on down to the smallest Lyapunov exponent (Williams 1997).

ln dissipative systems, an attractor with one or more positive Lyapunov exponents

is generally said to be strange or chaotic. Based on the fact that (i) one Lyapunov

exponent of any limit set other than an equilibrium point must be zero, and (ii) the

sum of the Lyapunov exponents of dissipative systems must be negative, the

hyperbolic attractors can be classified as follows (Williarns 1997):

o For ¿rn exponentially stable equilibrium point, )"t <0 (i = 1,...,n)

e Foran exponentiallystable limitcycle, 4 =0 and 2", <0 (i =2,...,n)

r For an exponentially stable k-torus, 1,:...: Å,0:0 and ), <0 (i = k +L,...,n)

o Forachaotic aftractor, Ir>0 andlA, <0 (t =1,...,n)

In any dissipative systems, whether chaotic or not, a length, area, volume or higher-

rlimensional element shrinks over time in state space. Conservative systems, in

contras! do not lose energy with time. The overall total area remains constant over

time, even though there may be some change in shape (Williams lggT).

2.2 Calculation of Lyapunov Exponents Based on Mathematical

Models

Since, in general, it is al-rnost impossible to determine the Lyapunov exponents

anal¡ically for complicated systems, they are often calculated numerically (Kunze

22
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2000). The calculation of Lyapunov exponents can be carried out in two ways. One is

based on mathematical models. The other is based on a time series which can be

measured exp erimentally.

This section includes two parts. The frst part is the calculation of Lyapunov

exponents for smooth systems. Second part is the calculation of Lyapunov exponents

for non-smooth systems (which was defined as systems with non-differentiable points

in this thesis).

2.2.1 Calculation of Lyapunov exponents for smooth systems

Since Lyapunov exponents are defined by the longterm evolution of the axes of an

infinitesimal sphere of states. Wolf el at., (|9ï5)developed algorithms for calculating

the spectrum of Lyapunov exponents from systems in which the equations are known.

The procedure of calculating Lyapunov exponents from differential equations can be

implemented by defining the principal axes with initial conditions whose separations

are as small as the computer limitation allows and evolving such principal axes with

the nonlinear equations of motion. A "fiducial" trajectory (the center of the sphere) is

defined by the action of the nonlinear equations of motion on some initial conditions.

The hajectories of points on the surface of the sphere are defined by the action of the

linearized equations of motion on points infnitesimally separated from the fiducial

trajectory. In particular, the principal axes are defined by the evolution via the

linearized equations of an initially orthonorrnal vector frame anchored to the fiducial

trajectory. This leads to the following set of equations (Wolf el al. l98S):

23
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where Vxe) is called the state transition matrix of the linearized system

6x(t¡=VxG¡&s and the variation equation, VxQ)= F(x(t))ty*1r¡, is a matrix-valued

time-varying linear differential equation. It is derived by linearization of the vector

freld along the trajectoryx(r). The Jacobian F(x(t)) is defined as

aÀ

F(x(t)) =ffj,=,rtt

The initial conditions for numerical integrations are

identifumatrix.

| *(tù I I'ol< ):< >

lvaÐ(tù) L¡ J

(2.s)

where 1is the

Lyapunov exponents are calculated by following the evolution of the area of the

hyper-ellipsoid spanned by {õx1,...,&r}via separately following the evolution of &t,

õx2,..., &n using an integration method. However, the e1(r) , &zG),...,&,r(t) may

tend to align as t -è ø. This alignment makes the calculations unreliable. To solve the

problem, &tQ),ezQ),...,&n(t)are reorthonormalized at each integration step. This

is done by including the Gram-Schmidt Reorthonormalization (GSR) scheme in the

calculation procedure. Gram-Schmidt reorthonormalization generates an orthonorrnal

set {u1,...,ur) of nvectors with the properfy that {u1,...,u.} spans the same subspace

as {&1,..,&n}.

Figure 2.1 shows the geometrical interpretation of the orthonormalization for

e[k) ^¿, æf) fn =l,...,Kand K is the number of integration steps). They are

orthogonalized into uÍk) u"¿rf), th"o normalized into u[k) and"f)
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Figure2.l Orthonormalizationof two vectors æ{k)a¡¡6 6f)

Let the linearized equations of motion act on the initial frame of orthononnal

vectors to give a set of vectors {&1,&2,..,&r}. rn" orientation-preserving properties

of GSR mean that the initial labeling of the vectors may be done arbitrarily. Then

GSR provides the following orthonormal set {u1,u2,...,un} as defined below:

õx,

"t--ñ

25

where ( , ) .igfies the inner product. GSR procedure allows the integration of the

vector frame for as long as required forLyapunov spectrum convergence. Ãtthe Kth

stage, the GSR procedure produces orthonormal vector frame {u1,u2,...,ur}, and for

the Kchosen large enough, the Lyapunov exponents are:

^,=hÉ,'þf'{
h-hf=,"þf)ll

"=*F=""|þf)ll

(2.6)

. _ 6x2-(&2,u1)u1
"2 -W:(&z,uùrÃ'

(2.7)
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where h is the time-step size.

This model-based algorithm described by Wolf and his collaborators (Wolf et al.

1985) has been successfully applied to many smooth dynamical systems. Sekhavat

(Sekhavat 2004) demonstrated the above procedure of calculating Lyapunov

exponents in smooth systems on the simple th¡ee-dimensional l-nrenzsystem.

2.2.2 calculation of Lyapunov exponents for non-smooth systems

Variational equation, shown in Equatio n (2.4), is important for calculating

Lyapunov exponents, which requires that the nonlinear system is linearizable. This

introduces. a major problem in the calculation of Lyapunov exponents for non-smooth

(non-differentiable) systems. Müller (1995) who has extended the calculation

procedure to systems with non-differentiable points has addressed the problem. The

extension is based on normal linearization of dynamic equations in smooth (1.e.,

continuous and differentiable) regions of motion supplemented by transition

conditions at the instant non-differentiable points

Müller (1995) considered a nonlinear system with non-differentiable points in the

neighbourhood of the action of a non-differentiable instant. The system is assumed to

have reached the non-differentiable instant at t =tr, and the system equations can be

expressed as follows:

t¡n¡¡o¡<t<t1i i = -fr(*), *þrur,)= *o ft .Ct

26

t=4i o = h(x(tù), h eCl

\<t:

x(tf)=g(x(/r-)), secr

i = fr(r),"(r, ): "(ti ) , -fz . Cr

(2.8)

(2.e)

Q.t0)

(2.t1)

It is assumed that in each interval between non-differentiable instants the system

behaves "smoothly''. Before the non-differentiable instant, the motion is described by
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Equation (2.8). An indicator function å(:c) defines according to Equation (2.9) the

instantof non-differentiablepoint: thefunctionmaybescalar, e.g.tnthecaseof an

impact, or it may be a vector function, e.g. in the case of sliding motion. The

transition condition of the nonlinear system at t =4 is given by Equation (2.10), e.g.

by impact laws. Here the plus and the minus charactenze the right- and left-sided

limits, i.e. the values of the quantity just after or just before the non-differentiable

ponit. For I > /¡ the system is govemed by Equation (2.rr), and in general itis f2 + f1

, such that struchually variable systems are considered. Throughout it is assumed that

ft, fz,g,h are at least one-time continuously differentiable vector functions.

Before the non-differentiable instant, the linearized equation of motion follows

directly from Equation (2.8) as:

(t,,u,o, 1, . rr) : ãi = [Q)õr, &Q,,u,o,) = &o (2.t2)

(2.13)

After the non-differentiable instant, the linearized equations follows directly from

(2.1 1) as:

(t, <t): õi= Frþ)e, &Qr)= &, (2.r4)

(2.rs)

Since the nonlinear equations can not be linearized at non-differentiable instant, the

linearized equations are evaluated using the indicator function , h(*), and the

transition function, g(r), Uotl defined based on the physical behaviour of the system.

The indicator function is an at least one time continuously differentiable ñmction and

is used to deterrnine the non-differentiable instant. The transition firnction describes

27
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the transition conditions at each.non-differentiable instant. The linearized equations of

motion at the non-differentiable instant Q = 4) are derived as (Müller 1995):

&+ : GÁx-)*- -lor@-).f¡,,-)- ¡r1,.¡l-!'({)s-'H1@-)f1@-) (2.16)

wherex*:x(tl), x =x(tt), 6x*=6x!f), and &-=&(tl).

H,(x-\=ôh@)l is the.Tacohian' axr lr=x(,a) 
is the Jacobian of the indicator function, 4G), and

Gr(x-) =Tlr=,t{) i, ú" Jacobian of the transition function, gr(x). If the sysrem

trajectory returns to the original region at the non-differentiable instant(t=rr), the

transition condition of the linearized equations is:

&+ = G2@-)&- -lcz@-)fz('-) - .ñ(** )l
H2@-)6x-

(2.t7)
H2@-)f2@')

where ** =*Qî), *- =*Ql), õ*. =eQ;), and, õx- =a?).The Jacobian marrices

H, and G, arc similarly derived using the indicator and transition functions hr(x)

andgz("), respectively. The above equations represent the generalized linearizatton

required in the calculation of Lyapunov exponents and are employed in Chapter 4 to

calculate the Lyapunov exponents.

Overall, the procedure for calculating of Lyapunov exponents based on

mathematical model is described as follows:

Step I: Choose initial condition for nonlinear system and linear system

(orthononnal frame) as shown in Equation (2.4);

28
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Step 2:

obtaining

Integrating nonlinear and linear equations simultaneously,

Step 3:

next step initial conditions;

Using GSR procedure to obtain the reorthonormal frame using

Equation (2.6);

Calculating Lyapunov exponents by Eqaation (2.7);

Repeating Step 2 to Step 4, until convergent values of Lyapunov

exponents are achieved.

Step 4:

Step 5:

2.3 calculation of Lyapunov Exponents Based on a Time series

Using Linear Mapping

It is very difficult to directly observe all aspects of the evolution of a high

dimensional dynamical system such as a hrrbulent flow. Out of necessity, it is

frequently the case that experimentalists study such systems by measuring a relatively

low number of different quantities (We assume that all measurements have infinite

precision). Since not in all experiments we could have access to all of the variables,

the worst case is only a single time series is obtainable. A single experimental time

series is affected by all of the relevant dynamical variables, and therefore it contains a

relatively complete historical record of the dynamics. It is possible to glean the

dynamics from a single time series without reference to other physical variables. This

concept was first illustrated by Paclard et al. (1980) and given a rigorous

mathematical basis by Takens (1981) and Mané (1981).

Reconstruction of the atfractor from a single time series requires the generation of

additional variables. For some experimental systems, the effective number of degrees
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of freedom is relatively small. Consequently, it is' possible to define a low-

dimensional phase space that captures the dynamics in a geometric structure

embedded in that space. The embedded geometric set is called the reconstructed

attractor and it is usually topologically equivalent to the attractor, which would be

produced by the numerical solution of the dynamical system equations if they were

known.

A time series is a sequence of observations, which are ordered in time (or space). If

observations are made on some phenomenon throughout time, it is most sensible to

display the data in the order in which they arose, particularly since successive

observations will probably be dependent. A time series is best displayed in a scatter

plot. The series value X is plotted on the vertical axis and time / on the horizontal

axis. Time is called the independent variable. There are two kinds of time series data:

1. Continuous, where we have an observation at every instant of tirne, e.g. lie

detectors, electrocardiograms. We denote this using observation X at timet

xØ.

2. Discrete, where we have an observation at (usually regularly) spaced intervals.

We denote this as X¡.

There are some reliable and practical methods for the calculation of Lyapunov

exponents if the differential equations of the systems are known (Wolf et al. !985,

Williams 1997, Müller 1995). Unfortunately, in most cases, we do not know the

differential equations of the systems under study. We only possess one (or more)

observable time series from the systems. Therefore, developing methods for

calculating the Lyapunov exponents from a time series became importani to assess tle

existence of deterministic chaos in a system. Wolf et al. (1985) presented an

30
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algorithm allowing one to estimate the largest non-negative Lyapunov exponent of a

time series by tracking the evolution of a set of vectors in the embedding phase space.

Sano and Sawada (1985) and Eckmann et al. (1986) proposed a Jacobian algorithm

which estimates a local flow operator from the evolution of spatiatty neighboring

points to quantiff the mean divergence of nearby orbits of the attractor.

Since all of the relevant dynamical variables affect a single experimental time

series, the time series contains a relatively complete historical record of the dynamics.

The procedure of calculating Ly_apunov exponents from a time series is described as

follows.

Step l: Reconstructing the phase space from a time series

Step 2: Generating local neighborhood-to-neighborhood mapping

Step 3: Constructing the Jacobian matrix

Step 4: Calculating Lyapunov exponents

Step 5: Repeating Step 2 to Step 4

These different steps are described in detail as follows.

2.3.1 Reconstruction of the phase space

Two methods are widely used in reconstructing phase space from a time series.

One method is time delay method; the other one is derivative method. Here the first

one is reviewed.

o Time-Delay Method @eløy coordinøte method)

To classifu a time series with nonlinear tools (e.g. Lyapunov exponents), we must

fust appropriately reconstruct the phase space where the behavior of the system is

3t
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embedded. In other words, we must describe the geometric structure of the dynamical

system by calculatingthe dB dimensional phase space.

Suppose a time seriesx1,x2,...,xN , l/is the nirmber of the data avatlable. It will be

easier to work with x¡,(i = 1,...,M) and the set of variables obtained from it by shifting

its value by a fixed lag T¡o, It suffices to. choose Tn, h such a way that the

following n variables remain linearly independent:

32

l*tl
{xt}=l *:: I,

lrnourrr,"r)

lnl
{xz\=l "':: l,

|t. ,o't r^r)

{*,}=f 
*'J,'r 

I

lrnouto,"r)

where n: N - dE 'Ttog -T"rol is the useful size of dataset.

(2.18)

The above variables will be used to define a dynamical system, and their evolution

will be embedded in an abstract space spanned. by these variables, the phase space.

The set {Xr} t¡ =I,2,...,n) will define the phase space trajectories.

When reconstructing phase space, two parameters T¡o, and d¿ are very important.

T¡o, is the time-delay, which determines how many of the data points are used in the
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analysis. If \os is too small, the successive points in the phase space may be too close

together to be sufficiently independent.If Eag is too large, the successive points

may be so independent as to be essentially random. d¿ is the embedding dimension,

which describes the number of variables in phase space from a given time series. If

d¿ is too small, too many false nearest neighbors will arise when the point {xr}it

considered as a point tnthe d¿ dimensional phase space. lf d¿ is too large, the

points become so distant tnthe d¿ dimensional space that again they are essentially

random. Determining the embedding dimensi on d¿ of a nonlinear time series plays

an important role in the reconstruction of nonlinear dynamics.

2.3.2 Generation of the local neighbour-to-neighbour using linear

mapping

When dealing with the data which are generated from the unknown dynamical

system, the initial problem for calculating its Lyapunov exponents is to estimate the

Jacobian matrices. In order to obtain the Jacobian matrices, the local-neighbour to

local-neighbour mapping has to be determined first.

I-et vQ) be a point in the d¿ -dimensional reconstructed phase space; there are

other nearby points in RdE . 'lriearby'' is measured by some norm inRd ¿ . l-et vi (t)

be the d6 îeuest neighbors to v(r). Then the small vectors lvt(r) eRdE between

,Q),G =r,2,...,d¿) and vt(r) are

JJ

Âvt(r)= ,iQ)-rþ). ndz (2.1e)
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After evolving forward to time t+Lt, v(r) and ,t(r) move to v(r+Ar)

vi Q + Lt), respectively, thus small vectors L"' Q) e Rd E between vi þ + Lt) and

vQ + Lt) are

M'Q)=viQ + Lt)-rþ + n)e RdE (2.20)

Assuming the norrn Av' and the time interval Lt are small enough, the Jacobian

matrix can be approximated by using the local linear neighbour-to-neighbour map ,F

from Âvt(r) tot"tQ). Thts d¿xd¿ matnx -r is detennined by the least-square

method, which minimizes the following distance,

34

,,=å1.'-ro,'ll

which lead to the following results:

(2.2r)

(2.22a)

(2.22b)

(2.22c)

2.3.3 Construction of Jacobian matrix

The Jacobian is the linear part of the dynamics in a local approximation. Once the

local neighbour-to-neighbour mapping is obtained, Jacobian matrix can be

consfucted. In the linear case, the last step gives a sequence of matrices J1, J2,....,

Jy. The vectors in matrix J¡can be orthononnalized using GSR procedure,

J = CV-r,

c, =ltz'otvi,
i=l

fr, =lnv'o\vl, k,l =1,2,...,n
i=1
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Householder QR decomposition, or singular-value decomposition. Householder eR

decomposition is used inZeng et al. (1992).

rQ@) = O(r)R(r),

rzQO = Qp¡R1z¡,

Jç*¡Qq¡¡ = ØQ+IRQ+¡,

35

(2.23)

Where gç1are orthonormal mahices, ,R,r, are upper triangular matrices with

positive diagonal elements such that C1o¡ is the unit matrix.

2.3.4 Calculation of Lyapunov exponent

Properly defined, the calculation of Lyapunov exponents requires computation of

the local Jacobian mahix along a trajectory (one trajectory is enough if the system is

ergodic). After obtaining the Jacobian matrix, multiplying these Jacobians together

and then calculating the eigenvalues. Then, (up to some constant related to the

sampling time) the Lyaprinov'exponents can be computed as the logarithm of these

eigenvalues.

(2.24)

where K is the number of matrices. The entire procedure is described in reference

(Abarbanel 1996).

,, = #rofi (n,)" = #p,"(.R,)u, í =r,2,...,d¿
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2.4 The Action of Matrices on the Calculation of Lyapunov

Exponent

This section was heavily borrowed from Sauer's book (Sauer 2006) on singular

value decomposition. This visional idea is excellent to help better understand the

actions of mapping matrices on the calculation of Lyapunov exponents.

The image of the unit sphere in Rmunder a tnxm matrix is an ellipsoid. This

interesting fact underlies the singular value decomposition, which has many

applications in matrix analysis in general and especially for compression Burposes.

Figure 2.2 is anillustration of the ellipse that corresponds to the matrix

(2.2s)

Imagine taking the vector v corresponding to each point on the unit circle,

multiplying by A, and then plotting the endpoint of the resulting vectorlv. The result

is the ellipse shown. In order to describe the ellipse, it helps to use an orthonormal set

of vectors to define the basis of a coordinate system, as shown inÎigre2.2.

AX-J

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2the image of the unit circle under a 2xTmatrix.

(a) The unit ci¡cle in R2
(b) The ellipse with semi major axes (3, 0) and (0,%)

l-g ol
A=ln 1l

L2)
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Theorem 2.1

Let A be a mxnmafüx. Then there are exist two orthonormal bases {v1,...,vn}of

Rn,and {u1,...,u¡n} of Rm, andreal numbers st 2...} sn}O such that ALv¡:siui

for 1 < i < mtn{m,n} . Tbe columns ofv =tvl l...lv, ], the right singular vectors, are the

set of orthonormal eigenvecto rs of AT A; and the columns of (J =turl...lu*], the left

singular vectors, are the set of orthonormal eigenvectors of AAT .

Based on Theorem 2.I that for every mxnmaffix A, therc a¡e orthonormal sets

{u1,...,u^} and {v1 ,...,rn}, together with nonnegative numbers st ) ... ) sn 2 0 ,

satisf,iing

Av1 : s1u1

Av2 = s2u2

Arr: rn u, (2.26)

The vectors are visualized in Figure 2.2. Yectot v¡ ãÍa called the right singular

vectors of the matrix A, vector u¡ aÍe called the left singular vectors of the mattx A,

and the s¡ are called the singular values of the mattxA.

37
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A.x --------)

Figure 2.3 The ellipse associated to a matrix. Every 2x2matnx A canbe
viewed in the following simple way: There is a coordinate system
{vt,uz} for which I sends v1) s1u1 andv2 ) s2u2, where {u1,u2} is
another coordinate system and s1,s2 are nonnegative numbers. This picture

extends to Rm for a mxnmaúx.

This useful fact immediately explains how a 2x2matrix maps the unit circle into

an ellipse' The vectors v¡ aÍathe basis of a rectangular coordinate system on whichl

acts in a simple way: they produce the basis vectors of a new coordinate system, the

vecto¡s u¡, with some stretching quantified by the scalarss¡. The stretched basis

vectors s¡u¡are the semi-major axes of the ellipse, as shown in Figure 2.3.

Example

Find the singular values and singular vectors for the matrix A shown in Equation

(2.25) represented n F igne 2.2

Clearly, the matrix stetches by 3 in the x direction and shrinks by a factor of

ll2n the y direction. The singular vectors and singular values of A are

1ål=,[å]

1l:;[i] (2.27)
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The vectors 3(1,0)and l{o,t)form the semi-major axes of the ellipse. The right'¿

singular vectors are [1,0], [0,1], and the left singular vectors are [1,0], [0,1]. The

singular values are3 and ll2 .

There is a standard way to keep track of this information, in a matrix factorization

of the mx n matrix I - Form a mx m maffix Uwhose columns are the left singular

vectors u¡ t àrr n x n matnx Z whose columns are the right singular vectors v¡ , and a

diagonal mxn maffix ,S whose diagonal entries are the singular values s¡. Then the

singularvalue decomposition (SVD) of the mxn maúx I is

A=USVT

The following lemma shows that the SVD exists for a generalmaúx A:

(2.28)

Lemma 2.1 LetAbean mxnma1¡¡ix. The eigenvalues of AT Aarenonnegative.

2.5 Mickens'Non-StandardFiniteDifferenceScheme

Ir order to reduce numerical inst¿bilities while calculating numerical solutions of

dynamical systems, Mickens (2002) introduced a framework for non-standa¡d finite

difference discretization of nonlinear differential equations, which is essentially the

discrete representation of the system constn¡cted according to the following rules:

Rule 1. The orders of the discretized derivatives should be equal to the orders of the

corresponding derivatives of the differential equations. If the orders of the

discretized derivatives are larger than those of the differential equation,

spurious solutions (convergence to false steady-state) and scheme-dependent

numerical instabilities would occur.
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Rule 2. Discrete representations for derivatives must, in general, have nontrivial

denominator functions. For example, the discrete first derivative of the

continuous equation 4= f@),
dt

in nonstandard scheme takes the form:

dx xß+t) _ x(k)

- -) (2.29)dt ó(h,R')
where

t 
- --R'h

ú(h,R'\ =' 
o

) = n. Q.3o)

The value of R. is determined as the maximum value of R,:

i?- : max{R,l;i =1,2,...,1} Q3D

where À, is defined as

o'=#1.=,,,, Q.32)

For example, tfie term x' can be represented by x$+t) x(k) or even

2(x<k),rz -x&+t)xG) .

Rule 4. Special conditions that hold for the solutions of the differential equations

should also hold for the solution of the finite difference scheme. For
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and xo;i =I,2,...,f is the set of the system's fixed points.

Thus, O<þ(h,R.)<;; and the function ø can be interpreted as a

"renormalized" o¡ "rescaled" time step-size such that its value is never

larger than the smallest time scale of the system f' = {.

Rule 3. Nonlinear terms should, in general, be replaced by non-local discrete

representations.
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example, for many dynamical dystems a condition of positivity holds for

the dependent variable. If the numerical scheme leads to solutions that can

violate this condition, then numerical instabitities will eliminate any

possibility of obtaining meaningful results.

2.6 Some Basic Concepts and Sampling Theorem

Although this research on calculation of Lyapunov exponents from a time series is

based on the assumption that the time series data are accurate and no information loss

during sampling, the proper analog-to-digital conversion is an important issue when

calculating Lyapunov exponents using a time series. Thus, it is necessary to review

some basic concepts and the sampling theorem (in detait refer to Shenoi 2006, Cover

and Thomas 199 I , Kinsne r 2007).

2.6.1 Some basic concepts

^. Continuous-time signal (analog signal)

A continuous-time signal (analog signal) is a function whose amplitude and time

have infinite resolution. A one-dimensional continuous-time signal /(r) is expressed

as a function of time that varies continuously from - oo to co

b. Discrete.timesignal

A discrete-time signal is a fi.mction whose amplitude has infinite resolution, but is

defined only at discrete intervals of time, and undefined at all other values of time.

Although a discrete-time function may be defined at arbinary values of time in the

interval -co to æ, only a function defined at equal intervals of time is considered and

defined at t=nT, where Zis a fixed interval in seconds known as the sampling

period and nis an integer variable defined over - co to oo .
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If one chooses to sample f(t) at equal intervals of Zseconds, one generates

f@D= f(ll,-,ras a sequence of numbers (samples). Since Zis fixed, f(nT) is a

function of only the integer variable n and hence can be considered as a function of

n or expressed as f (n). The sampling process is done by measuring the

continuous/analog signal's value every Z seconds, (in practice, the sampling interval is

typically quite small, approximately milliseconds or even microseconds).

c. Digital signal

A digital signal has frnite resolution in both amplitude and time. This thesis deals

with digital signals exclusively

d. Signal-to-noise ratio

Signal-to-noise ratio (often abbreviated SNR or SAI) is an electrical engineering

concept defined as the ratio of a signal power to the noise power comrpting the signal.

In less ¡sçhnical terms, signal-to-noise ratio compares the level of a desired signal

(such as music) to the level of background noise. The higher the ratio, the less

obtrusive the background noise is.

When using digital storage the number of bits of each value detennines the

maximum signal-to-noise ratio. In this case the noise is the error signal caused by the

quantization of the signal, taking place in the analog-to-digital conversion. The noise

level is non-linear and signal-dependent; different calculations exist for different

signal models. The noise is modeled as an analog eror signal being summed with the

signal before quantization (" additive nois e").
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2.6.2 The Nyquist-shannon sampling and reconstruction theorem

An analog signal cannot be represented on a computer whose resolution is always

finite. Thus, it is necessary to convert such signals to a sequence digital values. It is,

therefore, required to define the rate at which new digital values are sampled from the

analog signal. The rate of new values is called the sampling rate or sampling

frequency of the converter. The Nyquist-Shannon sampling and reconstruction

theorem asserts that, given a bandlimited continuous-time signal, -rr(r), that is

uniformly sampled at a suff,icient rate, even if all of the information in the signal

between samples is discarded, there remains sufñcient information in the samples so

that the original continuous-time signal can be mathematically reconstructed from

only those samples. The sampling theorem states that a signal can be exactly

reproduced if it is sampled at a frequencyf", where d is greater than twice the

maximum frequency in the signal. This relationship def,rnes the minimum theoretical

sample rate, which is sufficient to reconstruct the signal exactly. If the highest

frequency of the signal is known, the theorem gives us the lowest possible sampling

frequency to assure perfect reconstruction. If the sampling frequency is known, the

theorem gives us an upper bound for the frequencies of the signal to assure perfect

reconstruction.

Most mechanical signals have frequencies limited to below 100 kHz. Therefore,

using a 200 kJIz sampling rate should satisSr most mechanical engineering

applications. The price for such a high sampling rate will be the larger number of

sample data to be stored and processed. Note that this limit should not be applied to

electrical engineering, where signals can contain much higher frequencies.
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Chapter 3

Effects of Constraints on Balance Control

of Bipedal Standing

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the effects of the constraints between the foot-link and the ground on

bipedal standing are systematically studied. The constraints include: the gravity

constraint, í.e., thefoot-link does not lift from the ground; the friction conshaint , i.e., the

footlink does not slide, the center of pressure (COP) constraint, í.e., the center of the

pressure is within the contaçt surface between the foot-link and the ground, and the tip-

over constr aint, i.e., the bipedal foot-link does not rotate about either the toes or the heels.

The tip-over constraint can be charactenzed by the zero moment point (ZMP) when both

feet are on the same level ground, and it has been proven that COP and Zi|i.IP coincide for

this case (Vukobratovió and Borovac 2004).Thus, the tip-over constraint is equivalent to

the COP constraint and the latter is studied here. The bipedal model is simplified as an

inverted pendulum with one rigid foot-link on the level ground. It has been reported that

standing human subjects, when perturbed by translation of a moving support surface for

small disturbance, typically respond by moving in the segittal plane, and they tend to keep

the knees, hips, and neck fairly straight, moving about the ankle (Kuo 1995). Thus, it is

reasonable to simpliff a biped as a simple inverted pendulum moving in the sagittal
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plane, and inverted pendulum models have often been used to study bipedal posture

(Hemami et al. T978, Hemami and Stokes 1983, Wu et at.I99g).

The first objective is to determine the bounds imposed on the control torque satis$ring

the constraints. The second objective is to explore the effects of the constraints on the

bipedal standing. Questions to be answered are: What are the physical indications of the

control bounds? Are there any other conditions imposed on the biped during balance

control of standing? How do three constraints interact? Which constraints are more

dominant?

3.2 Dynamic Equations of the BÍpedal Model

h this work, the bipedal model is simplified to include a rigid footlink, which

provides a base of support on the ground and an inverted pendulum, representing the legs,

trunk, arms and head as shown in Figure 3.1a. The free body diagrams for the pendulum

ahd the foot-link are shown in Figure 3. l b and Figure 3 . 1 c.

(b) (c)

Figure i.1 (a) Simplified bipedal model, (b) free body diagram of the inverted pendulum,
and (c) free body diagram of the foot-link
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The feet position is assumed to be bilaterally symmetric and station ary, and, the biped

moves in the sagittal plane. Three dynamic equations of the inverted pendulum are

developed using the Euler-Lagrangian equation as:
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t:mgrsine-(I +*r2¡0

F* = *r02 sinl -mrë cos0

Foy = *r02 cos 0 +mrë sin? - mg

F __Ft ax- t gx

Foy=m¡E-Fo

F*(L¡ - a - x"op)+ *.f gc - Fs*b -r = 0

(3.1a)

(3.lb)

(3.1c)

where F*and Forare the horizontal and vertical force components between the footlink

and the inverted pendulum, respectively. As shown in Figure r, r ,0, 0 and ë a¡e the

ankle torque (counter clockwise as "f"), angular displacement, velocity and acceleration

of the body (clockwise as "+"), respectively. Note that with a positive arigle, 0 , fhebiped

leans posteriorly and with a negative 0 , thebiped leans anteriorly. The parameters t , L ,

m and I arc the distance between the center of mass of the pendulum and the ankle,

length of pendulum, mass of the body and the moment of inertia of the pendulum about

the mass center, respectively. The origin of the fixed coordinate system is located at the

toe. The x-axis is horizontal pointing from the toe to the heel, and the y-axis is upward.

Since the foot-link is static, three equilibrium equations are:

(3.2a)

(3.2b)

(3.2c)

F* and F* are the horizontal and vertical ground reaction forces, respectively.The

parameters ø, c , b ,xcop, L7 , m¡ and m are the horizontal distance between the ankle
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and the heel, between the mass center of the foot-link and the ankle, ankle height,

distance between the pressure center and the toe, the length of the foot-link, mass of the

foot-link and mass of the body, respectively.

By eliminating the ankle forces, F* and Forfrom Equations (3.1) and (3.2), the

dynamic equations for the bipedal system are
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r = mgrsine -(I +*r2¡i)

Fg, = mrê cosl - mr02 sinl

Fsy=(*_f +m)g-mrësind- mr02 cos0

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

(3.3c)

3.3 Constraints and their Mathematical Expressions

Unlike many of the previous papers, in this research, the foot-link is not fixed on the

gtound, but is required to be stationary. There are four constraints between the foot-link

and the ground during bipedal standing, namely the gravity constrainf, i.e.,the foot-link

do not lift from the ground; the friction constraint, i.e.,the foot-link do not slide; the

Center of Pressure (COP) constraint, i.e., thecenter of the pressure is within the contact

surface between the foot-link and the ground, and the tip-over constraint, í.e., the biped

does not rotate around the toes or the heels. The tip-over constraint can be charactenzed,

by the zero moment point (ZlvIP) when both feet are on the same level ground. For this

case, it has been proven that COP and ZMP coincide (Vukobratovió and Borovac 2004).

Thus, the tip-over constraint is equivalent to the COP constraint as both feet are on the

same level ground. So, three constraints are considered in this research. The gravity

constraint requires that the vertical ground force (.F," ) be upward. The friction constraint
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requires that the horizontal ground force (,fro ) be lower than the maximum static friction.

The COP constraint requires that the pressure center (*ro) be between the toe and the

heel indicating that tip-over does not occur. The three constraints are written as (Pai and

Patton 1997):
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Fo'-o

l'*l= r,*
01 x"oo 1 L,

From Equation (3.2c), the pressure center (x"oo) is

Q.aa)

(3.4b)

G.ac)

r . bF*_î+cm¡g
x"op =L.f _d_T

3.4 Effects of Each Individual Constraint

(3.4d)

In this section, the ranges of the control torque satisfying each constraint as shown in

Inequality (3.4) are determined analytically. Their effects on bipedal standing are also

discussed.

3.4.1 Effects of gravity constraint

The range of the control torque satisfuing the gravity constraint is determined. The

angular acceleratioî, ë , is first solved from Equation (3.1a) in terms of the control torque

r , angle 0 , and physical parameters. The results are then substituted into Equation (3.3c)

to solve for the vertical ground reaction force, F'o . Considering Inequality (3.4a), one has

A.
;3f " - 

mgr sino ) 2 mro2 cos o - (m, + m)g
I +mr'

where

(3.sa)
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At = mrsin9 (3.sb)

To solve the torque, r, both sides of Inequality (3.5a) are divided AV 
=4, which
I *mr'

leads to two cases:

Case 1.0 =0 (Á, =g¡'

As d :0, Inequality (3.5a) imposes that

which leads to

(*¡ +m)S -mre' > 0

6t .(*¡ +*)g
mr

Inequality (3.6) is the condition on the angular velocity satisfring the gravity constraint

attheuprightposition.Theangularvelocitymustbelower,nun^@.andthe
\*,

restriction on the control torque is covered by angular velocity. Otherwise, regardless of

the torque, the gravity constraint will be violated, í.e.,the foot-link will be lifted from the

ground.

Case2.0+0 (A,+0):

As 0 + 0, from Inequalify (3.5a), one has

(3.6)

c2t,r when e>0(A,>0)

r3r,* when 0<0(Ar<0)

(3.7a)

(3.7b)

where

trirt = mgr sne *lJZt brrt cos 0 -@, * *)el (3.7c)
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Inequalities (3.7a) and (3.7b) show the ranges of the control torque satisfliing the gravity

constraint when the biped is not at the upright position. No restriction is imposed on the

angular velocity.

3.4.2 Effects of friction constraint

The range of the control torque satisffing the friction constraint shown in Inequality

(3.4b), is determined as detailed below:
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The satisfaction of Inequality (3.8a) indicates that slipping posteriorly of the foot-link

(slipping along the positive x-axis as shown in Figure 3.1a) is prevented. Similarly, the

satisfaction of lnequality (3.8b) indicates that slipping anteriorly (slipping along the

negative x-axis) is prevented. To find the bounds of the control torque without slipping,

the angular acceleratiofl, ë , is solved from Equation (3.1a), and is substituted into

Equations (3.3b) and (3.3c). V/ith inequalities (3.8a) and (3.8b), one has:

2f" - mgr sínl) 
= 

p@, * *)s - *r0'(stnl + ¡tcos 0)
I +mr

,3-G - mgr sinT)> mrT'(pcos0 - sinT)- p@¡ * *)s
I +mr

For- -ltFo

Fo I lFo

where

Az=mr(cos7-psin?)

4=*r("oso+psino)

To solve the control torque, u, lnequality (3.9a) is divided AV ;l ,I +mr

(3.9b) by - 
j3-, 

which lead to two critical angles:
I +mrt

(3.8a)

(3.8b)

(3.ea)

(3.eb)

(3.ec)

(3.ed)

and Inequality
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|nt = e* : tan-,(!) when Az :0
lt

|uz : -0* = -tan-t¡!¡ when At :0
p

As the biped is at the critical angle, !0* , inequalities (3.9a) and (3.9b) lead to

(3.1 0a)

(3.10b)

(3.11a)

(3.1lb)

(3.11c)

lel< e""¡eg

ltl3 o",t(-o*)

where the critical angular velocity, 0 
",, 

¡ e ¡ , i"

(m, +m)g0..,(Ø=^lWcoso

when 0 = 0*

when 0 = -0*

cr7 mr

It is interesting to note that both critical angles are syrnmetric about the upright

position, and are determined by the friction coefficient, p. Orly the magnitudes of

critical angular velocities, not the direction, affect the satisfaction of the friction

constraint.

Thecriticalangles +á* dividetheregion -90" <0<90" intothreesub-regions,and

the range of the control torque satisffing the friction constraint is determined in each sub-

region.

Region lz -90" <0 <-0"

In this region, the biped leans anteriorly. From Equations (3.9c) and (3.9d), A, > 0

and A, < 0. From inequalities (3.9a) and (3.9b), one has

t 1 minþ ,,,0- poster¡or , t ,t¡p-ort"r¡or) (3.12a)

where tsrip-posterior md tstip-anterio, are the ankle torques at the onset that the foot-link is to
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slip posteriorly and anteriorly, respectively. They are defined as:

rstip-posterior :t/7gt sinL + U4 f o@¡ * *)g - *r0, (rne + pcos 0)J
A2"\J'--'/o'

r srip-anterio, = ffigr sín 0 + \# t *, 0' (p cos 0 - sin 0) - pØ ¡ * *)s lul

(3.Tzb)

(3.rzc)

(3.13)

(3.1aa)

(3.14b)

Next, the minimum between tstip_postertor and Tslip_anteríor is determined by

examlrung 7s Ep-posterior - Tslip-anterior t

r,rip-pio,t",io, - rsrip-anterio, =#lØ, * *)g 
"o, 

t -*rnt{r\l 
!/,1;?::'13',

where 0,,r(e) is defined in Equation (3.11c). Thus, Inequality (3.12a) becomes

r < rstip-posterior when lel< e",,¡e ¡

r<rstip-anterior when lel>e",,¡e¡

Inequality (3.14) reveals some interesting insights into the effects of the angular

velocity on the satisfaction of the friction constraint. As the angular velocity changes, the

control bounds are dictated by different friction conditions. lnequality (3.14) can be used

to identiff the specific friction constraint to be violated, and therefore to predict the

movement of the foot-link. For example, with a low magnitude of angular velocity

<lel<A*), a high control torque (, ) r,,,0-oo,,u,o,) ca'uses the foot-link to slip posteriorly.

on the other hand, with a high angular velocity {lel>e",,), a high control torque

(T ) T,t¡p-on,",,o,) cavses the foot-link to slip anteriorly.
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Region2: -e*<0<e

From Equations (3.9c) and (3.9d), Ar>0 and A, >0. From inequalities (3.9a) and

(3.9b), one has

- 1-./ -oslip-anterior > L > Lslip-poslerior (3.15)

Inequality (3.15) requires that t,,,0_oo,teior 2 r stip-anrerior. By examining

tsrip-posterior -tsrip-anterior, in order to ensure that î,,,0-0o,,*or -tstip-anterio, ) 0, the following

condition must be satisfied:

(3.16)

where 0u, is given in Equation (3.11c). Inequality (3.16) shows that as the biped is

around the upright position within !0*, the angular velocity must be below d",r.

Otherwise, regardless of the control torque, the friction constraint will be violated. As

Itl= t",,(0 ) , the bounds for the control torque, shown in lnequality (3.15), can be used

to identify the specific friction constraint to be violated and to predict the potential

movement of the foot-link once the constraint is violated. For example, with a high

control torque (, > 
",,,r-0o,,",,o,), 

thebiped is to slip posteriorly, while, with a low conhol

torque (t 1 T,t¡p_o,,",,o,), the biped is to slip anteriorly.

Region 3z 0* < e < 90o ,

In this region, the biped leans posteriorly. From Fquations (3.9c) and (3.9d), A, <0

and A, > 0. From inequalities (3.9a) and (3.9b), one has
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lel< e",,¡e ¡
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" 
*o*þ r,,0- posterior, î rt¡p-ont"r¡or)

o = þ slip-anterior

L 
' 

L slip-posterior

when lel<e",,¡e ¡

when lel> e",,¡e ¡

(3.17)

Next determine the maximum between rshp_posterior and Tsrip-anterior by examining

T ,tip-- po,t",io, - T srip-anterior. From Equation (3 . I 3), the lower bound of the control torque is

(3.1 8a)

(3.18b)

The control torque must satisff Inequality (3.18) to prevent the foot-link from slipping.

It is interesting to note that as the biped leans posteriorly, with a high angular velocity

{lel>e",,¡, a low control torque (t <t,,,0-0o,,,,,r,) causes the foot-link to slip posteriorly

and with a low angular velocity (lel< è",,), a low torque (r < t,,,.-on",r. ) causes the foot-

link to slip anteriorly.

lnequalities (3.14), (3.16) and (3.18) not only show the bounds of the control torque,

but also indicate the specific constraint causing the control bounds. Thus, they can be

used to identiff the constraint to be violated and to predict the movement of the foot-link

once the constraint is violated. lnequalities (3.14), (3.16) and (3.18) further show that the

angular velocity dictates the constraint resulting in the control bounds, thus it plays a

crucial role in satisfuing the füction constraint.

3.4.3 Effects of center of pressure (COF) constraint

The COP constraint, shown in Inequality (3.4c), requires that the COP reside within

the boundary of support. Inequalify Q.ac) can be divided into two parts (refening to

Figure 3.1a):
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Substituting Equation (3.4d) into lnequality (3.19), and considering that Fo 2 0, one has

aFo +bFo -t + cmtg> 0

/\
\L, - a)F* - bFr, + r - cmrg 2 o

Substituting Equations (3.3b) and (3.3c) into Inequality (3.20) and combining with (3.1a),

=4- 
r, mr(a stlt 0 - þ cos 0) 

mgr sin 0 + mr 0 
2 (a cos 0 + b sin e) - a(m, * *)r - cm ¡ II +mrt I +mr

(3.zta)

x <L-
cop l

x >0
coP

*rlfu ¡ -a)sín7+bcos0)
mgr sín7 + mrT2lþt - o)ror 0 -b sín7]

I+mr2

-Ør-"\*¡**)t*cm¡s

Lq : *r(o sin 0 -b cos 0)- M

Ls = M + *r[t¡-a)sin 0 +b cos o]

(3.19a)

(3.1eb)

(3.20a)

(3.20b)

(3.ztb)

(3.21c)

(3.21d)

Á.J _\______; L ._

I+mr'

where

For a general bipedal model, it is not unreasonable to assume that the distance between

the ankle and the mass center of the body is greater than the length of the foot-link, i.e.,

,)L¡, thus r>a. As-90'<e<g0", mrbcosá)0, mrasing<*r2 and

*r(r¡ -o)sin e <*r(t¡ -")<*r2.Thu, ao <0 and a, > 0.

From inequalities (3.21a) and (3.21b), the bounds of control torque

tcop-toeSrSt"oo-¡""¡ (3.22a)
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where

l1
rcop-heer = 

ùt*2r2 
gsin 0(asin 0 -bcos fi+ (I + *r2)lmr 02ço"or 0 + bsin t, 

çr.rr'¡
Lrm¡

+ am)el!

rcop-toe :*r*212 gstneKL¡ - a)sn 0+ åcos gl+ (I + ^r27*r02lKt¡ - a)cos0 
(3.22c)

- åsin 0l- Q + mrz)¡!!!!-+ Qf - a)mlc|

Inequality (3.22a) requires that T,oo_n""r > T 
"op_,o". 

Next T cop_heer - T cop_toe is examined:

rcop-heet-rcop-toe=# {d,5{m2r2gstn\(asnl-bcosl)+(I+mr2¡¡*rezço"or0+bsnÐ)

L¡mc
- (ÇL * tm) gl\ - L q {mz r2 s snfl(L ¡ - a) sn 0 + b cos 0l¡

(I + mrz )mr e2 KL f - a) cos 0 - b sn 0l - (I + mr2 ¡¡!!! L * & ¡ - a)mlgj j

Since Â+As < 0, to ensure hat t"op-t,""t -Tcop_toe>0,the followinginequalitymustbe

satisfied:

A, 5 {m2 r2 g sin 0 (a sin 0 - b cos 0)+ (/ + *r2 ¡¡*, e2 (a cos 0 + b sin 0) - (L f : f + am) gl}
2
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- L, a {m2 12 g sin 7l(L ¡ - a) sin 0 + b cos 0l+ (1 + *r2 ¡*, e2 KL ¡ - a) cos 0 - b sin 0l

^ L¡m¡
- (1 + *r" )[Jt!- + (L f - a)m]g] <0

Let M = I +mrz, and the condition ensuring th,at r"oo-0""r - T"op-to"> 0 is

Itl= u",, (3.23a)
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where

0 ^: fuøØ, + m)cos 0 + mrcm tsin d + M@, + *) - m' r' sin' 0|
mr(M cos? + mrb)

(3.23b)

Inequalities (3.22a) and (3.23a) indicate that the angular velocity of the biped plays an

important role in keeping the COP within the base of support. If the angular velocity is

higher than the critical value, 0 
",, 

, regardless of the control torque, the COP constraint

will be violated. If the ang'ular velocity is below the critical value of 0",r, InewalitT

(3.22a) further indicates that if the control torque is too high (r > rcop_he"t), the COP will

be behind the heel, í.e., the foot-link will rotate about the heel. If the control torque is too

low ( ø < t cop_roe), the COP will be ahead of the toe, i.e., the foot-link will rotate about the

toe. For both cases, the pressure center constraint is violated indicating that tip-over will

occur, but in a different manner.

3.5 Effects of Multiple Constraints

3.5.1 Effects of gravity and friction constraints

In this section, the bounds of the control torque satisf,iing the gravity and friction

constraints will be determined analytically, md their effects on the bipedal standing will

be investigated. Based on the results from Section 3.3, the region for the angle, 0 , fuom -

900 to 900, is divided into four sub-regions by three singular points. ln each sub-region,

thesigns of A1,A, and. A, arcshowninTable3.l.
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Table 3.1 Signs of A1,A, and A, ineachsub-region

e -90'<0<-e* _e* -e* < e <00 00 00 <e<e* e>F e* < e <90"

ar 0 +

L2 + 0

^3
0 +

where Ar ,A2 , A, and * 0* are defined in Equations (3.5b), (3.9c), (3.9d) and (3.10).

The procedure of deiermining the conhol bounds, satisffing the gravity constraint and

the friction constraint, are detailed here. The control bounds are determined in each of the

regions:

Region l. -90' < e < -0* (A, <0,A, > 0,4 <0)

From inequalities (3.7b) and (3.12), the satisfaction of the gravity constraint and the

friction constraint requires that

t < min(qr'Tslip-posrerior'Trlip-ont"rior) Q'24)

Based on Inequality (3.14), minimum between rsüp-uterior and r,* when lrlr-ê",, and the

minimumbetween rsrip-posterior and c,r when lêl=è", willnowbefound.Thus,onehas:

Mmr
Tslip-anterior - Tt,f = l@, **)g"oro -*re'l<o

a,Á,

rsrip-posterior -r t¡rt= #Ifu, 
+ m)g cos 0 - mrotl< o

lel>- 
e*¡e ¡

lel< e",¡e ¡

î < T slip-anterior

t : L slîp-poslerior

lèl'- e",@ )

lal< e",¡o ¡

(3.25a)

(3.25b)

Thus,
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Region 2. -e* <0 <00 , (A, <0,A, >0,4>0)

From inequalities (3.7b) and (3.15) under the condition shown in Inequality (3.16), one

has
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Tslip-anterior < t < min(Tlift, Trl¡p- port"r¡o, ) 
_

Comparing r,* and rs'p-posterio* and considering Inequality (3.16), one has

(3.26)

tstip-posterior -t hÍ ry\fu, *m)g cos e -*re2f<o
ala2

Thus, the control torque should be:

Tstip-anterior 1r l Trt¡p-posterior lel<e",¡e¡ (3'27)

Region 3,00 <e <e* (A,>0,Ar>0,4>0)

Considering the conditions for both the gravity constraint and the friction constraint

shown in inequalities (3.7a), (3.15) and (3.16), one has

max(r,r,Trlip-ort"rior)<T <Tslip-posterior (3'28)

Comparing r,r and Tsüp_anterior, and considering Inequality (3.16), one has

_ trImr
7 stip-atrerior - TfiJt = 

^A

Thus, the control torque should be:

l@r*m)gcoso-*re'l>-o (3.2s)

Tstip-anterior < T < Tstip-posterior lOl< 0",¡e ¡ (3.30)
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Region 4. e* <e < 90' (A, > 0 ,A, 10,4 > 0)

From inequalities (3.7a) and (3.17), one has

t ) max( t ttl, T slip - posteriòr, T slip-anterior )

r > î stip-posterior lel> e",¡ O ¡

r > rstip-anterior lel< e",¡e ¡

Since îslip-posteriotr>rsrip-anrerior æ \tlat", based on Inequality (3.13), the maximum

between îsrip-posterior and rt,r, should be found. Similarl¡ since when !tl=t",

îsríp-anterior > Tsrip-posterior, the maximum between rsrip-anterior and r,r is needed, Thus, the

following relations hold:

rstip-poster¡or - îttft : #lØ¡ * *)s 
"o"e - 

*re2l> o lel> e 
",¡e 

¡

rsrip-anrerior - rt,r : o,rWlØ, 
* *)g 

"o, 
0 - mrTtl> o lel< e",¡e ¡

The overall bounds for the control torque in the region of 0* < e < 90' is

(3.31)

(3.32a)

(3.32b)

There exist three particular positions e = Xl? *l and 0 :0 , at which some special

conditions should be considered.

1.0 =-0* (A, <0,Á, >0,A, =g¡

From Inequalities (3.7b), (3.10b) and (3.11b), the

satisfied to maintain the gravity and friction constraints:

following conditions must be

r < tstip-posrerior and lel< e",¡-e. ¡ (3.33)
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2. 0 :00 (a, =0,a2 > 0,4 > 0)

Based on the results shown in lnequality (3.6), (3.15) and (3.16), the gravity constraint

and the friction constraint will both be satisfied under the following conditions:
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Tstip-onte,ior 3 T < Tstip-poste,io' ffid lel< e",¡O ¡

3. 0=0. (at > o,a, =0,4 > o)

r > r stip-aiteriort and lol< e",¡ e. ¡

Overall, the control bounds are summari zed,inTable3.2.

From Inequalities (3.7a), (3.10a) and (3.11a), the following conditions must be

satisfied to maintain the gravity and friction constraints:

(3.34)

(3.35)

Table 3.2 Control bounds satisfying the gravity and the friction constraints

90' < e <-0* 0=-0* -e* <0 <0* 0:0* e* <0 <90'

Itl= t" r1r..slrp-poslerþf

High r causes posterior

slipping

T slíp-øntøior 
1 t 1 T rro-oonu,

High r causes
posterior slipping

I-ow t causes

anterior slipping

t)T ..silp-dntenor

I-ow t causes anterior
slipping

ltl, t" L > þ slip-anlerior

High z causes

anterior
slipping

Regardless of the control torque, the
friction constraint is violated.

r) r..silp- postenof

I-ow t causes

posterior
slipping

Table 3.2 shows that in all the regions, the bounds of the control torque are determined

by the friction constraint only. This indicates that the friction constraint is more dominant

as compared with the gravity constraint. Thus the gravity constraint is not needed to be
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considered since it is always satisfied if the friction constraint is satisfied. Table 3.2 also

shows that keeping angular velocity below the critical value is very important when biped

is around upright position (within two critical angles). To the best of this author's

knowledge, it is shown here for the first time that the angular velocity plays a important

role in balancing control. If this condition is violated, regardless of the control torque, the

friction constraint is violated, slipping will occur.

3.5.2 Effects of all constraints

In this section, the bounds of the control torque satisffing all three constraints will be

determined and their effects on bipedal standing will be investigated. For simplicity, the

angle of the biped is restricted to -0* < 0 < 0*.The gravity constraint and the tip-over

constraint are not in effect since the former is always satisfied when the friction constraint

is satisfied and the latter is equivalent to the COP constraint. The control bounds and the

conditions satisfying the friction and COP constraint are considered simultaneously, and

the results are:
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max(t,¡ro-onteriolT"op-to" ) < t 3 min(t,,ro-oosterior,T 
"op-h""I 

)

and lal < min(á",t,è",2)

(3.36a)

(3.36b)

Where rstip-anterio, Tstip-posterio. Tcop-heel Md t"op-to, are defined in Equations (3.11d)'

(3.11e), (3.22b) and (3.22c). 0",, and 0",, are defined in Equations (3.1lc) and (3.23b).

First compailng 0"r, and 0rr, as detailed in the APPENDD( A, it is found that in most of

the region within !0*, the minimum critical angular velocity is determined by the

friction constraint. However, there is a small range between -lã1, ,no*n in Equation
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(45), and the upright position, the minimum angular velocity is determined by the COP

constraint.

Inequality (3.36) is valid under the condition that the upper bound of the control torque

is higher than the lower bound. Due to the complexity of the mathematical forms of the

torques, the numerical results are explored and a paramehic analysis is conducted to

obtain an overall understanding of the effects of the constraint on balancing of bipedal

standing. Three sets of parameters, namely the friction coefficient, p (which has

significant influence on the friction force between the foot-link and the ground); length of

the foot-link, Z, (which can provide important information for choosing proper feet

length during bipedal robots design); and the location of'the mass center, r (which

indicates the mass distribution of designed bipedal robots), were analyzed systematically.

There are two objectives. One is to identiff the regions in the phase plane with valid and

invalid control bounds, named controllable regions and uncontrollable regions,

respectively. In the controllable regions, it is possible to design a balancing control, while

in the uncontrollable regions, regardless of the control torque, constraints will be violated,

and balancing is impossible. Another objective is to determine the range of the control

torque. A large range of control torque is desirable for balancing control design. This

parametric analysis will help us to gain a comprehensive understanding of the effects of

the constraints on biped standing. The parameters from previous literature (Pai et al.

lggT)are used as basic parameters here and are listed in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 Physical parameters

Bodv heieht H: 1.78 m

Bodvmass mass:80 kg

Foot-link mass mr : 2*0.0145*mass : 232 ks,

Pendulum mass m: mass - mr:77.68kP

Lensth of ankle-to-center of mass r: 0.575*H : 1.02 m

Horizontal ankle-to-heel distance a: 0.19*I¿: 0.05 m

Vertical ankle heipht b:0.039*H:0.07 m

Foot-link lensth L¡:0.152*H:0.27 m

Pendulum lensth L:H-b:1.7Tm
Coefficient of friction lt:0.5
Gravity acceleration s: 9.80 rnls2

Horizontal ankle-to-center of foot c:0.5*[,¡- a:0.085 m

A computer program is developed to determine the minimum between rsrip_posterior

arrd T"oo-o"et, ãrrd the maximum between tshp-anterior and Tcnp-to as shown in Inequality

(3.36). Next mínþrnp-p^terio,Tcop-he",) 
^o 

**G*,r-ort"r,,T"op-to") are compared to

assure the validity of the control bounds.

Two sets of Figures are presented. In Figures 3.2, 3 .4 and 3 .6, the regions with valid

control bounds are shown as regions 1-3 in white color, while the regions with invalid

control bounds are shown in gray color. Regions l-3 arc defined by different control

bounds, which are determined from different conshaints as shown in Table 3.4. Ttre

horizontal axis is the angular displacement, and the vertical axis is the angular velocity of

the biped. Curves are separators of regions that satisff and violate a constraint. For

example, in Figures 3.2,3.4 and 3.6, curves a,b are separators of regions that satisfiT COP

constraint and friction constraint, respectively. The regions below these curves are good
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regions. Figures 3.3, 3.5 and 3.7 show the ranges of the control torque determined by the

upper(grid surfaces) and lower control bounds. The smooth gray surfaces are the lower

bounds and the grid surfaces are the upper bounds (smooth surfaces), where x-axis is the

angular displacement, y-axis is the angular velocity of the biped, and z-axis is the control

torque.

Validity of the bounds, i.e., the upper

bound indicates the satisfaction of the

control law to satisff the constraints.
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control bound is higher than the lower control

constraints, ffid the possibilify of designing a

Table 3.4 Summary of the control bounds satisffing all three constraints

State space region Control bounds

Regionl T æp-toe < t < T slip- posterior

Region2 Tcop-toe 1T 1T"op-hul

Region3 T slip-anterior 1 T 1 T 

"op-h""I

3.5.2a Effects of friction coeffïcient

This section examines how friction coefficients affect the controllable regions, the

control bounds imposed on the control torque and the critical angular velocity. Friction

coefficient affects the friction force and the friction constraint. Investigating the effects of

friction coefficient on controllable regions, control bounds and critical angular velocity

will help us prevent biped slipping on the ground. The füction coefficie ntt, ¡t ,varies from

0.15 to 1, and all other parameters are shown in Table 3.3. Since the results are
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consistent, for the sake of brevity, theresults forthe friction coefficients of 0.15,0.5 and

1 are presented.

Figure 3.2 shows the controllable regions (in white) and non-controllable regions (in

gÐ in the phase plane. The horizontal axis is the angular displacement within the

critical angles * d*, which depend on the friction coefficient. As shown in Equation

(3.11c), the critical angular velocity is independent of the friction coefficient. Thus,

changes in the friction coefficient have no effects on the critical angular velocity. It was

first found that as the friction coefficient is greater than 0.15, regardless of the changes in

the friction coefficient, the constraints, determining each region as shown in Table 3.4,

remain the same. Region 2 is determined by the COP constraints, while regions 1 and 3

are determined by both friction and COP constraints as shown in Table 3.4. Figare 3.2a

shows that with a low friction coefficient, friction constraint is dominant since a large

portion of the controllable region is determined by the friction constraint (regions I and

3). From Figure 3.2b and 3.2c, it can be seen that as the friction coefñcient increases, the

controllable regions, especially region 2, enlarge significantly, while the uncontrollable

regions I and II reduce significantly. A large region 2 indicates that with modest and high

friction coefficient, the COP constraint becomes dominant, i.e., tipping over is the main

concem. Note that the region around the upright position, such as region 2, is of special

interests for the following two reasons: (l) with small disturbance during standing,

bipeds, e.g. humans, respond as an inverted pendulum by keeping knees and the hip

straight (Kuo 1995), and (2) the biped will ultimately reside in such a region. Thus in the

following sections, results related to the states in a region around the upright position will

be presented and discussed in detail.
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The bounds of the control torque as the friction coefficient varies from 0.15 to I are

shown in Figure 3.3. The control bounds for region 2 are determined by the COP

constraint, as shown in Table 3.4, which are independent of the friction coefficient. Thus,

changes in the friction coefficient have no effects on the control bounds in region 2.

Figure 3.3 shows that the control bound determined by the COP constraint, are not

sensitive to the angle and angular velocity at the ankle joint, and the range is large, which

makes the control design feasible. However, the control bounds determined by the friction

constraint (e.g. reg¡on I and 3) are sensitive to the changes in the angle and angular

velocity, and the range of the control torque decreases significantly, which makes the

design of balancing control difficult.

Overall, it was found that in most part of the controllable region, the critical angular

velocity is determined by the friction constraint, and keeping the angular velocity below

the critical value is important. Otherwise, regardless of the control torque, the friction

constraints will be violated and balance control is out of the question. Although the

friction constraint determines the critical angular velocity in most of the regions, the

friction coefficient has no effects on the critical angular velocity as shown in Equation

(3.llc). With a low friction coefficient, the controllable region is small and the control

bounds are mainly determined by the friction constraint, indicating that the friction

constraint is a main concern. As the friction coefficient increases, the controllable region

enlarges significantly, especially the region determined by the COP constraint (region 2).

The range of the control torque in region 2 is independent from the friction coefficient,

and is much higher as compared with the range associated with the friction constraint.
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Thus, as the friction coefficient is modest or reasonably high, the friction coeffrcient has

little effects on balance control of bipedal standing.

(")

-20 0 20
Angular Displacement 0 (degree)

(b)

-20 0 20
Angular Displacement 0 (degree)
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Figure 3.2 Effects of friction coefficient on controllable and uncontrollable regions
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3.5.2b Effects of the length of the foot-link

This section examines how the length of the footJink affects the controllable regions,

control bounds and critical angular velocity. As the length of the foot-link ( tr, ) varies

with respect to height of the biped (H) from 0 to 0.380, all other parameters remain the

same and are shown in Table 3.3, the controllable and non-controllable regions are shown

in Figure 3.4, andthe bounds of the control torque are shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.4 shows that, as proven in the appendix, the critical angular velocity in most

of the controllable regions is determined by the friction constraint, which is independent

of the length of the footlink. The constraints determining each controllable region as

shown in Table 3.4 remain unchanged in spite of the changes in the length of the foot-

link. The overall controllable regions enlarge marginally with the increase in the length of

the footlink. Note that region 2 decreases while regions 1 and 3 enlarge significantly with

the increase in the length of the footlink. Referring to Table 3.4,the control bounds of

regions I and 3 are determined by the friction and COP constraints, respectively,

indicating that as the length of the foot-link increases, the friction constraint plays a more

important role in determining the control bounds. This is not surprising. For example in

region 3, the lower control bound is determined by the maximum between the friction

constraint (rsfip_anterio.) and the COP constraint (tcop-toe). As shown in Equation(3.22c),

t"op-to", with negative values, decreases with the increase in the length of the foot-link

(L¡) Thus, Tstip-anteríor becomes the maximum in a larger region 3'

Figure 3.5 shows that the positive upper control bound determined by the COP

constraint increases marginally, but the negative lower bound by the COP constraint

7l
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decreases significantly with the increase in the length of the foot-link. Thus, the range of

the control torque increases significantly in region 2, which makes the control design

feasible. Since the control bounds determined by the friction constraint is independent of

the length of the foot-link, the changes in the length of the foot-link has no effects on the

friction-related control bounds. The control bounds from the friction constraint are

sensitive to the angular displacement and angular velocity of the biped. Thus, as the biped

deviates from the upright position, the range of the control torque decreases significantly

making the control design challenging. Although Figure 3.4a shows a large controllable

region as the length of the footlink is zero, Figure 3.5a shows that the range of the

control torque is zero, í.e., the control torque is predetermined by the constraints, which,

in general, can not stabilize the biped at the upright position since it is not meant for

balance control.
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Figure 3.4 Effects of length of footlink on controllable and uncontrollable regions
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3.5.2c Effects of the location of the mass center

This section examines the effects of the location of the mass center on the controllable

regions, control bounds and critical angular velocity. As the location of the masse center

r varies with respect to the height of the biped (H) frorn 0 to 0.958, all other parameters

remain the same as shown in Table 3.3. The controllable regions and the critical angular

velocity are shown in Figure 3.6, and the bounds of the control torque are shown in

Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.6a shows that as the mass center is close to the ankle, the critical angular

velocity is high and the controllable regions are large. As the mass center moves up on

the biped, the critical angular velocities decrease significantly, so do the controllable

regions as shown in Figures 3.6b and 3.6c. However, comparing Figures 3.6b and 3.6c,it

can be seen that the controllable regions decrease only marginally. Figure 3.7 shows that

the ranges of the control torque in regions l, 2 and 3 are not sensitive to the location of

the mass center and, the constraints determining the control bounds as shown in Table 3.4

remain the same regardless of the location of the mass center. The results indicate that as

rÆI is above 0.5 and in a region around the up right position within + 20o, the location of

the mass center has little effects on the controllable region and the control bounds.
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Figure 3.6 Effects of center of mass position on controllable and uncontrollable regions
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3.6 Discussions

During balance control of bipedal standing, all constraints between the foot-link and

the ground must be maintained as demonstrated in the previous work (Pai and Patton

1997). The satisfaction of these constraints imposes bounds on the control torque, which

is crucial for designing balance control laws. ln addition, understanding the interactions

among the constraints enable us to gain an understanding of the mechanics of bipedal

balancing, which is important to the development of bipedal robots. Since the COP

constraint and the tip-over constraint are equivalent as both feet are assumed to be on the

level ground, in this work, the effects of the three constraints, namely the gravity

constraint, friction constraint and COP constraint, on balance control of a planar biped

during standing are investigated.

Analytical solutions to the bounds of the controlled ankle torque satisfuing each

individual conskaint, and satisffing both the gravity and friction constraints

simultaneously are determined. The control bounds satisfoing all three constraints are also

obtained using a numerical method. Such control bounds are presented versus the angle

and the angular velocity. A large range of the control torque is desirable since it makes

the control design feasible. Furthermore, the results of control bounds show explicitly the

specific constraint causing such bounds, which, in turn, predicts the specific constraint to

be violated and the corresponding potential movement of the foot-link. For example, in

region 2 of Figwes 3.2, 3.4 and 3.6, the conhol bounds are determined by the COP

constraint, í.e. tip-over constraint. If the ankle torque is too high, above rcop-heet, the COP

will move behind the heel, í.e., thefoorlink will rotate about the heel. Otherwise the foot-
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link will rotate about the toe. Either way the COP (tip-over) constraint is violated, but the

foot-link will move in a very different way. Thus, the solutions to the control bounds are

not only important for designing balance control laws, but also helpful for preparing

protective measures for bipedal robots.

Regions in the phase plane satisfuing all the constraints are determined. More-

importantly regions within which the constraints cannot be satisfied are also identified. If

the states of the biped fall in such regions, regardless of the control torque, the constraints

will be violated and stabilization cannot be achieved. The effects of the friction

coefficient, the length of the foot-link and location of the mass center of the pendulum on

the above regions have also been investigated.

Through this work, it was found that the satisfaction of the constraints imposes not

only the bounds to the control torque, but also conditions on the angular velocity of the

biped. The critical angular velocity has also been determined analytically. It is further

found that in a region around the upright position, if the angular velocity is above the

critical value, regardless of the control torque, the constraints cannot be satisfied. This

region is extremely important since the biped will reside in it ultimately. Thus, keeping

the angular velocity below the critical value is crucial in balance control.

Comparing the gravify constraint and the friction constraint, the füction constraint is

more important in that, once the friction constraint is satisfied, the gravity constraint is

automatically satisfied. Comparing the füction constraint and the COP constraint in the

region 2, the critical angular velocity for the biped under study is determined by the

friction constraint in most of the region, indicating the importance of the friction

8l
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constraint. However, as the angular velocity is below the critical value and with a modest

and high friction coefficient, the bounds of the control torque are determined only by the

COP conshaint. Since the COP constraint is equivalent to the tip-over constraint, the

(COP) tip-over constraint is the most dominant among three constraints. This finding

shows the importance of the foot design in satis$ring the COp constraint, and

consequently all three constraints in balance control of bipedal standing.

The work, presented in this chapter, is a comprehensive investigation of the effects of

all constraints between the foot-link and the ground on the balancing of biped standing

while the friction coefficient, the length of the footJink and the location of the mass

center are varied. Two sets of results have been presented, controllable / uncontrollable

regions and ranges of the control torque.

Overall, it was found that in most of the cóntrollable region, the critical angular

velocity is determined by the friction constraint, and keeping the angular velocity below

the critical value is important. Otherwise, regardless of the control torque, the friction

constraints will be violated and balance control is out of the question. Although the

friction constraint determines the critical angular velocity in most of the regions, the

friction coefficient has no effects on the critical angular velocity as shown in Equation

(410). With a low value of friction coefficient, the controllable region is very small and

the control bounds are mainly determined by the füction constraint, indicating that the

friction constraint is a main concern. As the friction coefficient increases, the conhollable

region enlarges significantly, especially the region determined by the COP conshaint

(region 2). The range of the control torque in region 2 is independent from the friction
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coefficient, and is much higher as compared with the range associated with the friction

constraint. Thus, as long as the f¡iction coefficient is modest or reasonably high, the

friction coefñcient has little effects on balance control of bipedal standing. The overall

controllable regions enlarge marginally with the increase in the length of the foot-link. As

the length of the foot-link increases, the friction constraint plays a more important role in

determining the control bounds. As the mass center is close to the ankle, the critical

angular velocity is high and the controllable regions are large. The location of the mass

center has little effects on the controllable region and the control bounds as long as rÆI is

above 0.5.

This work is a comprehensive investigation of the effects of constraints on balancing

of bipedal standing and is believed important to the development of bipedal walking

robots. The work has significant impact on balance control of bipedal standing, since

satisfaction of constraints between the footlink and the ground is imperative in control

design. Furtherrnore, these results also reveal interesting physical insights into the effects

of constraints on bipedal standing, the interactions among the constraints and between the

biped and the environment. Such insights allow us to understand the mechanics ofbipedal

balancing, which has positive impact on developing better bipedal robots. In next chapter,

the importance of considering constraints during control law design will be demonstrated.

A stability region will be determined based on the concept of Lyapunov exponent from a

mathematical model and will be compared with prwious work.
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Chapter 4

Stability Analysis of Bipedal Standing Using the

Concept of Lyapunov Exponents Based on a

Mathematical Model

4.1 Introduction

The balance control of disturbed bipedal standing is important for preventing falls of

humans and bipedal robots. Stabilization of bipedal models has attracted much attention

in the past two decades. Various control strategies such as adaptive control (Chew and

Pratt 2001), sliding mode control (Mu and Wu 2004), neural network (Kuperstein and

'Wang 
1gg0, Narendra and Parthas araþ 1990, and Bersini and Gorrini lggT), and fazzy

control (Zht and Chunwen 2003) have been developed. In much of the previous work,

bipedal foot-link \ryere assumed to be fixed on the ground once they contacted the ground,

i.e., the constraints between the foot-link and the ground were assumed to be satisfied

automatically, and the controllers were designed only for motion regulation. There exist

several constraints between the foot-link and the ground. In Chapter 3, the effects of

constraints on balance control of a simplified two-dimensional biped during standing

were investigated, and the bounds imposed on the control torque due to the constraints
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were determined. Such control bounds have significant effects on designing balance

control laws. Furthelrnore, it is found that the angular velocity of the biped plays a crucial

role in satisffing the constraiÍtts, í.e., the angular velocity must be kept below the critical

value. Thus, a balance control law of bipedal standing should be designed for motion

regulation while satisf,iing the control bounds and meeting the requirement of the angular

velocity. Such a design task is extremely challenging.

Another challenge for balancing bipedal standing is the lack of a single quantitative

criterion and an effective tool for stability analysis. Wu et al. (1998a,1998b) developed

mathematical models to study the control mechanisms of human trunk movement during

walking. The control laws were designed based on Lyapunov's stability theory. The

limitation of the Lyapunov's stabitity control is due to thç difficulties in deriving a

Lyapunov function, which, in tum, restricts the control design. Pai and Patton (1997)

investigated balance control of human standing with the consideration of the constraints

between the foot-link and the ground. They determined the feasible stability boundaries

using the computer simulations of movement termination with the aid of an optimization

routine. The limitation, from a viewpoint of stability, comes from their definition of the

stabllity, i.e., the center of mass of the biped can be moved into a region between the heel

and the toe within a short time period (1s) and with a zero angalar velocity. However, the

bipeds satisfying their criteria may still fall away from the upright position. Thus, the

long-term behaviours of dynamical systems should be considered.

Lyppunov's stability analysis of a biped dwing standing is a challenging task. Due to

the lack of constructive methods for deriving Lyapunov functions, Lyapunov's second
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method is difficult to use in highly nonlinear systems. Sekhavat et al. (2004) employed

the concept of Lyapunov exponents to analyze the stability of nonlinear dynamical

systems and showed that the method is constructive and powerful.

The goal of the work is to investigate the balance control and to analyze the stability of

a biped during disturbed standing while satisfliing the constraints between the foot-link

and the ground. The biped model is simplified as an inverted pendulum with one rigid

foot-link on the level ground. It has been reported that standing human subjects, when

perturbed by small disturbance, typically respond by moving in a segittal plane (which is

the vertical anterior to posterior plane), and they tend to keep the knees, hips, and neck

straight, moving about the ankle (Kuo 1995). Thus, it is reasonable to simplify a biped as

a simple inverted pendulum moving in the sagittal plane. The foot-link is in contact with

the ground, but is not fixed. Three constraints are conside red, í.e.,no lifting, no slippage,

and the center of pressure (COP) remaining within the contact region between the foot-

link and the ground. A PD-based state switching feedback control law is designed to

stabilize the biped to the upright position while satisffing all constraints. The stability of

the constrained conhol system is analyzed using the concept oflyapunov exponents and

a stability region is determined. Techniques developed by V/olf et al. (1985) for smooth

systems, and extended by Müller (1995) to non-smooth systems, together with non-

standard finite difference scheme developed by Mickens (1994), are combined to improve

the numerical stability and the computational efficiency. In this chapter, the systematic

mathematical derivations will not be included, but will summarize the major dynamic

equations and mathematical form of the constraints. Please refer to Sections 3.2 and3.3

in Chapter 3 for detailed derivations and explanations.
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The dynamic equations for the bipedal system are:

't : mgr sin0 - (1 + *r2¡0

Fs*: *ri) cos1 -mr02 sin7

Fsy: (*_f +m)g -mrë sin2 -mr02 cos0

The three constraints are written as (Pai ¿rnd Patton 1997):

Fo20

lo*l= or*

0 1**o 1L_f

From Equation (3.2c), the pressure center (x"oo) is

(3.3 a)

(3.3b)

(3.3c)

Q.aa)

(3.4b)

ß.ac)

(3.4d)

4.2

x"op:Lf-a

Controller Design

_bF*-r+cmfg
F'gy

,f 
",on"r 

Srpo <Tupp",

tf tpo>tupp",

,f Tpn {Tb*",

A PD-based switching state feedback control law is designed to stabilize the biped at

the upright posture while keeping the footlink stationary. The controller considers each

constraint, shown in Equation (3.2), anddetermines the maximum and minimum feasible

torque necessary to satisfu the constraints between the foot-link and the ground. The

controller is a simple PD control as the control torque is within the control bounds, and it

takes the value of the control bounds as it approaches the bounds. The controller is shown

as:

(-
I LpD

, = f ,uoo,,

lt,o*",

(4.1)
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where rpD=ko9+ko9,the upper bound rupp* and the lower bound t,o*", depend on

the state space, í.e., 0 and 0, which have been determined in Section 3.5. The block

diagram of the controller is shown in Figure 4.1 .

Note that the conhol law is designed to satis$r only the control bounds. The condition

imposed on the angular velocity is not considered in the control design, but it is used as a

criterion to terminate the controller and the simulations if it is violated.

4.3

Figure 4.1. Block diagram of the control system subjected to 
lal 

< écr¡ticat .

Stability Analysis

Stability analysis investigates the long-term behavior of motion under the influence of

a disturbance in the initial states. For stable motion, the efflects of the disturbance are

insignificant, i.e., the disturbed motion stays close to the undisturbed one. In the unstable

case, an infinitesimal disturbance causes a considerable change in the motion (Most et al.

2004). In this work, stability is defined based on Lyapunov's stability theory and is

analyzed, using the concept of Lyapunov exponents. If the largest Lyapunov exponent

converges to a constant negative value, the dynamical system is exponentially stable

about the equilibrium point, which is the upright posture. Since it is almost impossible to
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get the theoretical expression of Lyapunov exponents for our highly nonlinear bipedal

system, the numerical method based on Wolls work (Wolf et al. 1985) is developed.

The state space model of the system is derived by defining the state vector

* ={0,èY = &r,rr}" *d combining Equation (4.1) with Equation (3.1a):

if 1 b*", I t PD 1 T,oo", (Re gíonl)

- Tupp", if t pD > Tupp", (Region2) (4.2)

o lower íf î pD 1T 
ron",

(Region3)

The above 2-dimensional state-space model leads to two Lyapunov exponents. The

signs of the Lyapunov exponents provide qualitative information about the system

stability. Note that within each region, the control torque z is smooth. The controller is

overall continuous, but the non-differentiable points occur at the instants of switching,

where the derivative of the right-hand side of the state space model shown in Equation

(.2) donot exist. Thus, líneanzation of the nonlinear equations at these points, required

by the calculation of Lyapunov exponents, is addressed by resorting to the work of Müller

(1995) in which the conventional calculation procedure (Wolf et al. 1985) has been

extended to systems with non-differential points. Since the stability of the system is

investigated based on the signs of the exponents, suppression of numerical instabilities is

of significant importance. Furtherrnore, since the calculation of Lyapunov exponents

should be carried out over a sufficiently long period of time, the computational efficiency

becomes important. The nonstandard finite difference discrete scheme proposed by
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Mickens (1994 and 2002) and Mickens and Gumel (2002) can solve the above two

problems. The scheme is capable of providing results with step-size larger than Runge-

Kutta method, and thus, enhances the efficiency of computation (Sekhavat et al. 2004,

Abo-Shanab et al. 2005). The non-standard finite difference schemes developed in this

research are described in Section 4.3. They are used to suppress the numerical instabilities

and to improve calculation efficiency. The procedure of calculatingLyapunov exponents

from mathematical model is described in Chapter 2.

It is known that although Lyapunov exponents are calculated along a single solution

trajectory, they have the same values for all trajectories in the same stability region. Thus

it is considered as a state space property. The stability region is defined to incìude initial

states, from which, using our PD based switching state controller, the biped can be

stabilized to the upright position with all of the largest Lyapunov exponent being

convergent to the same negative value. To determine the stability region, the algorithm

developed by Nusse and Yorke (1998) is adapted, where the region of interest is first

divided into grid boxes. The grid box at the origin of the state-space (also called 'center

box') contains the stable equilibrium point. Next, the size of neighboring grid boxes is

chosen and Lyapunov exponents are calculated using the initial states from each

neighboring box. If the same convergent and negative exponents are obtained, the

neighboring grrd box belongs to the stability region.

4.4 Calculation of Lyapunov Exponents for a Bipedal Model

In this section, the nonstandard finite difference schemes, which consider all cases

corresponding to different control regions shown as Region 1, Region2 and Region3 in

Equation (4.2), arepresented. Note that within Region 1, Region2 and Region3, control
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torque e is smooth. Nonstandard finite difference schemes are developed by following

Mickens' rules (Mickens 1994 and 2002). While, at the instants of switching points, due

to the existence of non-differentiable points, the linearized equations are evaluated using

the indicator function, h(r), and the transition function, S(*), both defined based on the

physical behaviour of the system. The indicator function h(x) is at least one time

continuously differentiable function and determines the instant of the non-differentiable

point. Thç transition function S(")describes the transition conditions at each instant of

the non-differentiable point. The indicator function and Jacobian of transition condition

are chosen based on Müller's method (Müller 1995).

Overall, when the nonstandard finite difference schemes were constructed, two cases

should be considered. One is smooth casq i.e., in region l, 2, and 3, the other is

nonsmooth (non-differentiable) case, í.e., at the switching points. The reason of using

nonstandard finite difference scheme is to suppress the numerical instabilities and to

improve calculation efficiency. The key issue in numerical integration of our PD-based

switching control system is to determine the regions and the switching points. The

procedure of numerical integration using nonstandard finite difference scheme is

presented as follows.

Step I: For a given initial state, control torque and control bounds are

calculated based on the equations developed in Section 3.5. Each

integrated point is considered as a "trial" point until the switching

condition shown in (a.1) is checked.

Check the state points. If no switching occurs, the point remains in

same regions and next state is obtained based on numerical

Step 2:
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integration using nonstandard finite difference scheme corresponding

to this region. If one switching occurs, next state is obtained based

on numerical integration using nonstandard finite difference scheme

corresponding to switching points. The transition condition of the

lineanzed equations is calculatedaccording to Müller's method

(Müller 1995).

Step 3: Using GSR procedure to obtain the orthonormal vectors, calculating

Lyapunov exponents.

Step 4: Continuously integrate until target is achieved or terminate by

conditions obtained from constraints

4.4.1 Smooth cases:

In RegíonL:

The nonlinear equation is:

x2

mgrsinx,-rro (4.3)

M

which can be written in a matrix form

i: .f,Or= 
{

[; ] 
:[Í;]

.fr, = x,

,.^ _mgrsinxr-lqxr-lwx, (4.5)Jtz- 
M

The lineari zation results in :

(4.4)

where
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where

æ = rr(*)&

I af" ôf"1

4('):l'e 'ú,1=ll,:,:^

lô*, ôx, )

fttt ={u = o,
oxt

, - ôf,, -,Jtlz- ^ -r,axz

-? ôf, kv
Jnz: ô*r:- M'

(4.6)

(4.7\

(4.8)

(4.e)

(4.10)

.furf
f,rr)

r ôf, mgr cos x, - þJnt= A\= M ,

So

I *, iol f .f,,, foll *, xo1

f*, ru):1f,,, ¡,.)'l*, 'u-l
[o 1l[r, xof [ ", x6 I: 
l-f,r, rr.)'l*, *u): lfr,*, * fzrxs .ftz,x¿ + frr*u)

xr

*2

ic"
J

*4

xs

*6

f,
f,,
xs

x6

fntxz *.ftzzxs

ftztx+ * .ftzzxe

Since fr, < 0, according to Mickens' Rules, one has

x5 :zxsn* - x5

x6 :2x6'* - x6

The nonstandard finite difference scheme was constructed as:
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neW.tx1 :X1 tllX2

,z'è' : 
{*, 

. n }(*s, sin(x{N ) - *r"*\,(,., #)
*3n* = x3 -t hxs (4.11)

*4n"t =x4+hx6

,s'"'= (t - hftzz)*s + hf1214nffi]tQ-zn¡rrr)

*6'"': [t - hftzz)re + hf121x4nffi]t(-zn¡rrr¡

Using this nonstandard finite difference scheme, both nonlinear differential equations

of motion and linearized differential equations of motion are integrated one step

simultaneously, the new states and new principal vectors are obtained. Then using GSR

procedure, orthonormal vectors are generated. Following the procedure described in

Section 2.2 in Chapter 2, the whole spectra of the Lyapunov exponents is calculated. The

same discussion holds for Region 2, Region 3 and for every switching point.

In Region2

The nonlinear equation is:

| *, : .fzt
*=.fzft)=]*grsin*i-iuoou , G.tz)

I t,t 
:J22

Where

f,, -m4rsiftxl _ I ¡---2-.2 -^r¿¿ M Mfmr(arin*1_b"os11¡_M1{m'r'gsin;r1(øsinx1 -ácos-r1)

+ Mlmrx|(acosxl+ åsinx1) ¿t?+ am)gl\

which can be written in a matrix form
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(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.1s)

(4.t6)

(4.17)

[;;]=lt:l

æ= FzQW

where,

b2¡+mrgb

rsx)-Mfz

+l

co

,f
,)

L*

bc

l2

22

)

.fz,

"fz:

,3.@

x1-

.UJ2I
ô*t

ôfzz

ôrt

{mrlg

(acos

zfi

2l

22"

22

fz

i3

x5

fz

fz:

f:

fz

Í

[;

I afrt afztl

Fz6):l 9r Fl-1"t"'
| ôfr, ôfzz I Lfrrt
L a"t ô*z )

%L=0, .fztz={L=t,Oxt Ox2

)fzz

ôrt

'rmrlg cos \M - Mxl @ sin x1 - å cos x1) r mrs

(a cos x1 + å sin x1)( Uy + am)g\ llmr(asin

ôfZZ - n rltrx2(øcosx1 +åsin.r1)

ô*z mr(asinxl -bcosxl) - M

rl -l fzrt .fuzl. [* *01

ul lft , fzzz ) L*s *u )

_l-o 1-l [", *01
=l-frrr 

-Frrrl'l*, *u)

:l- x5 x6 I
Lfzzpt + fzzzxs .fzztx+ + fzzzxø l

F2

"fz

mrx

o

(

_ (.-l/

-(

=

*4

r6
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So

The nonstandard finite difference scheme is:

*l'o'-rl+hx2

,2n* = {xz + hfzz(*t"*,xz)}
(4.1e)

*3n* =x3*hx5

newx4"o":x4+hx6

when fzzz> 0, let
a llêWx5: ZX5 - X5

¡ ll€Wx6=zx6-x6

fzt
-fzz

.r5

x6

.fzztxt + -fzzzxs

fzztx+ + fzzzxø

a flëWx5 =zx5 - x5

¡ llêWX6=¿X6 -X5,

(4.18)

(4.20)

(4.22)

then

*s'* = (t * Zhfzzz)x5 + hf221*3n* ]t( * t ¡rrr) 
,0.r,

*6'* = {t * 2hf222)x6 + ffi21x4n"'},Q+ hfzzz)

when -fzzz <0, let

then

*sn* = (t - hfzzz)x5 + hf2214"*]t(-zhfzz) 
g.z3)

* 6'* = (t - hfzzz)re + hf221x4n*I, 0 - zhfzzz)
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Following the same procedure described in Region 1, Lyapunou 
"Çon"its 

can be

calculated.

In Regíon3:

The nonlinear equation is:

where

t: -mgrsinxl 1 (-I.) =-- {nt2r2gsinx{(Lf-ø)sinx1M M{M +mrl(L¡ -ø)sinx1 +åcosxll}'

+ócosxll +Mmrx|l(Lf -o)cos.r1 -åsinxll -ufL¡î¡ +Øf -a)mls\

which can be written in a matrix form

[*'l_lht1
lrrl- lr'r)

The lineari zation results

æ= FrGW

| ,z=fit
*= h@)=lmgrsinxt-rtower _ ."

I M 
_r32

fin =%L=0, .fzn =Tt =to\ oxz

(4.24)

(4.2s)

(4.26)

where

I aft, ôfzt1

r,þ)=lh%l:12:" 
2::l

Lôq ôxz')

(4.27)
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, ôfzz
J32l= -;- =

oxl {M + mr{(L ¡ - a) sín x1 + b cos x1l}2

1 + mrxl 1a2 + bz ) + mrsb -t(L ¡ - ")*åcosx1

{g cos x1M + UúUt ¡ - ø) sinxl

f L'm' I
cosxl - åsi"*il # + (L-f - ")m lsL¿ " ]

+*r$t¡{t¡ -2")}

, _ ôfzz ^ 
mrx2l(L.f - a)cosx1 -åsinx1]

J322 = a*z = -" M + *rtØ f - t)"i^*r@

[*s *+f I fitt ftnll *z x+1

Lor *u)=lfrr, .rrrrl'L*, *u)

=[ o t l[", '01:[ ', xo I
l"fsn .hzz l'L*s *u J lhu*t + .fzzzxs .fzux+ + .hzzxe l

So

(4.28)

x1

*2

*3

*a

i5
i6

"fy
fsz
x5

x6

.fzztxt + -hznxs

fzztxq + ftzzxa

(4.2e)

(4.30)

(4.3t)

The nonstandard finite difference scheme is:

*ln* =xl*hx2
'-_Ì -

tz'* : {x2 + hflz(rln"*,xz)}

neq -, ]x3 = x3't- ttx5

*4o* = x4 -f hx6

when "hzz> 0,let
'^neWx5=¿x5-x5

,
a l|€Wx6=¿x6-x6

(4.32)
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*sn"* : þ * 2hfzzz)x5 + hft21*3""' ]t(t + hhzz)

*6'* = (t * 2hhzz)x6 + hft21*a"*\t|+ hfzzz)

a l|êWxS=¿x5 -x5
¡ kêWx6: ¿X6 - x6

*sn"* = (t - hhzz)*s + hf3214n"' I, Í - zhhzz)
lì

*6n"' : (t - hhzz)*e + hf321x4n* ]t(t -zhhzz)

(4.33)

when fzzz < 0, let

then

(4.34)

(4.3s)

Following the same procedure described in Region 1, Lyapunov exponents can be

calculated.

4.4.2 Non-smoothcases:

At the instants of switching points, the linearized equations are evaluated using the

indicator function, h(x), and the transition function, s(ò, both defined based on the

physical behaviour of the systé'm._

At t = \, Regìon7 Swítches to Regíon2

The indicator fun-ction is
ht =rpD - trpp", =.0 (4.36)

Jacobian of the indicator function is I ' '

,, =W 91=b' htzl gs7)
Loxt ox7 J

Jacobian of the transition condition is

[r olG''=l^ "l (4.38)'1011
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where "+" and "-" sign denote the time just after and before switch instants /,.

| *rn"' *+'*f
l*r""' ,u'"* l

The transition condition of the lineanzed equations is:

eQÐ : Gt@- )6x(/f ) - lorr*- ,.rr(x(tt D - fz@Qf )

l\txt + htzxs 4F+ + htzxel

H(x-)õx(t1)
Hú*-).ñ(x(rf )

(4.3e)

(4.4r)

þr, ,rr[*t 
x4

LnS x6

htfiq

(f,
(ft,

hrfit + htzftz

t1- t|t 
llnrp3 * h12x5

-J22)

- fztìi,\tr3 + h12x5)

- fzz\ht14 + \2x5)

I ftt
l¡,,
[(¡'
LU,,

[å il; ;:] {[å i]l!,:)ltl]

{l!;llr[}

"fi2

"fi22

2

hr

hr

+

1
+

I

t

ft

ft

I

I

hr

-hr

-[', ,01-
L"r *u )

-[', *41-
L"r *ul

l rt xqf

Lt, *u)

+ h12x6l

- "fzt/'ht44 t-hn*òf
--fzz)(htúc+t12*6))

(4.40)

"*f :l*, *01_lorrrtx3 * d1hpx5 atht1¡-r alltpx6f

""* ) Ltr *u ) lþrhpt + B1h12x5 þt\fi+ + pft12x6l

Let

fit-.fzt
hrñt + \zftz

-î ,?Jt2- J22

ül=

þt=
ht.fit + lqz.fiz

Then

f o"-lxz x4
I n"*Lxs x6

(4.42)
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The nonstandard finite difference scheme is:

*l'* =xl+hxz

,2r"* =þ, * nfrr(*rr*,*r\ 
(4'43)

when athn > 0, let
a flêWX3=ZX3 -x3

(4.44)
a ll€WX4=/X4 -X4

then

*3'u' : (t * athtt)4 - afi12*s| t( + 2a1\¡)

*4n"* = (r * aft11)xa - d1hpx6| t(t + zarttl)

when athtt < 0, let
a l|€Wx3: zx3 - x3

¡ llê11)X4: ¿X4 - X4

then

*3'"* = (t - 2a1h11)4 - a1h12"s )/(t - atht)
(4.47)

*4'"* = (1 - 2otht)xa - aft12r6\ l(t - atht)

when þthz> 0, let

x5:2x5nry - )c5 
Ø.45)

then '-

*s'* = (t * þthtz)*, - prn,r'xr"* ]tQ + 2púrz).
fì

*6'* = (1* þthz)*u - þrhrpan* |t(t+28ún)

when þthz < 0,let
.^ neVx5=zx5-x5

x6 -2x6 - *6n*

(4.4s)

(4.46)

(4.4e)

(4.s0)
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*s'*: (t - 2þthn)*, - þrhrr4"*]t(- þthn)

*6'* = (t - 2þthn)*u - p,.hrtx4n*|t1- prnrr)

Following the same procedure described in Region 1, Lyapunov exponents can be

calculated.

At t = t2, Regìon2 Swítches to Regíonl

Indicator function is

hZ=ht=Tctr -Tupp", =0

Jacobian of indicator function is

htzl

Jacobian of hansition condition is

[r ol
Gz=Gt=l ^ - I

LO l-J

The transition condition of thelineanzed equations is:

æ(tî> = Gz@-)&(tr) -lorrr>¡r(x(tÐ) - fl@QÐP'{:]:e:z

H2=rr=l% !-1=v,,
Loxt oxz J

, h,zlrA

(4.s1)

(4.s2)

(4.s3)

(4.s4\

(4.ss)
Hz@-)fz@Ql))

where "f" an.J "j'sigr denote the time just after and before switch instants /r.

I new ne-w llxl x4 
|

I nu. n". I

Lxs x6 I

_[r-lo
,rrf *t .of

Lxs xa 
_l

þ,,

lnt
illß:\-l!,:l\il;; ;:l {[å
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| *t x+1
:l l-

L"r x6)

[", xq1=1", *u)-

ln x+1=L', *u)-

{lt:

hrrf,

httft

x4

a
2t

22

l

1x,

fz

L6J

htP

(¡:
(¡t

)

)

tht

x5

x5

"x5

f
22

tl2)

tlzJ

hn:

l^4

z"fz

tht

h1

h1

lx,

zJ

+h

+l
+i

ht

+ht

t4

tx3

tx3

x5

'2r

þt

{t,
(t',

12Å

fz

lr
tX
,\

hfiz
Ì!

;I

;I

22

:_
22

;l

h.

Jt:

"ft

ft

12.

;

L

h,

h,

t
+

T
+

;

I

fz
fz'.

(¡'

J2l

fzz

(¡,
(ftt

2t

22

+h
._

+ \2x61

- "ûJhtpa + \2x6)]
- -fi2/'htpa + h12x6)l

(4.s6)

ht

-fit
-c- J12

- Jtl
-fi2

Let

"fn - fit"z- ¡u¡¡hu¡r2'

D fzz-fi2tJl:- (4.57)' L 4Ín+hnftz

Then

l'iT,, .^'-:,,1=l' .+l-|"^'!tlca * a2h12x5 d2h11x4 * a2hpx6l 
to.rrll*rn* *u"* ) Ltr ,s I lÞzhr4 + p2h12x5 þzhpq + p2h12x6l

The nonstandard finite difference scheme is:

'1'"" = xl-+ hx2

. *2n"* =þ, l rfrrÇrr"* ,*r)] 
(4'59)

:'
when azhn > 0,let

newx3 _ ¿x3 _ x3 
Ø.60)

x4 =zx4new - x4

,3n* = (r * azhtt)4 - a2h12r5j t (t + 2a2h11)
(4.61)

*4'* = (t + øzhtt)*o - a2hpx6)l(t + 2a2fu1)
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when a2h11 < 0, let

then

when þzhtz

then

Then

a kêWx3=zx3-X3

x4:2x4 - *4'*

*3n* = (t - 2a2hn )x¡ - a2h12x5\t(t- azht)

*4'* = (t - Za2h11)xa - a2\2x6\/6- oz\t)

> 0, let
a ll€WxS=¿xS -x5

x6 =2x6new - x6

(4.63)

(4.64)

(4.6s)

(4.62)

(4.66)

(4.67)

""'],0+2p2hy)

"*\,0+zB2h12)

when p2h12

x5:2x5 - *s'"*

newx6:¿x6-x6

*sn* = (t - 2B2hp)x5 - þzht4{*},Í- þzhn)
(l

*6'"'= (t - 2þzhz)*e - þzhtp+n* ]t(- þzhz)

Following the same procedure described in Region 1, Lyapunov exponents can be

calculated.

At t = \, Regìonl Switches to Region3

Indicator function is

*sn* = þ * þzhtz)x5 - p2h¡x3

,6n*= (t * þzhtz)x6 - p2h¡xa

< 0, let

h3 = Tcrr -Tlo.", = 0 (4.68)
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Jacobian of indicator function is

Let

.;16ÃHl!,:-f 
,:)þs,*,+:h32x5

x+1 r [(ft-fzt(htt4+fu2x5)
,u)- nt¡rn 4*lju - ¡rr\hzpt + fu2x5)

hzín + hzftz

"ñt - ht

u, =lP 9f =þr, hzzl
Loxt oxZ )

(4.6e)

(4.70)

(4.71)

Jacobian of transition condition is

[r ol
o, =Lo ,l

The transition condition of the lineanzed equations is:

eQÐ=Gl@_)&(tÐ_|o,<u>¡,r*Ql))_h@Ql)ffi

where "*" and "_" rigt denote the time just after and before switch instants /, .

f n"* newf14 x4 
|

I nu, n"* ILxs x6 I
7$ x4

x5 x6

Tr4
lfizl
hz*ef

,Å

hzz

x4*

þtt

lnt
[å TI; ;;] {tå iltÍ;l lrl}

lhpt rh32x5 hzt

;l{l!;l tâl}
:l *t

þt

= 
[;;

-l 
*t

-þ'

htpq+fu2x61

(ftt-fzt\hz4q+h32x)]
(fi2-.fiz\htfiq+fu2x))

' 
(4.72)

d3=
hzt.fit * hzz.ftz'
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,c -1'

J12 - J32
þl= (4.73)hsjn + hzzfn

then

l*t'* *0""*1__l*, ,01_la3\14 *a3h32x5 d3h31x4 +a3fu2x61 
rL.7^\

l*r'* *6"* )- l*s x6I lþthpt + p3fu2x5 þthtx+ + 83fu2x6] \-'f' /.'/

The nonstandard finite difference scheme is:

neV-tx1 = xl + nx2 
(4.75)

*2n"' :þ, * nfrr(*r"*,*r\

when aghzt > 0,let
a l|êWx3 = zx3 - x3 

(4.76)
a llêWx4=¿x4 -x4

'

then

*3n* : (r * athtt)4 - a3fu2*t} t( + 2a3\1)
(4.77)

*4'"- : (t * a3fu1)xa - a3h32x6j t (t + za34)

when alhT < 0, let

^ newx3=¿x3-x3

ne\i) 
Ø'78)

X4: ¿X4 - X4

then

*3'* : (t - 2a3\1)4 - a3h32x5j t (t - a341)
(4.7e)

*4'"' = (t - 2a3h31)xa' - a3fu2*6\ t(t - ozhtt)

when þ*n > 0, let
a f1€Wxs = ¿xs _ x5 

(4.g0)
a l\€W'x6=¿x6 -x6
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*sn* : þ * þzhzz)*, - ptlrrr*3'* ]t( * zprlrrr)

*6n*: (t * þthtz)*e - þzhttx4n*|t$*zprnrr)

when þzhy < 0, let
a ltêWx5:zx5-x5

a llêWx6: ¿x6 - x6

then

*s'*: (t - 2þún)*, - þrhrr*3'*|t(- prnrr)

x6'* :{l-rOrrrz)xe - þshz4+n"*},(- þzhn)

Following the same procedure described in Region 1, Lyapunov exponents can be

calculated.

At t = t4, Regíon3 Swítches to Regionl

Indicator function is

hq=hl=Tctr -Tlowe, =0

Jacobian of indicator function is

IH4=nt=19 þf=þr, hnl
Loxt ox2'1

Jacobian of transition condition is

[r ol
G+ =Gt =Lo 

,.1

where "*" and "_" sigr denote the time just after and before switch instants /4.

(4.81)

(4.82)

(4.83)

(4.84)

(4.85)

(4.86)

(4.87)
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l'r""' *0""t1

L*rn"' *en* )

,rrf*t .01

Lrs xø)31

t,
:[å lt; ;;] {[å i]täl tÍ;l]

{l*-l!,|}
1

ht"fit + hyfzz

lf' - t:tflrr*, * h32x5 hzúq + h32x6f
Lltz - JtzJ

I Vr, - .fttX4pz * h32x5) Ur, - ftt@spa + h32x6)l

l(¡t, - fiz]X4pz +fu2x5) (frr-,ftz\hzp+ +t42*))

(4.88)

' ^'[f:]
lhzpz -t h32x5 hsp+ + \2x61

-1 -?J3t - Jtt
húzt + hzz.hz

.fiz - fiz
\fv + htzftz

htzfiz+

I
+

I

1

"fz

"fz

1

I

h3

h3

:[;: 
::]

-ln *01-L* *u)-

=[;: ::] hzzfiz

Let

d,,t :
I

(4.8e)

(4.e0)

(4.e1)

þ+=

d4h3p4 + aafu2x6f

þ+hyxq + pafu2x6 )
| *r"* *+"*1-l *s *01 laafup3 * d4h32x5

L*rn* *6"* l- l*s "; I 
- 

Lþ+bpt + pa\,)x5

The nonstandard finite difference scheme is: '

new \ ':'
xl'oo" = x1 + lw2 :

,2'* =þ, * nfrr(*r"*,*r)\

when a+hzt > 0,let

^ newx3=zx3 -x3

x4 =zx4new - x4

(4.e2)
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then

when a+hy < 0,let

,3n* : (t * a+hzt)4 - aa\r*rlt(t +2aafu1)

*4'"'"= (t * i, +{t)xa - a a\z* øj / ( + 2a a\1)
(4.e3)

(4.e4)
x3 =2x3 - *3n"'

a ll€\ilx4=zx4-x4

then

*3n* = (1- 2a4h31)4 - aafu2xsltQ - aqhzt)

*4n*= (t - 2a4h31)*o - a4h32x6)i(r - a+hzt) 
(4'95)

when þ+hsz > 0, let

a l|êW
x.5 = ¿xs - x5 

Ø.96)
a l|€Wx6: zx6 - X6

then

*sn* = (t * þ+htz)*, - pohrp"*]t( + 2pafu2)
(4.e7)

*6n* = (t * þ +htz)!u - p ot r1*a"*]t$ + 2 8 afu¡2)

when þ+hy< 0, let

- x5 =ZxS - *5n"'
(4.e8)

then

*rn"* ={6-zpot rr)x - Bohrrxr""-}l(- þohrr)

*',u'* ={r-r,i^r,r"ri*'r-' ;,;r',r;^"*}ìÍ-' o^i;: Ø'ee)

Following the same procedure described in Region 1, Lyapunov ã*porrents can be

calculated.
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4.5 Numerical Results and Discussion

In this section, the numerical results of angular displacements, angular velocities,

control torques, control bounds and stability regions determined using Lyapunov

exponents are presented and discussed. The simulation program is-written using Matlab.

Numerical integration time step-sizeh=0.0005second, the time series includes 20,000

data values or points. All simulations were conducted using the same physical parameters

as those from the reference (Pai and Patton 1997), which together with the control gains,

are listed in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Physical parameters and control gains

Bodyheight H: 1.78 m

Body mass mass: 80 kg

Foot-link mass mr : 2*0.0145*mass :2.32k9

Pendulum mass m: maSS - lllf : 77.68kg

Length of ankle-to-center of mass r:0.575*H:1.02m
FootJink length I¡:0.152*H:0.27 m

Horizontal ankle-to-heel distance a: 0.19*I+: 0.05 m

Vertical ankle height b:0.039*H:0.07 m
Horizontal ankle-to-center of foot-link c = 0.5x[a- a:0.085 m

Pendulum lenglh L:H-b:1.71,m
Coefñcient of friction p:0.5

Gravity acceleration 8:9.80 m/s'

Control gain Ç: 10000 Nm

Control gain IÇ:2000 Nms
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4.5.1 Comparison of conventional PD control and sw-itching state

control

To demonstrate the importance of satisffing the constraints between the foot-link and

the ground for the control design, a conventional PD controller, designed without the

consideration of the constraints, is compared with our state-switching controller.

Simulation results are shown inFigarc 4.2.
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Figtre 4.2 Simulation results using a conventional PD controller and the PD-based
switching state feedback control, (a) Simulated angular displacements, (b) Control
torques.

Figure 4.2a shows the simulated angular displacements using a conventional PD

feedback controller and our PD-based switching state feedback controller to stabilize the

biped from the initial states 0o :7rad and 0o 
_: 

-0.6rad / sec to the upright position.

Same ðontrol gains were used for both controllers. The horizontal axis is simulation time,

qg th" vertical axis is the angular displacement. The solid line represents the angular

displacement from our switching state còntroller, and. the dash line represents the one

from the conventional PD controller. From Figure 4.2a, one can see that using the

conventional PD controller, the biped is stabilized to the up¡gfrt position within 0.5

second, while using our PD-based switching state conholler, the biped oscillates

approximately 3 seconds, and then settles down at the upright position. The hansient
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period from the switching state control system is longer due to thlcontrol bounds

determined by the constraints.

Figure 4.2b shows the control torques from our PD-based switching state controller

(the solid line), the conventional PD controller (the dash line) and the control bounds

(dotted lines) satis$ring the constraints. The horizontal axis is simulation time, and the

vertical axis is the values of the control torque. Figure 4.2b shows that the control torque,

determined from our switching state feedback controller, is always within the control

bounds, indicating that the constraints between the foot-link and the ground are satisfied,

while the control torque from the conventional PD controller is below the lower bound of

the control torque. This indicates that if the foot-link is not fixed on the ground, the

constraints, shown in Inequality (3.4)., will be violated, and stabilizatíon of the biped

robot is out of the.question. While for a human subject, helshe can use hip control

strategy, upper body and arms movements, even change the base of support to prevent

falls.

Together with the simulàtãd gngular displacement shown by the solid line in Figure

4.2.a, it can be concluded that our PD-based switching state feedback controller can

stabilize the bipgd at the upright position meanwhile satisffing the constraints shown in

Ingqupìity (3.a). The simulation results, shown in Figure 4.2, indicate the importance to

consider the constraints between the foot-iint *¿ the ground when the balance control

law is designed.

4.5.2 Stability analysis and stability region

Two Lyapunov'exponents for the control system shown in Equation (4.2) were

calculated. Since Lyapunov exponents involve long-term averaged behaviours of the
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system, through simulations, it was observed that for the system with paãmetËrs given in

Table 4.I, after 100 seconds, the largest Lyapunov exponent converges to - i0.3318 , and

the second Lyapunov exponent converges to -18.0704. Thus, the control system shown

in Equation (a.\ is exponentially stable about the equilibrium point, which is the upright

position.

Since Lyapunov exponents remain the same values within the same stability region,

the determination of the stability region become an important part of the stability analysis.

To determine the stability region, the algorithm developed by Nusse and Yorke (1998) is

adapted, where the region of interest is first divided into grid boxes. The grid box at the

origin of the state-space (also called 'center box') contains the stable equilibrium point.

Next, the size of neighboring grid boxes is chosen and Lyapunov exponents are calculated

using the initial states from each neighboring box. If the same convergent and negative

exponents are obtained, the neighboring grrd box belongs to the stability region. In this

work the stability region around the states {7rad,-0.6rad / sec} was determined based on

the largest Lyapunov exponent. The biped leaning posteriorly was consid ered only, i.e.,

the- angular displacement ranged from 00 to positive 630 since leaning posteriorly is

considàred moredangerous.

- Theregio n I := þ,e,0' < 0 < 630 &. -3.0rad / s < 0 < 0.7radZ") ** divided into
', :. '

grid boxes neighboring the center box with sizes of 50 and 0.1 radls for 0 and,0 ,

respectively.

The determined stability region is compared with the previous work (Pai and Patton

1997) based on a different stability definition. ln their work, the stability was defined

based on the clinical observations on balance control of human subjects. From an initial
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position, with an initial angular velocity, if the center of mass of the bipãd catt b" moved

by the control torque determined by an optimal algorithm into a region between the heel

and the toe within a short time period (1s) and with a zero angular velocity, this initial

state is included in stability region they defined. Both results are shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3 Stability regions determinèil by Lyapunov exponents

'In-Figure 4.3, the horizontal axis on the top is the angular displacement, and the
', :. '

vertical axis on the right is the angular velocity of the biped. The horizontal axis at the

bottom of Figure 4.3 is the position of the center of mass normalized 
_!o 

the length of the

footlink, and the vertical axis on the left is the velocity of the rnass center normalized to

bodyheight, as defined in the reference (Pai and Patton lggT).In Figure 4.3,theregion

surrounded by the solid curve represents the stability region obtained in the previous
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work (Pai and Patton 1997) where neither forward falls nor backwardTa[s õf a human

subject would be initiated. Dots are the initial states such that convergent and negative

Lyapunov exponents were obtained using our PD-based switching state feedback

controller, while stars are initial states such that convergent Lyapunov exponents cannot

be obtained. Our simulations show that the region surrounded by the dots is a stability

region, i.e., thebipedal model can be stabilized at the upright position with the foot-link

remaining stationary. Note that such a region surrounded by dots is a part of the stability

region, but not necessarily the entire stability region. Finding the entire stability region is

important, but it is off the scope of this work. For the region outside the stars, convergent

Lyapunov exponents cannot be obtained. Our simulation results further show that in the

region outside the stars, failure to obtain convergent Lyapunov exponents is due to the

violation of the constraints betweçn the foot-link and the ground. This is because our PD-

based switching state controller cannot keep the angular velocity below the critical value.

With the constraints violated, the biped collapses, which terminates the simulation.

Although the definitions ôn_stability and the criteria in determining the stability

regions, used in this work and the previous one,(fai and Patton 1997), are significantly

different, Fig.ure_ 4.3 shows that both stability regions agree overall reasonably well.

Especially as the angular displacement below 30o and as the value of the angular velocity

lower than lrqd/s, the stability region from our work is almost identical to the one from

the previous work (Pai and Patton 1997). Note that the definition of the stability used in

the previous work was based on the observations of balancing controlof human subjects

and was intended to developing a clinical tool to assess a person's ability to maintàin

standing posture. Such a definition only concerns the system performa¡ice within a short
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time period, while Lyapunov stability deals with long-term dynamic behav-iour. The

agreement between the two stability regions suggests that the two stability concepts are

related and, to certain extent, are equivalent. The equivalence indicates that the concept of

Lyapunov exponents has great potential to be used as a measure for assessing a person's

ability to maintain the upright posture during disturbed/undisturbed standing.

4.6 Further Discussion on Stability Region

ln spite of the agreement, there are some differences in the two stability regions. In the

stability region surrounded by the solid curve (Pai and Patton lggT), there are stars (S1,

Sz, ... , S7), where, based on the concept of Lyapunov exponents, the biped cannot be

stabilized at the upright position. Simulation results of the angular displacement and

velocity using our PD-based switching state controller are shown in Figure 4.4, with the

initial states 0o = l0o and 0o = -l.Irad / sec , corresponding to the star 51 in Figure 4.3.

In Figure 4.4a, the solid line represents the angular displacement, and the dotted lines

represent the angular displacements of the biped when its center of mass is above the base

of support. In Figure 4.4b, the solid line represents the angular velocity and the dash line

represents the zero angular velocity, which is one of the requirernents for determining the

stabilþ region pai et al. 1997). Figure 4.4 shows that the center of mass of the biped

moves'into the region between ttt" tt¡{ 
.and 

the toe within 0.3 second. The angular

velocity reaches close to zerc at approximate I second (-0.08rad/sec). According to the

criteria from the previous work (Pai and Patton lggT), star S1 is in the stability region.

However, as one observes the bipedal movement for a longer period of time, the

controller cannot keep the biped close to the upright position due to the limited control

torque. As the biped falls out of the stability region determined fro* tfr" previous work
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(Pai and Patton 1997), the angular velocity increases, which causes t¡ñ¡otátion of the

constraints. Once the constraints are violated, balance control is out of the question;

simulation is terminated and Lyapunov exponents cannot be determined.
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Figure 4.4 Simulated motion of Sr in Figure 4.3.
(a) Angular displacement, (b) Angular velocity

On the other hand, outside the stability region from the previous work (Pai and Patton

1997), there are dots, such as D1, D2, andD3, etc., shown in Figure 4.3, where Lyapunov

exponents converge *d *" rr"gative, indicating that the biped can be stabilized about the

upr-tght position. Simulatioq results of the angulaf disþlacement and velocity using our

PD-based switching state controller are *:* in Figure 4.5, with the initial states

0o = 50o and 0o : -2.6rad / sec , corresponding to the dot D3 in Figur e 4.3.

:

Figure 4.5 shows that the angglar displacement (the solid line in Figure 4.5a) reaches

the region where the center of mass of the biped is above the heel w-i!þin the time period

of 1 second, but the angular velocity is below zerc (-0.I4rad/se.c). Based on the criteria in

the previous work (Pai and Patton 1997), dot Dr is outside the stability- region. However,

the simulation results show that the biped can be stabilized around the upright position
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with the transient period of approximately 1.6 seconds while keepñg the foot-link

stationary. This is also supported by the fact that the Lyapunov exponents are all negative.

The discrepancy between our work and the previous work (Pai and Patton 1997)

occurs mainly in the region where the biped leans posteriorly with a large angle

(00>30') and with a high value of the angular velocity (00<-I.4rad/sec). It is

unrealistic that humans and bipedal robots lean posteriorly about the ankle keeping the

knees and the hip straight at such a ïarge angle and with such a high angular velocity.

Note that in the previous work (Pai and Patton T997), the stability region with only

negative angular velocity was determined. Thus, no comparison can be made as the biped

model is around the upright position, within -9o and 3o .
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Figure 4.5 Simulated motion of D¡ in Figure 4.3
(a) angular displacement, (b) angular velocity.

The comparison of the stability region determined by the Lyapunov exponent with the

"controllable regions", defined as the regions that it is possible to design a controller to

stabilize the biped to upriglrt position and to maintain the footlink still on the ground is

shown in Fìgure 4.6. Such "controllable regions" are determined by satisfuing all

constráints (refelSection 3.5 in Chapter 3 for detailed discussions).
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' -'

Figure 4.6 Stabilify region

In Figure 4.6, x-axís is the angular displacement of the biped, and y-axis is the angular

velocity. Only the biped leaning posteriorly is considered, i.e., the angular foot

displacement ranges from 00 to positive 630 since leaning posteriorly is considered more

dangerous. The grey regions--are termed as 'hnconJrollable regions", while the

"controllable regions" is shown as the white regions. Both white and grey regions are

further divided into sub-regions, where the c-gntrol bounds are determined by different

constraints (refer Section 3.5 in Chapter 3.for detailed discussions). ln the greyregions,

regardless of the controllers, the constraints between the foot-link and the ground will be

violated. Thus, it is impossible to design any controllers to stabilize the biped while

keeping the foot-link stationary. Dots and stars in Figure 4.6 are defined the same as those

in Figure 4.3. Thus,.the region surrounded by dots represents the stability regions using

our PD-based switching state controller. The biped with the states in the region outside
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the stars is unstable. Our simulations show that, in the region outside theitars, the limited

control torque is not adequate to balance the biped. As the biped deviates from the upright

position, the angular velocity increases higher than the critical value, i.e., the biped falls

in the "uncontrollable region", where the constraints between the foot-link and the ground

are violated

Results, shown in Figure 4.6, raise two important issues. One is that the stability region

only takes a small portion of the "controllable region". This is due to the simple PD-based

switching state control. Thus, designing an advanced nonlinear controller that can

stabilize the biped in a large portion of the "controllab-le region" is highly desirable.

Another issue is that the instability region outside the stars is dictated by the condition on

the angular velocity. This is because the controller was designed to satisff the control

bounds. The condition imposed on the angular velocity was not considered in the control

design, but it was checked and once it is violated, the simulation was terminated, and the

biped was considered collapsed. This finding indicates that the consideration of the

condition imposed on the angularvelocity in the control design is important.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, tñe balance control of disturbe{ þipedal standing is investigated. A simple

PD-bäSed switching state feedback control is proposed, which determine the arkle torque

to stabilize the biped at the upright posture while satisffing the constraints between the

footlink and the ground. The importance of consideration of the cons[raints between the

foot-link and the ground when designing the balance control law is demonstrated. The

same inverted pendulum model presented in Chapter 3 is used. The stability of such a

control system is analyzed using the concept of Lyapunov exponents, and. a stability
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region is determined. Since Lyapunov exponents are calculateFnumerically, a

nonstandard finite difference scheme is constructed in detail to ensure the numerical

stability and improve the computational efficiency. Non-smooth instants are expressed

using Müller's method. Stability region is determined using the_concept of Lyapunov

exponent based on the mathematical model and basin of attraction,lethod. Furthermore,

the stability region is compared and agrees well with the one from the previous work that

predicts the feasible movement during which balance of human standing can be

maintained. This agreement shows the potential of the concept of Lyapunov exponents to

be used as a measure of balance control of human standing. The work contributes to

bipedal balance control, which is important in the development of bipedal walking

machines.



Chapter 5

Stability Analysis of Bipedal Standing via Lyapunov

Exponents Calculated from a Time Series Using

Nonlinear Mapping - A Case Study

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a method for stability analysis based on Lyapunov exponents calculated

from time series for potentially stable engineering systems is described. The time series

used in this paper is obtained from numerical simulation of the mathematical model,

which is derived for balancing of a bipedal robot subjected to the constraints between the

foot-link and the ground (detailed in reference Yang and Wu 2005,2006a,2006b,2006c\.

The method of higher order Taylor series expansion for generating local neighbour-to-

neighbour mapping in orderto construct more accuratemapping matrices -Is is presented

in detail. This wqrk belongs to step 2 and step 3 in the procedure described in Chapter 2,

whole spectra of Lyapunov exponents can be obtained.

5.2 Method

In this section, the main procedure of calculating Lyapunov exponents based on time

series given in Chapter 2 is reviewed and the problem that prohibits the applications are

pointed out. Next, hðw to use higher-order Taylor series expansion getting more accurate
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local neighborhood-to-neighborhood mapping is introduced, and thei sécond-order

Taylor series expansion is taken as an example to demonstrate how to obtain local

neighborhood-to-neighborhood mapping, the coefficients which are needed for describing

the mapping and how to construct the mapping matrices -Is, which play an important role

on calculating Lyapunov exponents.

The reconstruction method has been developed for the construction of the phase space

in which the dynamics of the system dwells. The result of this reconstruction is a d n -

dimensional embedding space þhase space) in which one may observe the attractor. One

can view the evolution in the reconstructed phase space of the many dimensional

dynamics in a quantitative fashion in the time domain. The d¿ -dimensional embedding

space enclosing the attractor should be sufficiently large than the dimension of the real

system d that all the geometric information about the attractor is exposed in the

embedding space. Takens' formal result requires dB >2d +l assuring one of a faithful

representation of the mdimensional attractor as seen in the dg -dimensional embedding

space, but often, in practice , d E ) d willdo. The method of phase space reconstruction

seeks to construct from thex(n)'s d1-dimensional vectors which, when embedded in

R-dE describes the fult dynamical evolution of the system.

ì :. ,

In this work, the author assumes that the embedding dimension d¿ is known, the data

set is accurate and long enough. The noise is absent from the time serie_s when we receive

them.

t26
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Following the developmental work'of numerous others (Wolf et at. ß85,Écl<nawr et

al. 1986, Bryant et al. 1990, Rauf and Ahmed 1991, Abarbanel et al. 1991, 1992, 1996,

Sano and Sawada 1995, Williams 1997, Sakai et al. 2003), a set of lagged variables

x(n),x(n+noe),x(n+Zn"s),...,x(n+(dn -DE"s)is used. They act as the coordinates

in a dg-dimensional space in which the dynamics producingthe x(n) 's is fully captured

or embedded.

The procedure of calculating Lyapunov exponents from a time series includes the

following steps (Williarns 1997, Brown et al. 1991):

I. Reconstructing the dynamics in a finite dimensional space.

Choose an embedding dimension dB and construct a dg-dimensional orbit representing

the time evolution of the system by the time-lag method. This means we define

Í r -- (4, * ¡ +T¡or,..., x ¡ + @ g J)T¡r, ) (5.1)

where T¡or is the time lag.- This provides the fuducial trajectory for the analysis of

Lyapunov exponents.

2. Determining{he neighbors of i¡, í.".,the point Í ¡ of the orbit which are contained in

a shell-of suitable radius r, and rmin centered at !¡,
i:'

rrnjn <llrt-rtll=, (s.2)
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3. Determining the d¿xd1matnx J¡ which describes how the timñvolution sends

small vectors around i¿to small vectors around.l¿*1. The matrix -[ is obtained by

looking for neighbors i; of l¡, and imposing

J¿(i¡ -i¡)=i¡+t-Íi+t (5.3)

The elementl of /, are obtained by a least-squares fit (described later)

4. Step 3 gives a sequence of matrices J¡., J¡+rt, Jr+zE,.... Using QR decomposition,

J*¡EQç¡¡: Qç+r¡R1¡+r¡ (5.4)

(5.5)

'

Where K is the available number of matrices, Iis sampling time step, i =1,2,...,dg

5. Repeating Step 2 through Step 4 along the fiducial trajectory,-uiitil the convergent

Lyapunov exponents'are achieved.

. 1K-l
lo = * l=olt&r')rt

one determines successively orthogonal matrices Q1¡¡ and upper triangular matrices ft;;

with positive diagonal elements such that Ofo¡ is the unit matrix and

JtQe) = g1r¡ftr¡

J*4Q6¡ = Qp¡Rp¡

This decomposition is unique _except in the case of zero diagonal elements. Then

Lyapunov exponents X¡rare g¡venby
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Within these five steps, it is believed that the linear Taylor series ãxpansion of the

embedded system prevent the applicability of the method of Lyapunov exponents to

stable systems. Nonlinear expressions, i.e., the higher-order expansions instead of the

linear expression will be used. Since in principle, using higher-order expansions, the local

neighborhood-to-neighborhood mapping one obtained includes more information of

underlying dynamical system than just using local linear mapping, and more accurate

description of the system will be achieved.

5.2.'1, Generation of higher order mappings

ln the Taylor series expansion, the relationship among the order of the Taylor

series,NTo' the embedding dimension of the phase space, d,¿, and the minimum

number of parameters .ð/o is given by the following equation (Zeng et al. 1992):

129

(s.6)

Partial results based on Eluæion (5.6) are shown in Table 5.1. From Table 5.1, it is

obs-erved that N ogrows rather rapidly with the order of Taylor series .ðy'ro, and the

dimensions of retonstructed phase spaced¿ . Ile minimum number of parameters No is

al-do iñe minimum number of neighbors. required to calculate values for the fitting

parameters in the expansion. Using less than N p neighbors would result in un-

determined least-squares fit.

N o:1.3 4":L1-r:(o! l!,r*.)' -,Ir 
Ir:r k ) d7].Nroyt
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N
P dE:l 2 aJ 4 5 6 7 8

Nro,:1 I 2 J 4 5 6 7 8

Nror:2 2 5 9 l4 20 27- 35 44

Nro,-3 a
J 9 I9 34 55 83 tt9 164

Nror:4 4 l4 34 69 t2s 209 329 494

Nro, -5 5 20 55 t25 251 461 791 1286

Nror:6 6 27 83 209 461 923 tTts 3002

Nror:7 7 35 119 329 791 t715 3431 6434

Table 5.1 The minimum number of parameter N 
o

For a fiducial orbft y(n), its r th neighbor is defined as y' (n), the small displacement

between y'(n) arrdy(n) is represented byZr(n;Tg), after time-step{, the small

displacement is represented by Zr (n;71) . In the embedding phase space, Zr (n;71) have

dg components.

Letz[@;f1) be the o'å compon ent of Zr (n;fi) . Expanding the local neighborhood-to-

neighborhood mapping F' (which is a nonlinear furiction) in a Taylor series about the

fiducial orbity(n), one has

..a -

*h"r.' orf,) {n),=ffi, (s.8a)

ooïr(ù=!!+ (5.8b)
2t ùpùy

In summary, one can get the common form of Matrix -Ifor any dimensiond1, as follows:

(5.7)

tdn
Jk,t = ôF¡¡ ++"f, OF¡¡,ZI, k,t=1,...,d8' La=l

(5.e)
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For example,

l1 ds:2,

If d.B:3,

If d.¿:4,

J,, = ôF,, + 
+{ôF,r,Zi 

+ ôn -Zi} (s.10a)

(5.10b)

(s.1 0c)

J,r. = õ4, ++{ô1rrzi + õFrrrzi + ôF,rrz'r}

Jtr: ôF,r. * j{an^zi + a4zzz; + ôF,rrzi + aFtz4z;}

Once the matrix, Js, at each time instant, is determined, Lyapunov exponents are

obtained using Equations (5.a) and (5.5). In this work, the second-order mapping, t.e.,the

order of Taylor series N7o, is equal to 2, is used for constructing the mapping matrices

-Is, and the derivation is presented in details when the dimension of reconstructed phase

space dg is equal to 2, because the case studied here is a two dimensional system. To the

best of the author's knowledge, this is the first time the 2"d order mapping is used to

calculate the negative Lyapunov exponents.

5.2.2 Construction of mapping matrix Jsfor Nr,, :2, and ds :2

From Equation (5.6), the minimum number of parameters .À/ois equal to five, thus 5

neighbors, and 10 coefficients-should be determined. In Equation (5.7), a=1,2, so,

Equation (5.7) can be writteri as

zi þ;r1) = ô4 1zi ø;rs) + aF\26Ø;ro)

ì
jbnrøø;rs)zi(n;rs)+2aFn'2ziþ;rs)zi(n;rs)*a4zz4(,;n)25(,;ro)l

(s.11a)

z5Ø; rt) = ôFzú{ (n; rs) + oF22ziþ; rù

+þrrrr4(n;ro)zi(n;rs)+?âF212zi(n;rs)zl(n;rs)+ôF222ziØ;rs)zi(,'A))
(s.1lb)
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Re-writing Equation (5.11) in amatrix form, one has

( z¡ 6;r,¡\ _¡ t,, tnl( zi 6;ro¡\
lzig;r)) Lr1 rzz)lz[1";ro¡) (s.12)

where

Jtt = arr, * jlaorlø{ @;rs) + ôF1pzf(n;ro)l

Jtz = arr, + jlaFrrzz{ (n;Ts) + ôF122zl(n;Tùl

(s.13)

Jzt = ôFzt * jfarrrlz{ (n;Ts) + ôF212zl(r;TùJ

J2z = aor, * jlarr12z{ (n;Ts) + ôF222zl(n;To)l

From Equation (5.11), 10 coefficients should be determined. These coefñcients can

be determined using the least-square method, which minimizes the following distance

n =?.llr 

"n; 

\) - rZi ø; ro¡ll (5.14)

To simpli$r the expression of Equation (5.13), let

ôFll=a1, ôF1tl=a2, õfrn:a3, ôF12=a4, ôF122=a5, ôFZt:bt1, ôF21t=bZ,

ôFUZ=b3, AF22=bq, ôFZ2z=b5,Zro(n;Tù:vL (5.15)

Then Equation (5.13) can be written as
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The procedure of obtaining coefficients a¡,b¡,(i:1,...,5)is derivedTn dðtails. First,

two sets of linear equations are derived by minimizing the distance based on the least-

square method, and then the solutions to the linear equations are obtained.

The lease-square method to show the distance is:

n = 
*{ 

rllr' 
(n; r,) - rz i (n; rs\l' : 

þ,11r' 
- r"' ll'
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: 
i=,{þ, - 

rtpt - r n LY .þ; - rzri - t,,"LY|

=Y,{'' 

"- [', 
* î','i * l'u;)", -(" 

^ 
* l a*ï * ] o 5'i)'r]'

. i:,{'r-(', * }u,'i *f,u,"5)"' -(t *f;n,'i *îuu;)'r}'

(s.17)

wherea¡,b¿,vL,(i =1,...,5), (a=1,2), are defined in Equation (5.15), J¡,(i, j =1,2) are

defined in Equation (5.16).

To minimizethe above distance, the following linear equations are obtained:

#=årlr, -(", *ï",,; *T,,,r),, -(,^.Iy: +Lo,u;J,;],; =o (s r8a)

# =år1r, 1", 
* 

f,o,ui 
*f,",,;),:- (* - î",,i . )",,;),;]),;"; = o (5 1 sb)

#=årlt,-(,, * î",",.f,,*;)iv;l(,,* I"*; **o,r;1,;],;"; : o (5 18c)

E 
:årlt,-(,, * I"*i * |,,,;),; -("^ * I"*; *I,n,),;],; = o (5 lsd)

# :årlt, -(^. I",ui 
+ ! o,,))"' - (", *|o,u; * f,",,;),;]f,",*; = o (s.18e)
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(5.18Ð

(s.1 8g)

(s.1 8h)

(s.18Ð

(s.1 8j)

(s.1 ea)

(5.1eb)

(s.19c)

(s.1ed)

A = (or,d2,a3,o4:o¡)f

S = (bt,b2,b3,bo,bi)r

(*, Np , ,, *o Np ;, .-l'
u 

^ 
=l 

, 
tp;,|;z¡(";) ,1, t:,:,i,i,;';,l t;þ;)' 

I
\ r=i i=l i=l i=t ' .- - i=l )

u, =fÐ, p;,î z ;þ )',T,, ;, p)i,f,, i, t,å r rt"; I'J'
I r=t i=l i=l i=t i=t

The above linear equations can be written as mahix form as

UA=CA,Ut=ç3

where
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C_

ÉOlf )>O;l' Ëþ,)',,

Ít"'l |>r,;l' É(,'l"t

>(",)'", |îQ)"; ÉO;rO;r

Ð"rt |Ë0)',; Ë";(";)'

î";("; )' +Zt t)' (';)' Í,;("; I

Z"i"L
i=l

lþ'I"t
i=l

ilrþ;Y
i=1

Ëç,f
i=l

Íorl
i=1

|Ë":Q)'

lËt')'{,')'

)Ë";Q)'

)zO'S'

izO'S^

(s.1 9e)

The solutions of the coefficients, a, and b, listed in vectors A and B, can be determined

provided that matrix C is invertible. In this work, it only occurred at some isolated points

that matrix C is not invertible, which have been neglected. It was found that the selection

of the time lag, T¡o* and evolving tíme, T"ro¡, can affect the occurrence of non-invertible

matrix, C. However, more in-depth research on the invertibility of matrix, C, is needed,

which remains as future work.

After getting these coefficients, the mapping matrices ..Is can be constructed according

to Equation (5.16)

(s.20)

The¡e mapping matrices Js work as the"acting functions. Under the action of these

mapping functions, the small hyper-spheie will change to hyper-ellipsoid, and then

following the procedure described in Wotf et al. (7985), the speckum of Lyapunov

- I J, Jrrl
J=l I

LJrt JuJ

exponents will be achieved.
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s.3 Numerical Results and tr)iscussions

To demonstrate that the second-order local neighborhood-to-neighborhood mapping

has more advantages than the local linear mapping in calculating Lyapunov exponents,

the numerical results of all Lyapunov exponents calculated from the same time series

using the second-order local neighborhood-to-neighborhood mapping and the local linear

mapping are presented. Their relative errors with respect to the Lyapunov exponents

computed from the mathematical model are also compared and discussed here. The

bipedal balancing control system during standing subjected to constraints between the

footlink and the ground is used as an example. The time series is generated from the

mathematical model, of which the simulation program is written using Matlab. The initial

conditions are 0o : n / 36 rad., èO : -}.¡rcd/sec. Numerical integration time step-

sízeh: 0.0005 seconds, the time series includes 20,000 data. The simulation results of the

bipedal balancing control system are shown in Figure 5.1. In Figure 5.1a, the horizontal

axis is the sirnulation time,. and the vertical axis is the angular displacement. The solid

line represents the angular displacement from the switching state controller. Figure 5.1b

shows the control torque from PD-based switching state controller and the control bounds

satisfuing the constraints. From Figure 4a,we.can see that using the PD-based switching

state controller, the biped settles dowl 
1l,rh" 

upright position after around 15 seconds.

Figure 5.1b shows that the control torque, determined from switching state feedback

controller, is always within the control bounds, indicating that the constraints between the

foot-link and the ground are satisfied. Together with the angular displacement shown in

Figure 5.1a, it can be.concluded that PD-based switching state feedback conholler can
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stabilize the biped at the upright position meanwhile satisffing the conïrainis shown in

Equation (3.4).

0510152025303s40
ïme (Second)

Upper contol torque

Switching PD control torque

-/
Lower control torque

(b)

0510152025303540
Tme (s)

Figure 5.1 Simulation results using PD-based switching State feedback control,
(a) simulated angular displacement, (b) conhol torque.
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The two tyapunov exponents calculated from the mathematicãi- mo¿"I of the

constrained biped with respect to time is shown in Figure 5.2. It can be seen that in the

steady state, both exponents are always negative, and converge to -10.3318 and -18.0704,

respectively.

o 10 20 30 oI'o83*.oio 70 80 so 1oo

Figure 5.2. Lyapunov exponents calculated from the mathematical model

Note that in calculating Lyaplnov exponents based on a time series, the value of time

lag (Trr), which determinesthe number of the dàtã points to be used in the analysis, has

significant effects on the accuracy of the calculated Lyapunov exponents. Takens' results

indicate that, in principle, any choice 
-of 

trags T,or wrll do. However,If T,oris too small,

the coordinates at the successive points in the phase space represent almost the same

information. On the other hand , if Tbsis too large, the successive poinis represent distinct

uncorrelated descrþtions of the embedding phase space (Nusse and Yorke 1998).

Another important parameter is the evolving time, T*o,. The question of proper
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selections of the above parameters still remains open. In order to dem¡-nsträte that the

nonlinear mapping truly improves the accuracy of the calculated Lyapunov exponents and

leads to true negative exponents, in this work, large ranges of the key parameters, from

100 to 900 for both the time-lag (Tur) and evolving time (T*ot) are used, and the results

are presented.

5.3.1 Spectrum of Lyapunov exponents and relative errors using local

linear mapping

From the previous work (Yang and Wu 2005,2006a,2006b, and 2006c), the bipedal

robot subjected to three constraints is a 2-dimensional nonlinear non-smooth system.

When calculating Lyapunov exponents using the linear mapping, the embedding

dimension should follow Takens' theorem (Takens 1981), i.e., in order to preserve the

dynamical properties of the original attractor, theoretically the embedding dimension

should satisfidp>2ldl+1, where dis the fractal dimension arñ ldl is the lowest

integer greater than d. However, there has been a misunderstanding that in practice the

minimum embedding dimension can be taken below 2 [ d ] + 1 (Nusse and Yorke 1998).

Thus first the importance of following Takens' theorem was demonstrated. For the

bipedal system under study, a 2-dimensional þhase space system based on the time delay

embedding method was reconskucted, .,Àrhilè according to Takens' theorem, the minimum

dimension of the e*U"aairrg phase space should be 5. Then, the local linear mapping is

first used to construct mapping matrices and calculate the Lyapuno,, 
"-*ponents 

of this 2-

dimensional embedding system. The values of trvo Lyapunov exponents and the relative
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error with respect to the values obtained from mathematical model arêihown in Table

5.2.

Table 5.2Lyapunov exponents and relative errors using the local linear mapping

embedding in 2-dimensional phase space Q; :-10.33 18 , Â;.: -18.0704)

T"uot T,o, lr Error %_o ).2 Error o/o

400 r00 -3.0286 70.69 -3.9217 78.30
200 -3.4420 66.69 -4.3993 75.65
300 -2.5035 75.77 -4.8993 72.89
400 -1.6060 84.46 -4.6540 74.25
s00 -1.4051 86.40 -4.54T5 74.87

500 100 -2.7081 73.79 -4.1002 77.3t
200 -2.4541 76.25 -4.7122 73.92
300 t.9481 8t.t4 -5.6142 68.93
400 t.90t7 81.59 -5.5429 69.33

500 -1.7689 82.88 -5.4910 69.61

600 100 -3.0858 70.13 -4.4933 75.t3
200 -2.5334 75.48 -5.2282 7r.07
300 -2.8566 72.35 -s.67t7 68.61

400 -2.7713 73.18 -5.1070 71.74
500 -2.3163 77.58 :5.7342 68.27

From Table 5.2, it is found that the minimum relative error is 67Yo. Thus, the results

are not acceptable, which demonstrates that it is important to follow Takens' embedding

theorem (Takens 1981), i.e., using the local linear mapping or the linearization method to

relonsflct the system from a time series, thè embedding dimension d¿should not be

lower than 2d +l if the real system is d -dimensional system.

The phase space systems were reconstructed with the dimensions ranging from two to

ten, mapping matrices are constructed using the local linear mapping, and then calculated

the whole spectrum of Lyapunov exponents. It was found, based on these results, that

there are no signific'* r*nrouernents on the accuracy of the Lyapunov'exponents when
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the embedding dimension is above 5. On the other hand, the large-the êmbedding

dimension we chose, the more spurious Lyapunov exponents will be conducted. So in this

work, only the results of 5-dimensional embedding phase space are presented. Since the

number of the Lyapunov exponents is equal to the dimension of the embedding system,

five Lyapunov exponents will be conducted. All of them are shown in Figure 5.3.

Triangles, stars, plus signs, squares and diamonds represent the I th Lyapunov exponent

(wherei = 1,...,5 ).

Er,ohe Tme Lag r

Figure 5.3 Spe-ctrum of Lyapunov exponents using l't order mapping embedding in 5-

dimensional phase space (Triangles represeäf the first exponent; stars represent the

second.exponent; plus signs represent the third exponent; squares represent the fourth
exponent and diamonds represent the fifth èxponent).

Among these five Lyapunov exponents, only fwo of them are the true Lyapunov

exponents, and the remaining three are spurious exponents. IdentiûÁ; the actually two

Lyapunov exponents 
.from 

all these five Lyapunov exponents remains a challen$e.

Although some techniques have been proposed to identiff the true exponents, their
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applicability depends on the individual systems. On the other hand, ilt"n èxcessively

large dimensions are used, not only spurious exponents will be generated, but also in

some cases, the accvracy of the true exponents will be affected (Múller 1995). From

Figure 5.3, we observed that the fourth exponent (squares) and the fifth exponent

(diamonds) are much closer to the values calculated from mathematical model. Since in

this work, the focus is to demonstrate the advantages of nonlinear mapping, the fourth

and fiffh exponents, which are the closest to those calculated from the mathematical

model, \¡/ere assumed to be the "true" Lyapunov exponents representing the balancing of

constrained bipedal robot standing. These two Lyapunov exponents determined from

times series and their relative effors with respect to the values obtained from the

mathematical model are shown in Table 5.3. The standard for acceptable Lyapunov

.exponents 
was set as that the individual relative error should be below l5o/o, the average

relative error of two exponents should be below 10%.

Table 5.3 Lyapunov exponents and relative errors using 5D local linear mapping

(Â; =-10.331 8,ü. =-te.ozo+)

T"uot T,o, ).a Er¡or o/o x"s Error %o

400 -

100 - -6.0906 41.05 -1 1.3631 37.12
200 -8.8755 14.70 -10.8925 39J2
300 -10.3733 0.40 -15.6721 t3.27
400 -10.0746 - 2.49 -27.7914 s3.80

500 -r6.9300 63.86 -25.4629 40.9t

500

100 -6.3917'' 38 t4 -12.1951 32.5\
200 -10.2626 0.67 -12,8257 29.02

300 =12.7572 23.48 -16.6464 7.88

400 -17.9346 73.59 -24.4320 35.20

500 -12.5367 21.34 -29.4321 62.87

600

100 -7.1900 30.41 -13.6t64 24.65

200 -10.6688 3.26 -r0.7559 40.48

300 -16.8478 63.07 -19.5681 8.29

400 -r9.1 858 85.70 -23.3t68 - 29.03

s00 -10.0056 3.16 -34.0555 88.46
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From Table 5.3, it is found that the relative effors decrease as compared with the

values in Table 5.2. The minimum avefage relative error is 6.84% when time lag is 300;

evolving time is 400, while the individual relative errors are 0.40Yo and, I3.27Yo,

respectively. This result implies that using the local linear mapping, the accuracy of the

Lyapunov exponents can be improved with the increase in the embedding dimension.

Thus, using sufficiently high embedding dimensions, i.e., satisfiring Takens' embedding

theorem (Takens 1981), is crucial when the linear mapping is used for calculating

Lyapunov exponents. However, it is observed that the accuracy of the Lyapunov

exponents is very sensitive to the choice of the time lag and evolving time. Thus,

selection of proper parameters, such as time lag T,o* and evolving time, T"ro,, for

computing Lyapunov exponents, is still a very challenging problem. Another problem is

that since the dimension of embedding phase space is large than the dimension of the

robot system, three spurious exponents are generated. How to identify the true exponents

remains challenging

5.3.2 Spectrum of Lyaflunov exponents and relative errors using

second-order mapping

In tfris ,""tiorr, the Lyapunov exponents oi the bipedal control system are presented

where the second-order local neighborhàod-to-neighborhood mapping was used to

construct more accurate mapping matrices -Is. Since Takens' embedding theorem is meant

for linear mapping and since for nonlinear mapping, more infor-at¡n of the original

system is captured, 
_the 

embedding dimension is chosen as two, which is equal to the

dimension of bipedal system under study. The time history of two exponents with time
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lag 76, =600 and evolving time T"rot:400 is shown in Figure 5.+.ìitreiivalues and

the relative effors with respect to the values obtained from the mathematical model are

shown in Table III.
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Figure 5.4 Lyapunov exponents using 2ndorder mapping embedding in 2-
dimensional phase ynace when time lag Tr.r = 600, evolving time T"ro¡ : 400

Figure 5.4 shows that in the fteady state phase, the exponents always remain negative

and converges to -7.7221-and -18.1 672. The-Foperty of the exponents remaining

negative indicates that the nearby trajectories. converge consistently. Such a property is an

import'ant condition for system stability. Ofherwise, the stability of the systems cannot be

guaranteed even if the average exponents are negative. Examples of Lyapunov stability

refer Slotine and Li (1991).

Two Lyapunov exponents and their relative effors with respect to the values obtained

from the mathematieal model are shown in Table 5.4;
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Table 5.4 Lyapunov exponents and relative errors using 2nd order mappiffem6edding in

2-dimensional phase space Q; =-10.3318 ,t:-18.0704)

T"rot nas 1r Error %o Å.2 Enor Yo

400

100 -7.7220 25.26 -18.3770 1.70

200 -7.7734 24.76 -17.9987 0.40
300 -7.7804 24.69 -18.0775 0.04
400 -7.7779 24.72 -1 8.1 034 0.18
500 -7.7605 24.89 -18.2308 0.89

500

100 -9.2915 10.07 -19.7182 9.T2
200 -9.3494 9.5t -78.8249 4.18
300 -9.3515 9.49 -18.9325 4.77
400 -9.3256 9.74 -19.0590 5.47
500 -9.2921 10.06 -19.1059 5.73

600

100 -10.5810 2.41 -22.5561 24.82

200 -10.7262 3.82 -20.2052 11.81

300 -10.7365 3.92 -r9.7989 9.51
400 -t0.7184 3.74 -19.8684 9.9s
500 -10.6537 3.t2 -19.9426 10.36

Based on the results shown in Table 5.4, it is found that using the second-order

mapping; firstly, the relative overall errors of the Lyapunov exponents decrease

significantly as compared w_ith those using the local linear mapping. The minimum

average relative -error is 6.74% ilhen time lag, T¡or, is 500, evolving time, T",o,,is 600,

while the individual relativè effors arc3.12%o and 1O.:OX, respectively. Secondly, the

results are nof sensitive to the values of time.lag, Ths, and evolving time, [ur¡, nine sets

of results have met the requirement welset within the range of time lag, T^r, from 100 to

500, and evolving time, T*o,, from 500 to 600. Thirdly, since the reconstructed phase

space system is 2-dimensional, only two Lyapunov exponents are conducted. No spurious

exponents are generated. Thus, using the second-order local neighborhood-to-
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neighborhood mapping can avoid the identification of the true Lyapunoiexponents from

spurious ones.

Discussions

Stability analysis and stability control are important for the development of robotic

systems. Due to the limitations on the derivations of Lyapunov functions, stability

analysis and control of robotic systems have been extremely limited. On the other hand,

Lyapunov exponents, which can be calculated from the mathematical models of the

systems or a time series, are independent from the initial conditions and can charactenze

the system stability provided that the numerical afüfact is under control (Sekhavat 2A0Ð.

The most attractive advantageof using a time series is that the data for only one state is

required, which can often be measured experimentally (Wolf et al 1985, Sano and

Sawada 1985, Karfiz and Schreiber 2004). However, it has been documented that the

current methods for calculating Lyapunov exponents using a time series are valid for

chaotic systems, i.e., for calculating positive Lyapunov exponents. They have been

considered not reliable for calculãting negative and zerc exponents.

It was'believed that the first-order Taylor series expression used in current methods for

calculating Lyapunov exponents based on ^p time series becomes unacceptable for

potentially stable systems (Wolf et al 1981, Brown et al 1991, Zeng et al 1992). Thus,

using a higher order Taylor series expression for generating local neighborhood-to-

neighborhood mapping was proposed to calculate Lyapunov exponenl_s based on a time

series. A control system of a biped during standing has been used as an example to

demonstrate the proposed method. Two Lyapunov exponents have been calculated using

a second-order local neighborhoodto-neighborhood mapping. The results.have been
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compared with those determined using a linear mapping and those o6Iaineã from the

mathematical model of the bipedal control system under study. Since the time lag T¡or

and the evolving T"rot have significant effects on the calculated Lyapunov

exponents, and there are no methods available on the selection of such parameters, alarge

range äf such parameters have been used to ensure the results truly approximate the

Lyapunov exponents.

As demonstrated in Section 5.3, the nonlinear mapping has following advantages:

(1) The accuracy of the negative Lyapunov exponents calculated using the nonlinear

mapping is significantly improved as compared with those from the linear mapping;

(2) The sensitivity of the calculated Lyapunov exponents is significantly reduced to the

time lag and the evolving time as compared to those from the linear mapping;

(3) No spurious Lyapunov exponent is generated since the dimension of the embedding

phase space is the same as the true dimension of the original bipedal system.

The importance of satisffing Takens' embedding theorem is also demonstrated when

the linear mapping is used.

In addition to calculating-negative Lyapunov exponents, one of the issues preventing

the applications õf the concept of Lyapunov exponents to potentially stable systems is that

Llapunov exponents are the averuge divergenVconvergent rates of close-by trajectories.

The evaluation of system stability based on the final average value may be problematic

because there might be some strange trajectories that escape from or o_scillate around the

boundary of the attracting region. We then propose to examine the time history of the

exponents rather than just the final average values for determining the system stability as
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discussed in Section 5.3 in that the exponents should remain negative arrtin¿'the whole

steady state phase.

Although Lyapunov exponents are calculated from a specific trajectory they are

independent from any initial conditions and specific trajectories within the same stability

region (Oseledec 1968, Diec i et al lggT). Thus, determination of the stability region is an

important part when Lyapunov exponents are used for stability analysis. An effective and

practical algorithm for determining stability region, developed by Nusse and Yorke

(1998), is recommended here.

Although conceptually, Lyapunov exponents are related to the eigenvalues of the

linear systems, stability analysis using Lyapunov exponents is fundamentally different

from linear stability analysis in that, for linear stability analysis, the nonlinear system is

first linearized ín a region around an operating point, and the eigenvalues of the linear

system are calculated. In the cases that the region of interests is not close to the operating

point or the nonlinear systems cannot be linearized, such as non-smooth systems, linear

stability analysis does not wqrk. The concept of Lyapunov exponents provides a

generclization of the linear stability analysis for perturbations of steady state solutions to

time-dlpendent solutions. Although linearizationis involved, it is around the points on

the trajectory rather than around an operating point.

Applying Lyapunov's second method to engineering systems, which are highly

nonlinear systems, is well-known challenging due to the lack of constructive method for

deriving a Lyapunov function. The methbd of calculatine LVanunor, 
"*porr"nts 

developed

in this work is both systematic and constructive. Furthermore, the method is not reshicted
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to bipedal robotic systems. It can be used to general nonlinear potentialÇstabie systems,

especially for practical engineering systerns.

:



6.1

Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future \ilork

Contributions of This Thesis

The contributions of this thesis include three aspects. The first contribution is that the

effects of constraints on balance control of bipedal standing have been investigated

rigorously. The second contribution is that the balance control of constrained bipedal

standing has been studied. The stability of this control system has been analyzed using the

concept of Lyapunov exponents based on the mathematical model. The third contribution

is that a method for analyzing potentially stable engineering systems based on the concept

of Lyapunov exponents using a time series has been developed. Each contribution is

further elaborated below.

6.1.1 Effects of constráints on balancing of bipedal standing

The effects of constraintstefween the foot-link and the ground on balancing of bipedal

standing have,be-en investigated. To the best of the author's knowledge, this is the first

sy-stematic study on this subject. Analytical 
-solutions 

to the bounds of the controlled

ankle torque have been determined satisfying each individual constraint, the gravity and

friction constraints simultaneously. The control bounds satisffing all three constraints

have been obtained using a numerical method. The regions in the state rnu"" satisfying all

the constraints have"been determined. More importantly, the regions that can not satisfli

the constraints have also been identified. If the states of the biped fall in such regions,
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regardless of the control torque, the constraints will be violated and stffilization cannot

be achieved. The changes in the tange of the control torque versus the angle and the

angular velocity have been obtained. Furthermore, the results of control bounds have

shown explicitly the specific constraint causing such bounds, which, in turn, predicts the

specific constraint to be violated and the potential movement of the foot-link once the

constraint is violated. The solutions to the control bounds are important for designing

balancing control laws. They are also helpful for preparing protective measures for the

bipedal robots.

The investigation of the effects of constraints on the bipedal robot provides valuable

information about the role of each individual constraint and their interactions on the

bipedal standing. This information is very helpful to gain an in-depth understanding of

the mechanics of bipedal standing. It also provides a guideline to design suitable control

laws for balancing the bipedal standing.

6.1.2 Balance control- and stabilify analysis of constrained bipedal

standing 
':

Thebalancing control of constrained disfurb"i Uip"a* standing has been investigated.

To demonstrâte the effects of constraints on-balancing of bipedal standing, a PD-based

switching state controller has been desigrted, and has been used to stabilize the biped

from some initial states to upright posture while satisffing all constraints between the feet

and the ground. A conventional PD controller, designed without the'Consideration of the

constraints, has been compared with the state-switching controller. Simulation results

have shown that the control torque, determined from the switching state feedback
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controller, was always within the control bounds, indicating that the corrs-traiñts between

the foot-link and the ground are satisfied. The control torque from the conventional PD

controller was below the lower bound of the control torque. This indicates that if the foot-

link is not fixed on the ground, the constraints will be violated, and stabi lizationof the

biped is out of the question. The simulation results indicate the importance to consider the

constraints between the foot-link and the ground when the balance control law is

designed.

The stability of PD-based switching state control system has been analyzed using the

concept of Lyapunov exponents based on a mathematical model, and a stability region

has been determined. Furthermore, the stability region has been compared and agreed

well with the one from the previous work.that predicts the feasible movement during

which balance of human standing can be maintained. This agreement shows the potential

of the concept of Lyapunov exponents to be used as a measure of balance control of

human standing. The work contributes to bipedal balance control, which is important in

the development of bipedal wálking machines

6.1.3 Stabilify analysis using Lyapuno-v éxponents based on a time

sertes -:_

'stability 
analysis and stability cont¡o!,3re important for the development of robotic

systems. Lyapunov's stability analysis for engineering systems is well-known challenging

due to the lack of constructive method for deriving a Lyapunov function. Methods for

calculating the Lyapunov exponents based on a time series have been developed primanly

for analyzing chaotìc systems, where at least one Lyapunov exponent is positive. Such
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methods are not reliable for studying potentially stable systems, *T"r" 
-the 

largest

Lyapunov exponent is negative or zeÍo.It is believed that the local linear mapping leads

to inaccurate matrices which are essential for calculating the spectrum of Lyapunov

Exponents. ln this research, the method on stability analysis for potential stable

engineering systems using Lyapunov exponents based on a time series has been

developed. Higher order Taylor expansions have been used in the local neighbour-to-

neighbour mapping to obtain more accurate mapping mahices. A conkol system of a

biped during standing has been used as an example to demonstrate the proposed method.

The whole spectrum of Lyapunov exponents has been numerically obtained. The results

have been compared with those determined using a linear mapping and those obtained

from the mathematical model of the bipedal control system under study. It has been

shown that a significant improvønent in the accuracy is achieved. The results show that

the nonlinear mapping has the following advantages for calculating Lyapunov exponents:

1. The accuracy of the negative Lyapunov exponents calculated using the nonlinear

mapping is signincantty-improved as compared with those from the linear

- mapping

2. The sensitivity of the calculated Lyapungv exponents is significantly reduced to the

-- 
time lag and the evolving time as, compared to those from the linear mapping.

3. No spurious Lyapunov exponent is generated since the dimension of the embedding

phase space is the s¿rme as the true dimension of the original bipedal system.

Hence, the proposed method for calculating Lyapunov exponents based on time series

has a great potential for obtaining negative Lyapunov exponents and has significant
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practical applications in engineering systems. The method of calcuJãting Lyapunov

exponents developed in this work is both systematic and constructive. Furthermore, the

method is not restricted to bipedal robotic systems. It can be used to general nonlinear

potentially stable systems, especially for practical engineering systems.

6.2 Future Work

Several recommendations are made for future work.

(1) In order to use the proposed methodology to analyze the stability of potential

stable systems using the concept of Lyapunov exponents based on a time series, the biped

model needs to be expanded to multi-linkage system.

(2) An advanced nonlinear controller satisffing both the control bounds and the

condition on the angular velocity needs to be designed to enlarge the stability region.

Since one limitation of the present work is that, the controller was designed satisfuing

only the control bounds. The condition, imposed on the angular velocity, was not

considered in the control design; rather it was used to terminate the controller and

simulations if the magnitude of tñe angular velocity was above the critical value.

(3) 
_The 

derivation and programming on computing Lyapunov exponents based on a

time series for aibitrary order of Taylor series- expression and for any dimensional phase

spãce rleed to be developed.

With the above future developments, the proposed method may be used as an efficient

stability analysis tool for potentially stable engineering systems.
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Appendix A

Determination of the Minimum Critical Angular Velocity

In this section, the minimum critical angular velocity between 0r,, and 0n, is

determined anal¡ically when- e* < e < d*. Wher e 0",, and 0"r2 are critical angular

velocities determined by friction constraint and Center of Pressure (COP) constraint,

respectively, which are defined in Equations (3.11c) and (3.23b).

Subtracting square of Equation (3.1lc) from square of Equation (3.23b), one has:

e..,, -e-.,, = -----gÉ9-(cmmrr + M(m+ mr)stnl - mrr, stnl) (A1)êr¿ crt mr(M cos? +mrb)

Since the denominator in Equation (41) is always positive, the numerator determines

the sign.

Examining the numerator shows two possible cases: e > 0 , and 0 <0 .

Casel.:0<e<e*

-Sincey = I +mrz, M(m1*r)=(I +mrz)(m!*r)rm'r'.

Assin0 ) 0 ,the numerator is always positive, one has:

, .-; -

à :áU--q - U^-t

So, the minimum critical angular velùity'is detennined by the friction constraint.

Case2: -e*<e<0

Following the similar procedure to the case 1, and considering thatsiä0 i=0, one has:

(^2)

9uz ) 9ut

9nz 1 9nt

when -e' <e <ã

when ã <e <o

(A3)

(A4)
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where:

ã=-arcsin( "**" -l=-ur"ri'l ,'. 
''ì 

'^.'ø :-arçsurll@.,,ù.-r%r',j--"'"sinl:*q+j t"t'

Further¡nore, as r ,, 
" 

, L >> -/, thus ã willhave a very low value.
c

Using parameters shown in Table 33, ã = 0.520
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Appendix B

Ðenivation of CoeffÏcients in Mapping Matríces

In this section, the whole procedure of calculating coefficients for mapping -at i"es

is given. First, minimtzethe distance based on least-square method, and then solve

two sets of linear equations.

Construction of Jacobian Matrix lorNr,, =2,and dø =3

From Equation (5.6), the minimum number of parameters No is equal to nine, thus

nine neighbors, and 27 coefficients should be determined. Since dø=3, Equation

(5.7) canbe written as

z i þ; rt) = ô F1 ø { (n; rs) + aFpz i (n; rs) + ô Fß z i (n; rù

*!prrrr(ti (,;ro)Y + ôF1pz{ (n;rs)zl(n;rs)+ ôF1szi (n;rs)z{(n;rs)2l' '

+ ô F1 2 1 
z i (n ; rslz i þ ; rs) + a ry22(z i Ø ; r¡l + ô F1y z | (n ; rs)z i þ ; rs)

+ ô Fs fl ! (n ; rs) z i (n ; rs) + ô Fs 22 i (n ; !ùz í (n ; ro) + a rs(z [ (r; rùY \

- _

Z í Ø; rt) = ô Fuz { (" ; rs) + ôF 22 z | (n ; rs) + ô F 23 z i ø ; rs)

* ! pr r r r(, i Ø; r )f + a i 2 1 2z i (n; rs) z i fu ; rs) + Q F y 3 z i ø ; rs)z i þ; rs)2l' ¿

+ôF221zi(n;rs)zi(n;rs)+aF2rr(ziþ;rr¡f+ar223zí(a;rùzí(n;ro)

+ ôF23 12 { (n; rs)z i (n ; rs) + ô F2322 { (n ; rs)z i (n ; rs) + a r 2y(z í Ø ; r ùY I
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zí (";rt) : arrrzi fu;rù + ôh2zl(n;rs) + aq3zi Ø;rs)

*){aorrr(zi (",r0)l * arrrrri (n;ro)zi(n;rs)+ ôftszi (n;rs)zi(n;rs)

+ ô ft 2 y z | (n ; rs) z i (n ; rs) + ô \ 22(z 5 þ ; r o)f + a 4 r, z i (n; r s) z i (n; rs)

+ ô F33 p ! (n ; rs)z { (n; rs) + ô \32 z i þ; rs)z i (n ; rs) + arru(z 5 þ' q ))t }

Re-writing Equation (Bl) in matrix form, one has

(zi þtrr)\ I r, rn tuí ziØ;rù)
I 
ziþ;\) 

I = | ,r, rzz trrll zi@;ro¡1

lqØ,r)) L"' rtz 
'u)lqtu*ù)

where

(82)

J,,

J,,

J,,

_ Jzt = ôFr, +){uorrrti + ôlrrrZi + ôFurzi}

Jr, = ôFr, *|{arrrrz{ + arrrlz; + ôFruzi\

Jrr. = ôFr,*){arr zi,*'aFurz; + ôFrrrzi}

Jr. = ôFr, *){aorrrti + ôFrrrzi + ôFrrrz,r\

The coefficients -À/o x d = 9 x3 = 27 can be determined using

which minimize the following distance

Jr, = ôFr, *|{ar,rrz{ + ôFrrrzi + ôFruzil

J,, = ô4, *f;{an ,4 + ôF,,rZi + ôfirrZ{}

= ôF,, * 
){ao*,t{ 

+ ôFurzi

= ôF,,4V",t[ + ôF,,,zi

= ôFr, * 
){arrr,ti 

+ ôF,,,zi

+ ôFrrrZ[]

+ ôFurz[]

+ ôFrrrZ!| (83)

the least-square method

(Blc)
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N o,,
n = írllt' Ø;r) - o' ("t ro\l

To simplify the expression of Equation (83), we let

ôFr, = ar,ôFrr, = ar, ôFrr, = ar, ôFrr, = ao,

ôFrr, = au,ôFrr, = a, ,ôFp = ar,ôF¡r, = an

ôFr, = bt,ôF^t = br, ôFrr, = br, ôFrr. - bo,

ôFrrr: bu,ôFrr, = b, ,ôFr, = br,ôFrr' - bn

ôFr, = cr, ôF3n = cz, ôF3n = cr, ôF3p = c4,

ôFrr, = c6,AF3n: c7,AF$ = cs,ôFrr., = cn

Zi (n;rs) = Yi

Then Equation (83) can be written as:

J, = dt *;{trri + arv', + oor'r}

Jrr: a1*+{trri + auvi+ arri}

1¡
Jtz = es *;{"^r; + arv', + anu'rl

Jr, = b, ++{br"i + brvi + bovi}

Jr, = b, +|{urr; + buvi + b.,v'r}

J r, = 4 *){urr; + brv', + bnv'r}

Jtt = ct -|b*; + crv'r+ cov'r\

. - Jn=cs*){"r";+cuv,r+"ru;}

1 ¡ 

"'''^+""''\
Jtt=cs+ 

r\covi+c

ôFr, = a,

ôFr, = b5,

ôFr, = c,

(84)

(Bs)

(86)

The procedure of obtaining coefficients a¡,b¡,c¡,(i =1,...,9) is derived in details.

First, minimize the distance based on least-square method, and then s_ojve two sets of

linear equations.
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The lease-square method to show the distance is:

N" N" 2

n =Zllt'(n;r,)- tz' (,;o)l = Zllt' - t''ll
i=l l=l
lV-

= 2, t(t ; - J,,vi - J,rv', - J,rv'r)' * (t ; - J 
^vi - 

J rrvL - J rrr'r!
l=1

* (zl - J rrvl - J rrv; - t ur;)' \

=>,,rr; -(',.+þ,vi + a,v', * aovt',})r' -(", .|b*; + auv', * o,u;j)r;
i=l

( lr , ,ì\-lt, *iþovi + a.,v', * orr'rj)l'

*Ì, t ; -(o.ïþ,vi + b,v; + bov;t)", - (n * lÞ,'; + buv', + ø,,;\,;
r=l

-(u, . iþ ovi + b,v',+ a,u; )))'

*T,tt; -(", *iþ,vi + c,v', + cov;t),' - (", *)Þ*i + cuv; + ",,;|),;i=l

-(", .:þovi + c,v',* %rå )))'

(F,7)

where a¡,b¡,c¡,vtq,(i =1,...,9),(a =1,2,3) , aÍe defined in Equation (85),

J tj, Q, j = 1,2,3) are definêð' in Equation (86).
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To minimize the above distance, the following linear equations are obtainã: '

#=E rt, -(',.:þ,,i * a,v', + 
"^,1\),;- (", * )b": + auv,, * ",,;\),;

- [r, 
* ]{' n; + a,v', + anv',})r; rr;

-0

#=Ðrrt, -(",.+þ,,; * a,v; + "n;|),; -(",.+þ,vi + auv; * 
".,,1|),;

-(".iAovi + a,v', + anv',))"lr j";"1

-0

H=E rr, -(",.i{",vi + a,v; + aovi})", -[', .]b*; + atuv; * o,,;]),;

-(", . +þ ovi + a,v', + a nv',Ì)r; l'; r;

-0

#=Ðrrr, -(,,,.iþ,vi + a,v; + o,u;\,i -(",.:{,,vi + auv', * o,,;}),;

- (", *|b^r; + arv¡, + anv'rÌ)r;l'í'l

-0

H=E tt, -(", *){""vi + a,v; * "n:}),i =?, .:{",vi + auv; *,,,;\),;

-(", * Tþ ^ri 
* ø,vi + ",,;|)r;¡,;

-'' -o \ .Ì,,

#=E rr, -(,,*I{",vi + a,v; + aov;l],, -(* *}b,"i * auv', + 
",'¿}),;

-(t, . ;þ ovi +. a rv', + a rvi))r s )r'*;
-0
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# =Zrtt, -(",.+þ,vi + a,v; + aov;t),; - (", *|{",,i + auv; . "ì',}),;

- (", . :þ ovi + a rv', + anv'r))"; tr;';

-0

H=t tt, -(",.+þ,vi + a,v; + aovit),' -(", . jb*; + auvi, *,¡;|),;

-(",.+þovi + a,v',r anvil)r;rrl

-0

# =Zrrr, -(",.:þ,vi + a,v; * 
'-,1\),; -(",.:þ,vi + auv; * "*;\),;

-(",.+þo,i + a,v', +'*;\),:ll"nl
=Q

H = Ðrttt -(u, * ){ø,vi 
+ b,v; + bov;t),' - (n * }{ø,"; 

+ buv; *. ø,,;ù,;

-(r, *|{ur'r +b,vt, +bnv'r})r;rrr

_Q
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#=E rtt-(r, * ){u*: 
+b,v; +bovi,)"' -(o *}{u.,t +buv,, *u,,i-\),t

-(o . iþ ^vi 
+ b,v', + t,r;\)r',¡, p;

-0

# =E t t -(u,.iþ,vi + b,v!, + bovit),' -[r, *]{u,,: + buv,, + n,,tr}),;

-(u, . iþ ovi + b,v', + b,v',})r; r";

-0

# = Ðrrt t- [r, 
* 

]Þ "t 
+ b,v;+ a-"; ])ui -(u, . 

ILa,u; 
* b uv; + u*;]),,

-(ø, * |{u ̂ vi 
+ b,v', + b nv'r\)r s }r'";

-0

Y, =fiut; -(u,.|{u,vi + b,v;+ 4.,¿ }),; - þ, 
. ib"t + buvi, + r,,;\),;

-(o . i{u or; * b,v', + b,v',})r; l"å";

-0

# =Ðrrrt -(u,.iþ,vi +-b,v;+ a."; ))"¡ -(u, .iþ,vi + buv; + t,,;\)";

- (r, * f,b^r; 
+ b,vt, + bnv',))rl rr;

-0 -,1 -
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E =àrt t -(",. +þ,ui 
+ c,v; +a,; )),; -(", . tþ,vi + cuv; + 

",u;|),;

-(", -:þovi + c,v', + c,v',\)rs)';r;

-0

E=àrttt -(",.iþ,vi + c,v; + covi)),; - (",.:r*i + cuv,, * ",,;\u;

-(", . +þ,ri 
* c,v', + ",r;j)r;¡r¡r;

-0

# =E ttt -(",.:þ,,i + c,v; +*,;))"1 -(", .:þ,vi + cuv; * "*l|),;

-(", -;þovi + crv', + cnv'rl)";trlr;

-0
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# = E tt t - (", . iþ,,i + c,,; + c ov;t),' - (* . f,b *: + c uv; * ",,;-¡),;

-0

E = Ðrtt t -(", . +þ,,i + c,v', +*,; ))"; -(", . :1", 
ui + ",,; + 

",,;\),;

-(", -:þovi + c,v', + cnv',})r;l j";'; (88)

-0

The above linear equations can be written as matrix form as

U A =VA,U p =VB,UC =VC

A = (o, orr..., on)'

B : (b,br,...,bn)'

-C : ("r,rr,...r"n)'

, 
^ 

=(þ,r;";,Ðrlþ;)' ,Ezï,i,1,äz;,;,:,,92þi,Y.z¡þ,)' ,Y,21,,,i,#rpl,Zr;þ;Y)'- \r=r i=r i=r i=r i= 
(Blod)

u,=ft ,;ui,>rd,;Y,¿zyp;,lzy;,1,>z¡u:¿rd,;Y,àr;,'y;;,Y¡,;V"t,fu'-)'
, \r=l ¡'=l ¡=1 ,=l i=l

(No . . No .t .\.t Np . . . No ì ;, ", .t .\cNp . . . No . .Nr rt"r.toP
U, =lÐZrri,>zi\ui) ,Zz'rr'rri,Zzrrír;, 

-Zzþ;,\z'r\tt [ ,\z'rrru'ryLzþ'r,Zz!\r'J 
)

(810Ð

(Be)

(810a)

(810b)

(810c)

where
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(H,r llil
lx'r :y,n

lä'rr'l )fluto

lä'lro )flüo

'1fut tfluro

lþt* :fl,nü

lfut tfl'f'u
I þ{'å llqf'r

þ5,ur *n+

f,u¡o å+u

\rlu, luJ,å
HD{

flufï fl'tYu

fl'tftu, ärI(of
Np.l .\t No...

Dil,tf D4'å
ri ¡{

þff þt+o

fut¿f,¿ þ{øhf
Nr... No.r .\"

Yú Pr4r

fu¡'tt þtul

Np - . lNp .t .\)y ;yþtr

flto;¡trnor

þ{'år :þtur

fu¿:þtto
fl,+ ;flü
ä41 ;$'r
fl,*,t )flüof iflüu

fu(ü:floY\or

N0... No..

I#:r\ W¡t r{

\,trr¿ l'{f'{
f{ r{
Np.t .\'¡. No...

P{t4I'¿ W
No . .r .\, Np .t .\.t

Pþåt'f Pt'{I
Npt .\t. Nr..

å4I'¿ P'å

å+o åoru

ä'åI('¿f þ('¿f

þtut å{r

þ,t'år ä,rI

:þ(ü

;$rnü

:futuY

åþff

:fu(ü

:flur:lnf

:þ(ü

åå*l
],fltl

(Bl0e)

These equations can be solved when matrix Zis invertible.

A = V-rU ¿, B = V-l(r g,C = V-l(r ¿

After getting coefficients, one can construct Jacobian matrix according to Equation

(86).

(812)

computing the eigenvalues. Then, (up'toiSome constant related to the sampling time)

the Lyapunov exponents can be computed as the logarithm of these eigenvalues. The

entire procedure is described in reference (Abarbanel, 1996).

(Bl1)

f J, J,, J,r1

J =l J^ J, Jrrl .

L¿, J,, ./',1
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Time Series Using Nonlinear Approximation

Appendix C

Description of the Structure on Calculation of

Lyapunov Exponents Based on a Time Series lJsing

Nonlinear Approximation

In this Appendix, the structure of the software implemented and used in this thesis

will be provided. The time series is generated from the mathematical model detailed

in Chapter 3. This time series is used to reconstruct the control system based on

Takens' time delay method. Nonlinear approximation is used in Taylor expansion.

Least-square method is used to obtained coefficients which are required for

constructing mapping matrices. Time histories of Lyapunov exponents' spectrum is

for checking the convergence ofthe exponents.
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Time Series Using Nonlinear Approximation

Input a time series data (x1,x2,...,xn) generated from the

mathematical model, which is developed in Chapter 3

Reconstruct system in a phase space with embedding
dimension d¿ =2 using Takens' time-delay method. A
set of lagged variables
x(n) , x(n+T¡or) , x(n+2Thù ,-.., x(n+(d6 -l)T¡o) is
obtained. They act as the coordinates in a d n -
dimensional space in which the dynamics producing
thex(n) s is fully captured or embedded.

Select FfVE nearest neighbours along the trajectory in
above phase space, determine TEN coefficients in
mapping matrices using Least-square method, and obtain
the mapping matrices at each point on the trajectory
detailed in Chapter 5.

Calculate Lyapunov exponents at eachpoint, and average
previous ones-

A¡e the Lyapunov
exponents couv_ergent!

Is the trajectory finished?


